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Preface

In our information-based. technologically sophisticated society, we are placing more
and more demands on the ability to handle large volumes of information and rapid
communications. As a result, optical and optoelectronic systems are now penetrating the
market place. Examples of this include the fiber optics telephone lines with lower noise ana
clearer signals, optical storage of information and recall from CD players. infrared sensors
and motion detectors for home security, remote controls for our televisions and VCR's.
helium-neon lasers for reading bar codes at the supermarket check-out counters, and so
forth. As these advances penetrate and establish themselves in the market place. there will
he increasing demands to improve their performance even further, reduce their package size
and power demands, and make them cheaper. For example. the helium-neon lasers for
s.upermarket check-out are projected to be replaced by semiconductor diode lasers operating
at the red wavelength of 670 nm. As a result there clearly is a future for the development
and improvement of these technologies in semiconductor materials for performance and cost
advantages.
To accelerate the development of technology for these improvements, it is necessary
to facilitate the exchange of information about the current and improved practices leading
to such devices and systems. Rapid improvement in compound semiconductors for
optoelectronic applications is essential to this progress as they form the basis for making
many of these devices possible. In order to facilitate this exchange. researchers at the
University of Florida organized a topical conference in 1987 entitled Compound
Semiconductor Growth, Processing and Devices for the 1990's. While there were (and still
are) a large number of conferences addressing some aspects of the subject of semiconductor
optoelectronics technology, the original organizers of the 1987 conference felt that no single
conference of a topical size simultaneously brought together researchers in the three critical
areas of material growth, processing and devices. This was particularly true with respect to
bringing together an international collection of researchers in these somewhat technically
disparate areas. The first conference was quite successful and we agreed with our Japanese
colleagues that a continuation conference should be organized in 1989 in Japan. To
facilitate technical exchange between the US, Japan and other countries interested in high
technology subjects, we renamed the conference to its present title. Advanced Processing
and Characterization Technologies, which gave us the opportunity to rotate the focus to
topics other than compound semiconductors, if so desired. However the conference held
October 4-6. 1989 in Tokyo, as well as the latest conference held May 8-10. 1991. in
Clearwater Beach, Florida. both had the same focus, namely Fabrication and
Characterization or Semiconductor Optoelectronic Circuits. We anticipate the next
conference will be held in Japan in 1993, and the focus is vet to be determined. We also
anticipate the continued support of the two sponsoring societies which were the American
Vacuum Society and the Japan Society of Applied Physics. We certainly want to express our
appreciation to these sponsoring societies, as well as the cosponsoring societies, which were
the Lasers and Electro-Optics Society, Optical Society of America. Electrochemical SocietN
of Japan. Institute of Electronics. Information and Communications Engineers. Institute of
Electrical Engineers of Japan. and the Vacuum Society of Japan.

xii

In the present conference, the Conference Co-(- airmen. Professor Ramu
Ramaswamy of the University of Florida and Professor Kunio Tada of the tI niversity ol
Tokyo, put together an International Advisory Board which was truly international and o"
high quality. Dr. Thomas Paoli of Xerox-Palo Alto Research Center and his program
committee worked extremely hard and put together an exceedingly good technical program.
the summary of which constitutes this monograph. And finally a large number of scientists
and engineers served on the Program Committee and Organizing Committee, putting in a
lot of time and effort to make the meeting a success. I want to express my most sincere
appreciation to all of these members listed below, for without their efforts, this meeting and
these proceedings would not be possible.
Finally, we want to express our sincere appreciation to the Army Research Office and
the Defense Advanced Research Project Agency. Without their support, the conference
would not have been possible.
Paul H. Holloway
Organizing Committee Chair
Department of Materials Science and Engineering
University of Florida
Gainesville, Florida USA
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Chemical Beam Epitaxy for Opto-electronics
and Electronics Applications
by
W. T. Tsang
AT&T Bell Laboratories
600 Mountain Avenue
Murray Hill, NJ 07974

Within the past few years, the progress in Chemical Beam Epitaxy (CBE) has been
tremendous. It has attracted a great deal of interest from the MOCVD and MBE
communities because it offers solutions to some of the most difficult problems
encountered with each technique. The results thus far clearly demonstrated that high
quality InGaAsP/InP materials and heterostructures can be routinely prepared by
- 3
With new metalorganic aluminum compounds such as triisobutylalumium
CBE.
(TIBAI), trimethylamine alane (TMN.AIH 3 ), and others, high quality AlGaAs with low
residual carbon background has successfully been prepared. Both AIGaAs/GaAs and
InGaAsP/InP electronic and photonic devices with the best state-of-the-art performance
have been prepared. With the use of reflection high energy electron diffraction

(RHEED), modulated beam mass spectrometry (MBMS) and other vacuum diagnostic
techniques, very useful information has been obtained in understanding the metalorganic
reaction chemistries on substrate surfaces. Such understandings are not only important
for CBE, but also for MOCVD.
Since reference [I] already gives an extensive review on CBE, only a recent update is
given here. 1.5 .Lm wavelength unstrained and strained-layer multi-quantum well
heterostructure (GRINSCH)
separate confinement
(MQW) and graded-index
InGaAs/InGaAsP single quantum well (SQW) injection lasers were successfully prepared
-4
The strained-layer SCH 4QW lasers have threshold current densities, Jth, as
by CBE. 2
2
low as 370 A/cm and internal quantum efficiency of 90%. The GRINSCH SQW lasers
2
have extremely low Jh of 170 A/cm , internal quantum efficiency of 83% and internal
2
- 1
. Such Jth for the first time breaks the barrier of 200 A/cm
waveguide loss of 3.8 cm
in long wavelength lasers and approaches those values obtained in the more matured
GaAs/AlGaAs QW lasers. More importantly, these QW laser wafers have thickness
uniformity < ± 1% and peak photoluminescence wavelength < ± 10 rn (as good as ± 3
2
nm) across the entire 2 inch diameter wafer. Such uniformity is important for low-cost

laser fiber amplifier pump lasers, and for OEIC applications.
A monolithic p-i-n/HBT transimpedance photoreceiver circuit has also been
5
fabricated from InP/lnGaAs heterostructures grown by CBE. The OEIC. incorporating
HBTs with fT of 32 GHz and fmu of 28 GHz, had a bandwidth of 3.8 GHz with a mid-

band transimpedance of 400 ohms. The photoreceiver was operated up to 5 Gb/s. at
which bit rate a sensitivity of -18.8 dBm was measured at a wavelength of 1.5 I.Im.
Taking into consideration the quantum efficiency il of the p-i-n photodetector, this

translates to a TIP value of -20.8 dBm, which is within 3.2 dB of the best hybrid results at
this bit rate. The results demonstrate that the CBE growth technique is suitable for high
performance HBT-based OEICs.
Selective area epimaxy and growth over patterned substrate using CBE were
investigated. 6 Truly selective area epitaxy with no deposition over the SiO 2 masks has
been routinely obtained with excellent epilayer morphology. Uniform coverage was
obtained for regrowth over etched mesas to form buried heterostructures. For growth
over etched channels, very unique growth characteristics were obtained. Buried crescent
stripes similar to those formed by liquid-phase epitaxy inside channels were also
obtained by CBE. These growth characteristics demonstrated the unique capabilities of
CBE. Planar buried heterostructure lasers7 with CBE-grown p-n InP current blocking
layers have CW threshold current as low as 17 mA and power output up to 25 mW.
8 9
Recently, trimethylamine alane (TMN. AlH 3 ) has been investigated ' as a
potential metalorganic source for CBE. AlGaAs films with excellent structural and
optical properties have been grown with this source. Photoluminescence intensities from
AlGaAs grown by CBE at 500*C using TMN - AIH 3 ar comparable to those from
material grown by metalorganic chemical vapor deposition at 675°C using
trimethylaluminum (TMAI). Carbon and oxygen levels in CBE grown AIGaAs are
drastically reduced in comparison to similar films grown with triethylaluminium (TEAl).
Several groups s - 0 have also prepared GaAs/AIGaAs HBT with carbon doped base.
Chiu and co-workers 9 demonstrate the entire structure of high quality AIGaAs/GaAs
HBTs including a non-alloyed 8-doped ohmic contact and in situ Al metalization grown
by chemical beam epitaxy using trimethylamine alage as the Al source. The graded
AlGatI-,As and uniform GaAs bases (both - 1000A thick) are doped with carbon to
high 1019 cm - 3 using trimethyl-Ga.

A high performance GaAs p-MESFET using carbon as the p-dopant is also

demonstrated for the first time. The channel and contact layers were grown by CBE. 11

- 3
The cap contact layer was highly doped with carbon (5 x 102°cm ) in order to
minimize the parasitic resistance in the FET structure. The sheet resistivity and transfer
resistance of the contacts were 220 ohn/b and 0.2 ohm-mm respectively. These are
comparable to values achieved on n-type GaAs. The room temperature extrinsic
transconductance and K-factor values were 50 mS/mm and 165 mS/Vmm with I ptm
gate length and 3.5 pm source-to drain spacings. These are the highest room temperature
values ever demonstrated for p-GaAs MESFET. Carbon doping using TMGa in CBE
will be a very powerful technique for preparing electronic circuits using MESFET and
HBT. Carbon is an excellent dopant because it is highly electrically active, suffers no
diffusion problem and can be incorporated in GaAs to concentrations as high as
1021 cm-3.

The growth by CBE of other materials such as GaAs/GaO. 5 In0 .5 P, I-VIs and Si are
also under investigation. It is quite clear that CBE has a lot of unique capabilities to
offer, tremendous progress has been made, and it should have a great potential of
developing into a powerful epitaxial growth technique.
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Doping Distributions in III-V Semiconductors
E. F. Schubert
AT&T Bell Laboratories
Murray Hill, New Jersey 07974
I. Introduction
Doping distributions with spatially abrupt boundaries and high concentrations
become increasingly important for compound semiconductor devices. A good
understanding of the limitations of profiling techniques is required for such doping
distributions. Two profiling techniques, capacitance-voltage IC-V) profiling and
secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS), are used to study ultra-thin doping profiles
and the limitations of the characterization techniques are analyzed.
U. The Capacitance-Voltage Technique in the Quantum regime
The C-V technique is a well-known method to characterize doping profiles in
semiconductors. The resolution of the technique is given by the Debye and ThomasFermi screening length for non-degenerate and degenerate doping, respectively. In
semiconductors with quantum confinement neither the Debye nor the Thomas-Fermi
screening length limitations do apply. In quantum structures such as 8-doped
structures and quantum well structures the carrier distribution is quantized and can not
be described by classical screening lengths. It was recently shown that the resolution
of the C-V technique, if applied to semiconductor quantum structures is limited to the
spatial extent of the wave functions of the electron/hole system Ill. That is, the C-V
profiles on semiconductors quantum structures is comparable in width with the wave
functions.
Experimental C-V profiles p- and n-type 8-doped GaAs are shown in Fig. 1. The
doping density of the p-type layers (4 x 1012 cm- 2 ) and n-type layers
(4.5 x 1o12 cm - 2 ) are comparable. The width of the C-V profiles at room temperature
are 20A and 49,A for p-type and n-type GaAs. respectively. Note that the profile
width is significantly different for p-type and n-type material. The different profile
widths are not due to a different width of the doping impurity distribution. The width
of the actual doping distribution is <20A for both Be- and Si-doped GaAs, as
concluded from SIMS measurements on the same samples I 11.
The different width of the C-V profiles is due to the different spatial extent of the
electron and hole wave functions. Heavy hole wave functions are spatially more
confined than electron wave functions. The spatial width of the carrier wave function
scales with the carrier mass according to m"- 113 [11. Using electron (0.067 in.) and
heavy hole masses (0.45 to,) in GaAs. the profiles are expected to be different by a
factor of (me/mhh)-l/ 3 = 1.9. The experimental ratio of the profile widths is
49A/20A = 2.4 which is in reasonable agreement with the experimental value. Note
that the C-V profiles on p- and n-type were expected to have the same widths on the
basis of the classical Debye screening length limitation.
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III. Resolution of Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry
Secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) is a well known structural technique to
analyze impurity distributions in semiconductors. The increasing importance of
spatially well defined doping profiles obtained during growth or by shallow ion
implantation requires that the limitations of the SIMS technique are understood. In an
effort to characterize the depth resolution of SIMS, 8-doped epitaxial layers were
employed [2-51. The purpose of these studies was twofold. i.e. (i) to optimize the
.neasurement conditions (sputtering rate, sputtering angle, primary ion acceleration,
et.;.) and (ii) to determine the resolution under optimized measurement conditions.
The SIMS profile of a Be 8-doped GaAs film grown by molecular beam epitaxy is
shown in Fig. 2. A narrow peak with a full width at half maximum of 29A is
measured at a depth of 200A. The peak is the narrowest SIMS profile measured on a

INl-V semiconductor. Even narrower peaks were obtained for isoelectronic monolayer
doping, i.e. an AlAs monolayer embedded in GaAs [5].
The resolution of the SIMS technique is generally obtained by assuming that the
shape of the profile is Gaussian. The symmetric Gaussian distribution is justified since
the profile shown in Fig. 2 is symmetric. Provided that diffusion effects are negligible
in the sample shown in Fig. 2. the profile shown is given by the resolution function of
the technique. The resolution of the technique, AZR, is defined as twice the standard
deviation of the Gaussian distribution, i.e.. AZR = 2a. Since the full width at half
maximum is 2.36 times larger than the standard deviation of a Gaussian distribution,
the resolution of our measurement under optimized conditions is AzR = 25A. The
reproducibility of measurements with this resolution is good, i.e., spectra measured
under identical conditions on the same sample have a width of 29A ± 2A.
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If impurities diffused out of the 6-doped plane. the measured SIMS profiles
broaden as well. Assuming that the impurity profiles are of Gaussian shape the
measured width of the SIMS profile is given by
LAz2 = Az6 + A5z2

I

where Azp = 2ac is the width of the impurity profile after diffusion. The resolution
AzR = 25A and its reproducibility (±7%) are known. Therefore, we can determine the
smallest impurity distribution width, i.e., diffusion length which can be determined by
the technique. As an example we choose a diffusion length for impurities of
AzD/2 = 0D = 2-Dc = IOA and obtain from Eq. (1) AzM = 32A (FWHM = 38A)
which represents a significant broadening of the profile as compared to the profile
shown in Fig. 2. Thus, diffusion lengths of _<IOA can be clearly detected in our
samples for the present optimized measurement conditions. This demonstrates that
SIMS is presently the most sensitive structural method to determine impurity diffusion
lengths in semiconductors.

IV. Conclusions
In conclusion, the fundamental limitations of the C-V and SIMS impurity
distribution profiling techniques are analyzed. The resolution of the C-V technique is
not limited by the Debye screening length in semiconductors with quantum
confinement. Instead the resolution of the C-V technique is given by the spatial extent
of the electron/hole wavefunction. Narrower C-V profiles are measured on p-type
semiconductors due to the heavier mass of holes which results in spatially more
confined wave functions. Profile width of a few tens of Angstroms are demonstrated.
The SIMS technique has a resolution on the order of 20A for optimized measurement
conditions, i.e. for low acceleration potential and shallow sputtering angle, low growth
temperatures (500"C for GaAs), and for doping profiles in the proximity of the
semiconductor surface.
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incorporation of Arsenic In InP Layers and Heterointerfaces in GalnAs/lnP
ileterostructures Grown By Low-pressure Metalorganic Vapor Phase Epitaxy
Morio Wada. Katsutoshl Sakakibara and Yolchi Sekiguchi
Optical Measurement Technology Development Co.. Ltd.
11-13 NAKA-CHO 2-CHOME MUSASHINO-SHT TOKYO, 180 JAPAN
l.Introduction
The growth of epilayers of III-V semiconductors by metalorganic vapor phase
epitaxy (MOVPE) has made considerable advances in recent years, and the GalnAs/InP heterostructures have many applications in optoelectronic and highspeed devices. For a conventional IMOVPE system with a single reactor, the same
reactor is usually used for the growth of both InP and GaInAs layers. Most of
the work has concentrated on the atomic roughness, disorder on the interface
or thickness fluctuations with quantum wells (QWs). or fluctuation of gallium
(Ga) composition x in Gax1nl-xAS for heterostructure growth1-5 . However. very
little is known about the Incorporation of arsenic (As) and Ga in InP layers.
and the interfaces in the heterostructures, which exert the primary influence
on the optical and electrical characteristics of heterostructure devices.
In this paper, we report on the investigation of compositional change in
the InP layers in the thick GaInAs/InP double heterostructures and the structural Imperfections at the well-to-barrier interfaces in the GaInAs/InP QWs
grown by low-pressure MOVPE (LP-MOVPE).
2.Experimental procedures
The epilayers were grown on (lO0)InP substrates at 76Torr and 600-700°C In
a conventional LP-MOVPE system with automatic pressure balancing and flow-balanced three-way valves for gas switching. The horizontal reactor chauber with
a liner containing an RF-heated graphite susceptor Is a cold-wall type. Triethylgallium (TEG). triethylindium (TEl), 20% arsine (AsH 3 ) and 40% phosphine
(PH3 ) In hydrogen are used as reactants.
To study the interfacial structure. multilayer single QW (SQW) structures
consisting of 1-, 2.5-, 5-, 10- and 20-nm thick GaInAs wells, separated by
50-nm InP barriers were grown at 600 0 C, with and without growth interruptions
at the well-to-barrier interfaces. The thicknesses of the wells were deduced
from the steady-state growth rate and the satellite structures of the X-ray
diffraction from the MQW structures, and were determined from secondary electron microscope images and In-depth profiles of secondary ion mass spectroscopy(SIMS). To study effects of As and Ga Incorporation, the single heterostructure sample and the double heterostructure (DH) samples were prepared with
various growth conditions and schedules previously described In detail 6 .
3.Results and Discussion
Figure I shows the 4.2-K PL spectra of the multilayer SQW samples grown
without interruptions (QE41), and with Interruptions, using PH. purge with a
flow rate of lsIm for 2s (SW43) and for 30s (SW44) after the growth of the
GaInAs wells. The full widths at half-maximum (FWHMs) of the PL spectra are
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shown in FiK.2. Figure 3 Is a plot of the energy shifts versus well thickness. The solid lines are calculations for optical transition energies, assuming that the interfacial layers are 0-3 monolayer(ML) thick InAs layers and
are grown coherently. The calculations were carried out using finite square
wells based on the Kronig-Penny model with a band offset of 40%. The increase
and local variation of the InAs thickness at the well-to-barrier interfaces
can explain the quantitative behavior of PL spectra for the QWs. The increase
of the inAs thickness for thick GalnAs wells can lead to a large energy shift
of ground-state energy on account of the effect of high confinement for heavy
holes as shown in Fig.4.
For long growth time, the possible roles of As (and Ga) incorporation in
lnP layers must be taken Into account. Figure 5 shows the in-depth SIMS profiles of the upper InP layer for zwo DH samples grown after the growth of 1.4and 2.8-um thick GalnAs layer at 600°C without growth interruptions. The As
and Ga Incorporation In the upper InP layers is apparent. Figure 6 shows X-ray
rocking curves (XRCs) from the DH sample. Broadened peaks from the upper InP
layer with the lattice mismatch (4a/a)=5-8xlO-4 were always observed. The
lattice mismatches of the upper InP layers, obtained from XRC measurement, did
not depend on those of the GalnAs layers within this range. By Increasing the
total flow rate, and with the high V/Ill ratio for the upper InP layer and the
low V/III ratio for the GalnAs layer, the measured lattice mismatch decreased.
The As and Ga Incorporation in the upper InP layer obtained by SIMS analysis
decreased with the increase In growth temperature and with the decrease In
the GalnAs thickness. The measured lattice mismatches of the InP layers reasonably agree with the calculations with a kinematical step model using the As
and Ga concentrations in the InP obtained by SIMS analysis 6 '7 . These results
indicate that the observed Incorporation is not attributed to compositional
allowing or structural imperfection at the heterointerfaces owing to flow
transients, but arises from the presence of residual As and Ga associated with
both desorption and diffusion of their outgassing sources in the reactor.
The PL peak energies of the upper InP layers measured at 77K were lower than
the PL energy of an InP homoepitaxial layer by 20-50meV and gradually increased with the Increase in the thickness of the upper InP layers. This may
be explained from the change In the energy band gap Eg of the InP layer caused
by this incorporation. This Incorporation also influences the characteristics
of optical devices. Figure 7 shows the responsivities of PIN photodiodes with
0.1- and 0.7-um thick InP cap layers fabricated by LP-MOVPE. The absorption
edge of the thinner InP cap layer shifts to lower energy by 90-100meV. This
value is very large in comparison with the optical band gap difference of 3040meV between Zn-doped p*- and undoped InP.
4.Conclusion
We have Investigated the properties of the InP layers grown sequentially
after GaInAs growth by LP-MOVPE. It was found for the first time that the As

(and Gal Incorporation In lnP occurred for an extended period during 1nP
growth after the AshI3 and TF.G flows were stopped, resulting in the changes in
the lattice parameter and band-gap energy of the loP layer. For QWs grown
without Interruptions, the Interfacial layer caused by substituting of As
atoms from phosphorus MP at the well-to-barrier Interfaces significantly
changes the PL energy shifts.
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IN SITU OPTICAL CHARACTERIZATION AND CONTROL
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Introduction
Device designers are placing new demands on crystal growers by requesting increasingly complex
structures with more stringent constraints on composition, layer thickness and interface abruptness. Post
growth analysis is no longer sufficient to meet these constraints and efforts are now underway to develop
real time methods of monitoring and controlling crystal growth.
A number of diagnostic techniques are available for studying semiconductor surfaces during the grcwth
process. Optical methods are preferred because they may be used at atmospheric pressure, in any
transparent medium, and the photon flux is low so that the growth process is not disturbed. However,
optical techniques have a imited spectral range, and low surface sensitivity. Fortunately, the 1.5 to 6 eV
energy range of quartz-optics systems contains most of the bonding-antibonding transitions for materials
used in the growth of III-V
seniconductors. Recently, the surface sensitivity problem has been solved by
techniques such as reflectance-difference spectroscopy (RDS) 1- 3 , which takes advantage of ofintrinsic
symmetries to suppress the dominant bulk component of the optical signal. Classical probes such as
spectroellipsometry (SE) 4 "8 which provide information over the penetration depth of light have
advantages in growth control applications, where film thickness and compositions are obtained by
integration over space.
In this paper we will briefly summarize our RDS characterization results and give a discussion of our SE
based growth control system.
Reflectance-Difference Spectroscopy
Reflectance-difference spectroscopy is a normal incidence optical probe that takes advantage of
symmetry to enhance the ordinarily weak contributions from the surface and to suppress the ordinanly
dominant contributions from the bulk. The difference between normal-incidence refleclances for light
polarized along the two principal optical axis in the plane of the surface is determined as a lunction of
surface conditions and photon energy. In cubic materials the bulk contributions cancel in subtraction.
Contributions from randomly oriented surface species also cancel, leaving only those contributions from
species that are in registry (having reacted ) with the underlying crystal lattice. Thus RDS is suited to
provide information about surface chemistry.
Initial studies of (001) GaAs surfaces during MBE growth showed that RDS is sensitive to both structural
and chemical information. 9- 12 Figure 1 shows typical RHEED (top) and RD (bottom) responses for an As
stabilized (2x4) to Ga stabilized (4x2) to As stabilized (2x4) (001) surface reconstruction generated by
interrupting the As flux during the growth of GaAs at a rate of 1 GaAs monolayer per 4.6 s. As soon as the
As flux is terminated, the RD signal begins to change nearly linearly in time and saturates when one
monolayer of Ga has been acumulated. Recalling that RDS is sensitive only to surface species that have
reacted with and are in registry with the surface, the RD signal implies that the excess Ga atoms are
immediately forming Ga-Ga dimer bonds and that the 2.48 eV RD signal is following the chemistry ofthe
growth surface. The 3.54 eV RD signal is similar to the RHEFD signal shown above it. At thib photon
energy the RD signal and RHEED are determined by surface structure.
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RD transients for a single As-to-Ga-to-As surface

for GaAs inan OMOVO reactor upon initiation of

OMCVD results for the (001) GaAs-trimethylgaltium-arsine system provided the first microscopic
information aoout crystal growth by OMCVD. 1 3 1 5 Figure 2 gives the 2.5 eV RD signal observed upon
switching the gas composition in contact with an (001) GaAs substrate from H2 containing AsH 3 to H2

containing four different partial pressures of tnimethylgalltum (TMG). as indicated. The RD signal saturates
at a common value regardless of the TMG pressure, which indicates a surface-sit e-specific mechanism that
is arrested after the sites have been consumed. The time dependence is linear to about 80% coverage
and exponential thereafter. The time, temperature and pressure dependences of the coverage show
OMCVD growth to be kinetically limited by a combination of excluded volume chemisorplion (at -26
kcalmole) and subsequent irreversible dlecorrposition (at 39 kcaVmoe) of TMG at surface sites. Apparant

activation energies will be a a blend of these two values and range from a minimum of 13 kcaVmol near zero
occupancy to a maximum of 39 kcal/mol at 100/ occupancy.
Spectroelllpsometry

Ellipsometry is a highly accurate method of measuring optical properties of a sample which are determined
by composition and the number and thickness of layers, among others factors. Our experiments were
performed in Organometallic-MBE chamber fitted with ellipsometry ports and Studna windows with an
angle of incidence near 700.
Using SE 8 .9 we obtain information on the near surface composition x of epitaxial AIx Gal-x As layers
during growth from triethylaluminum (TEA), triethylgallium (TEG) and arsine and use this information to
control the flux of TEA to the growth surface. The basic control principle can be understood by
considering the dielectric response of bulk GaAs and optically thick layers of AIx Gal.x As with X=0.095.
0.14 and 0.36 as shown in Fig. 3. At 2.6 eV and 600* C,E2(x) - E2s-16.9x -0.33x2 ,where t2s= E2 (0) is
the dielectric function of GaAs measured at the beginning of each run. We use this expression to convert
x to a target value E2t of E2, then use the difference (V2 .t2t) to generate a correction to the voltage of the
proportional valve metering the TEA into the chamber, thereby controlling x.
Figure 4 shows the trajectories ((t2) vs (cl) with time as the running variable) for two separate layers o AIx
Gal -x As on GaAs. The dolled curve shows the trajectory when the control valve is set to a norminal value
and not adjusted. The solid curve shows the trajectory when the control voltage to the TEA valve is set to
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half the value required to reach the target value of x (and E21). In both cases the trajectories start at the
dielectric function of the substrate and converge to the limiting dielectric function of the film as the films
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become optically thick. The performance of our system can be seen in Figs. 5. which show the final 40
minutes of the data from Fig. 4 on greatly expanded scales. For the regulated case, Fig 5(a) shows the
convergence of the spiral to the target value of E21 to within the noise limit of the ellipsometer, an
equivalent precision of ±0.001 in x. The unregulated data show a drift of (e2) about the target value,
indicating a drift in x of about 0.003 toward increasing A content.
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The above results demonstrate the feasibility of the control scheme; improvements are needed for
practical applications. The precision to which we can maintain c2 exceeds the current accuracy of our
system. We also need to imp~lement asystem that allows samrple rotation (which will allow us to obtain ADS
and SE simultaneously), and we need to develop muhtiwavelength capability to deal with a wider range of
materials. Wouk inthese areas is continuing.
I gratefully acknowledge the assistance of my collaborators. 0. E. Aspnes, S. Gregory. . P. Harbison, L.
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I. Introduction
Selective epitaxial growth

by netalorganic

polycrystal deposition on masks has been much

chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) isexpected

improved.5'

to be one of the important technologies to
fabricate microstructures of semiconductor
devices. Recently, selective epitaxial growth
has been applied to fabricate quantum veil
wire's.'' In the fabrication of such a fine
structure, good selectivity of deposition and
excellent controllability of the ultrafine
structure of epilayers is required. Many
studies concerning to the selective epitaxial

selective epitaxial growth of AIGaAs by using
DEGaCI and diethylaluinumchloride (DEAICI),
and high selectivity of the deposition has
been attained even for the higher Al content
under AP condition."' The improvement of the
selectivity of deposition is explained by
reevaporation enhancement (REE) effect. By
REE, step-flow-mode growth is also carried
out on the selective epilayers, ' " and an

growth of nI-V compound semiconductors by
MOCVD have been reported.23 ''
We investigated the selective epitaxial growth of GaAs
and AlGaAs by atmospheric pressure (AP)-JOCVD
using TMGa and TMAl. 3 '' It was found that,
in order to suppress the polycrystal depo-

extremely thin epilayers obtained by the
step-flow-mode growth can be applied to
fabricate fine structures of quantum-sizeeffect devices.
In this
article, the
selectivity of
deposition of GaAs and AlGaAs by using DEGaCI

sition on masks, it is important to keep
(1)substrate temperature high, (2) ;rowth
rate low, (3)mask width narrow, and (4)mask
surface smooth ( polycrystal
deposition
decreased on the mask surfaces treated by
atom-beam irradiation"3 ). As a result,
complete selective epitaxial growth of GaAs

and DEAIC1 will be described and the growth
structures of the selective epilayers grown
on vicinal surfaces will be also discussed.

was achieved without polycrystal deposition
on the Si02 mask when the width of the stripe
mask was less than 150on.8' However, the
polycrystal deposition was always observed
for the growth of epilayers
containing
aluminum species under AP conditions, and one
method to suppress the polycrystal deposition

selective epilayers
and the polycrystal
depositions are shown in Fig.l. The substrate

was to carry out the selective epitaxial
growth under low pressure (LP) condition.'
Recently, some results concerning to the
selective epitaxial growth of GaAs by using

Als.teGae.sAs, the polycrystal deposition on
the SiO masks was not observed completely.
In case of high Al composition of 0.43 and
0.73, a slight deposition of the polycrystals

diethylgalliumchloride (DEGaCI) have been
reported
and the suppression of the

was observed on the SiO2 masks, but the
selectivity of deposition becomes high

e have also investigated the

2. Selective Epitaxial Growth of A,.Gat-.As
by Using DEGaC1 and DEilCi
The surface morphologies of AI.Gai-.As

temperature was 6701C for GaAs (x=O) and
730r-for AlGaAs (x*O). The epitaxial growth
rates were 0.023sm/min ((a)), 0.O20A m/min
(b)), 0.O17sn/min ((c)) and 0.O16Am/&in
((d)), respectively. In case of GaAs and
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Fiz.1.Photomicrograpns of selective Al.G-,As epilayers andpolycrystals depositing on SiO masks.
with the selective

drastically in comparison
epitaxial growth by

using TMGa and THAI. The

not only
but

also

deposition of polycrystals on masks
occurrence of two-dimensional (21)

high selectivity was caused by the REE effect
due to GaCI and AlCl species on the mask

nucleations on terrace areas of an epilayer,
and, as a result, step-propagation mode is

surfaces.
Figure 2 shows

enhanced.
the

SE,

of

photographs

selectively grown epilayers of GaAs ((a)) and
Aie.iwGas.sAs ((b)). The GaAs epilayers were
flat and ridge growth was never observed. On
the

other

hand,

in case

of the selective

epitaxial growth of AlGaAs, the ridge growth
occurs and the undulation was observed on the
side surfaces. These results suggest that the
surface

residence

tine

of

AICI species is

In this section, the selective
epitaxial growth of GaAs by using DEGaC1 was
carried out on the (100) vicinal surfaces.
Figure 3 shows the photographs of the two
of

morphologies

typical

surface

layers

selectively

on

grown

GaAs epi-

circularly

areas. The substrates are
(100) isoriented in [010) direction and the
The
isorientation angle is 2*.
nominal
substrate temperature and the growth rate
patterned window

were 590C and 0.055mm/mm (a), and 730t
and O.O19km/ain ((b)), respectively. In case
of the growth condition (a), the ridge growth
extends mainly in [O11 and [011] directions

longer than that of GaCl species.

(a)X=O
5um

S-

However, in
from the mask edges (type I).
case of the growth condition (b). the
extension of the ridge growth in the <011>
direction

is

not

observed,

clearly

and

extremely flat surfaces indicated by arrow La

appear in
(b)X:0.16
2,um

the

[010)

off-angle direction

(typeiU). The morphology of typeil is easier
to appear for higher substrate temperature
and lower growth rate. The transition tempemode to typeil mode
rature from type I
decreased with increase in the amount of the
1
off angle. 1' Therefore, it is considered

PiZ. 2. SEXPhotoraphs of sel ective A.Ga-As
epilayers.

step-flow mode.
Next, figure 4 shows

3. Selective Epitaxial Growth
on Vicinal Surfaces
The REE effect due to GaCI and AI
is also
surfaces.

expected

to

species

occur on the epilayer

Therefore, REE effect

that the appearance of the surface morphology
of typeil is due to the occurrence of the

suppresses

the

relationships

between the transition temperature from type i
mode to

typeil mode and

the Al composition.

The epitaxial growth rate was
O.0880.O006ia/min.

The

always kept at

transition

tempe-
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X

n

[02l]
[0101

typel

0

[0111

0

Me

0 .

0

type I

Uj
LAA

o0

Lz
-----Li

(o) type I

(b)

type 11

rature increases with increasing the Al
composition. Although aluminum species are
easier to bring about 2D) nucleation on the
terrace area than Ga species, in case of
dialkylmetalchloride sources, the surface
morphologies of typell were observed in a
ai
wide range of the growth conditions.
Figure 5 shows the photoicrographs of the
surface view and (011) cross-sectional view
of GaAs selective epilayers grown under the
condition of the step-flow mode mentioned
above. The off angle of the substrates is 2"
in [011) direction, and the edges of the
stripe shaped mask are aligned along [Oij
direction. The extremely flat surfaces are
observed extending in the off-angle direction
([011)) from a mask edge. The inclination
angle between the flat surface of the
epilayer and the substrate surface is about
2% and the flat surface is identified as an
exactly (100)-oriented plane. Followings
become apparent from the above resuts-First,
terraces

extend

5 o6

Q4

to occur on the terrace because the surface
concentration of the reactant species in the
part of the extended terrace
nucleation
overcomes a critical value for 2.0
(Fig.5(d)). That is, when the length of the
central

epilayers.
Fig.3. PhotoLicrographs ofselective GaAs

the

02

Fjg.4. Al compositiondependences of growthmodeof
selective AIGa,-,As epilayers.

U11

X'

dl

Al COMPOSITION

in the

downstream

directLon (Fig.5(c)). Second, as the terrace
length becomes longer, 2D nuleation is apt

terrace starting from the 2D nucleus exceeds
a critical value, ZD nucleation begins to
occur on the new terrace and, hereafter, the
repetition continues and the selective
20 u

(a)

Ol)]

-

(b)

5#m

2
(100)
Si01,

0)

-GaAs
step low

mask
edge

I

2D

(C)

nucleation
/d)
Fig.5. Photoeicroraphs of over view (a) andcross-

epilayers, and
sectional view (b) ofselective GaAs
schematic diagrams of -tep propagation ((c),(d))
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-

'--------------

100SD

photoisicrorapha of sole-

4os:::thgating patterned
()x30.(b) x50DO0

epulayer departing from the uptres
extends in the downstream direction,

edge

4. Selective EpItaxdul Growth
of Pine Structures
By using djalkyloetalchloride. not only the
polycrystal deposition on the masks but alsn
20 nucleation on the terrace can be
suppressed effectively. So that, this growth
technique can be applied to prepare fine
structures such as the quantum well wire's.
Figure 6 shows the SEXlphotographs of
selective epilayers grown on the stripe-mask
stripes are
patterned substrates (the
alighed along (011) 1.The substrate temperature and the epitaxial growth rate on the
unmasked substrates was 730' and 0.0071
pmn/min, respectively. It Is well known that
(111)8 facets appear on the both side
surfaces of stripe shaped epilayers. However,
U,

both of (111)D facets do never cross at the
top of the triangle-shaped epilayer for
sufficiently long growth time (Pjg.6(b)). The
width of the remaining flat top area was
about 25 nm. The dependence of Lhe width of
the top flat surfaces on the growth time
is shown in Fig.7, and the width becomes
almost constant after the growth time goes
over 100 minS. Conclusion
We investigated the selective epitaxy of
AlGaAs by AP-MOCYI) using DEGaCl and DEAICI.
and high selectivity of deposition was
obtained even at a high Al composition. The
reactant species were easily to reevaporate
not only on the mask surfaces but also on the
terrace surfaces. So that, the step-flow-mode
growth could occur dominately without oe-currence of 20 nucleations on the terraces. This
growth technique is available to fabricate
the fine structures of AIGaAs/GaAs devices.
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Selective Growth of InP/GaInAs Heterostructures
Using Metalorganic Molecular Beam Epitaxy

Y. L. Wang, A. Feygenson, R. A. Hamm, D. Ritter,
J. S. Weiner, H. Temkin, and M. B. Panish

AT&T Bell Laboratories
Murray Hill, New Jersey 07974

SUMMARY

Selective area growth is used in the fabrication of Si epitaxial devices such as bipolar
transistors. This growth technique facilitates the preparation of very complex self-aligned
and buried transistor structures. Selective growth has been investigated in the II-V
materials, without, however, any significant results pertaining to the optical or electrical
quality of the material grown, or device results.

In this work, we investigate selective growth of lnP and GaInAs on SiO 2-masked lnP
substrates using metalorganic molecular beam epitaxy (MOMBE). Group Ill and V
elements are derived from triethylgallium and trimethylindium, and AsH 3 and PH 3
respectively. Excellent selectivity is achieved in the temperature range from 510 to 540 °C.

Dielectric masks (4000

A thick SiO 2) are deposited on either n type or Fe-doped semi-

insulating (100) InP wafers by plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition at 300 °C.
Patterns of rectangles and stripes with varying widths are defined by standard
photolithography. After removing the photoresist with acetone, the substrates are cleaned
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in low power oxygen plasma. We find that thorough removal of organic residue from the
substrate is essential for achieving high selectivity. In order to achieve high quality growth
of materials within the openings, the substrates are further cleaned by a novel process
designed for removing a thin layer of foreign substance from InP surface. This consists of
an exposure to 200 eV Ar (I x 1016 cm- 2) beam followed by Cl, (3x 10-4 Torr) etching at
200 °C. This process has been shown to prepare a high quality , damage free surface for
high quality epitaxial growth [I].

Fig. 1. SEM micrograph of selectively grown InP/GalnAs InP (150
/5000 A) stripes. Scale bar is 1aim.

A/ 2500 A

The morphology of the epitaxial layer inside the window is excellent (Fig. 1),
however, the growth rate at the window edge is faster than at the center, and the epitaxial
layer has different faceting depending on the window orientation with respect to the crystal
axis. GaInAs grown into stripes wider than 5um shows high cathodoluminescence
efficiency at room temperature. The cathodoluminesence spectra (Fig. 2) at 25 OK exhibit

23
both a red shift and reduced intensity as the stripe width decreases from 13Mm to 1.9Mum.
The former indicates an increase in the In to Ga ratio, and the latter is the result from the
increasing fractional volume of edge materials.
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Fig. 2. Cathodoluminesence spectra (25 OK) from stripes of various width. Same
structure as shown in Fig. 1.
Selectively grown GaInAs/InP p-n junctions exhibit excellent electrical characteristics
(n < 1.2) after removal of about l-2,um of the window edge material (Fig. 3). This result
together with the observed high cathodoluminescence indicates that the selectively grown
materials, excluding the edges, are comparable in quality to the materials grown on broad
area. Preliminary results from heterostructure bipolar transistors prepared by such
techniques show excellent emitter characteristics and current gains similar to
conventionally grown devices. The possibility of using such techniques for the fabrication
of buried heterostructure laser will be discussed.
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Fig. 3. I-V characteristics of selectively grown GaInAs ImP p-n junctions before and
after removal of the window edge materials.
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Introduction
To

understand

molecular

beam

the

epitaxy

growth mechanism
(MOMBE).

an

of metal-organic

analysis

of

the

chemical

species involved in the growth reaction was made by in situ mass
spectrometry. 1-4)

We have

reported

that

the decomposition

of

metal-organics (MO's) is largely affected by the surface
material. 3 ,4 ) Hence, it is expected that selective-area epitaxy
can be carried out by utilizing the difference between the
reaction characteristics on a bare semiconductor surface and
those on a masked surface.
In this paper we report on the results of mass spectrometric
measurements of the species desorbed from various substrates
under MOMBE growth conditions. Preliminary results for a novel in
situ selective-area epitaxy of GaAs using a thin oxide layer of
5)
GaAs as a mask is also presented.
Apparatus
Figure 1 shows a schematic illustration of the MOMBE system
used in this experiment. This system comprises three chambers: a
sample introduction chamber, a main chamber and a quadrupole mass
spectrometer (QMS) analyzer chamber. The introduction chamber is
used for wafer loading. An oxygen gas line and an argon-ion (Ar )
gun are also attached to the chamber for the oxidation of the
GaAs surface and for patterning the oxide, respectively. The main
chamber has nozzles for MO's and a K-cell for an arsenic source,
and is used for both initial surface cleaning and the epitaxial
growth of GaAs. The QMS analyzer chamber has a liquid-nitrogcn
cooled sampling aperture and shroud assembly. By using this cold
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sampling

aperture,

the

QMS

analyzer

detects

mainly

species

desorbed from the substrate surface.

Results and Discussion
(1) Analysis of the desorbed species
The species desorbed or reflected from the substrate surface
when TMG was exposed to the substrate were measured as a function
of the substrate temperature. A quartz wafer and a (100) semiinsulating

GaAs

wafer,

both

S

substrates. Figure 2 shows the
ions

desorbed

from GaAs
Ga

from

a

quartz

cm

in

diameter,

detected signal

substrate

used

as
Ga

(open circles)

and that
the substrate temperature. The

(closed circles) versus

signal from the GaAs surface dropped above 350 °C, indicating

that thermal decomposition of TMG took place on
that

the

layer.

resulting Ga atoms were

On the

gradual

other

decrease,

the

which

was

caused

the

QMS

velocity of
is

in

reflected TMG

the surface, and

incorporated

Ga +

hand,

ionization probability

It

were

intensity of

signal
by

due

in

a

epitaxial
showed

decrease

to an

molecules with

thus concluded that TMG does not

the

from quartz

in

increase

substrate

in

a

the
the

temperature.

decompose on a quartz

surface.
These results can explain the
selective-area
(<1

Torr)

both edge

epitaxy

by

either

metal-organic vapor
growth

reported characteristics of

MOMBE, 6

phase

)

or

epitaxy:

(abnormally high growth

very
7)

the

rate

at

edge) and polycrystalline deposition on the mask
the

incident TMG was

decomposition,

there

reflected
was

no

from the
chance

quartz

to

form

low-pressure
absence

of

the pattern

surface.
surface

Since

without

polycrystalline

deposition on the mask surface. Edge growth, which is caused by a
migration of Ga-species on the mask surface to the growth region,
was also absent.

(2) Selective-area epitaxy using GaAs oxide mask
We have proposed a novel

in situ

selective-area epitaxy

technique using a thin oxidized layer of GaAs as a mask material
(GaAs oxide
signal

mask).

5 )

Figure

3 shows

the

intensity of

the Ga*

versus the substrate temperature when TEG was exposed to
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the

GaAs

wafers,both

Layer. The Gat

with

and without

a

thin

surface

signal from a bare GaAs surface

showed a steep decrease above 300 °C due

oxidized

(closed circles)

to the decompositior

of

TEG. However, the signal from the oxidized surface (open circles)
showed a gradual decrease
SiO

2

similar to

the case of TMG

exposed to

, indicating that TEG was reflected from the surface without

decomposition. Selective-area
the temperature range

epitaxy is,

therefore, possible

in

from 350 to 450 °C using a GaAs oxide mask.

The upper limit was determined by the stability of GaAs oxide.
The selective-area epitaxy of GaAs has been carried out with
the following steps:
under

As 4

flux,

ambience of
patterning

10
of

shadowing mask

(1) cleaning of

the GaAs

(2) oxidization of

the

Torr under

from

the
or

oxide

I ght

layer

electron-beam

by

surface at

surface

Art

In

a halogen

lamp,

sputtering

MOMBE growth of GaAs. Figure 4 shows a Nomarski

(3)

through

etching, 8

induced C1 2

650 °C

pure oxygen

)

and

a

(4)

microphotograph

of the as-grown surface. The rounded rectangular regions are the
selectively

grown

observed on

the

can be

layer.

No

mask surface.

removed by

heating the

flux, and overgrowth of

the

polycrystalline

deposition

Furthermore,

the GaAs

substrate up

to 600

epitaxial

can

be

oxide mask

°C under As

4

layer is possible on the

entire surface.
This

technique has

enabled us

to construct an

in situ

selective-area epitaxy process in which every wafer process, such
as mask formation, mask patterning, and epitaxial growth. can be
done

in an ultra-high vacuum

system without

exposure

to

air or

other contaminants.

Summary
Mass

spectrometry was

decomposition of MO's

applied in order to study the
on the surfaces of GaAs, quartz, and GaAs

oxide. Decomposition took place on the GaAs surface above 350 and
300 °C for TMG and TEG, respectively, and on GaAs oxide above 590
°C where the GaAs oxide evaporated. No decomposition was observed
up

to

700 °C on the S102 surface.

Incident TMG molecules are

reflected from the surface of SiO 2 or GaAs oxide. By using a GaAs
oxide mask, a novel if situ selective-area epitaxy technique has
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been demonstrated.
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Application of migration-enhanced epitaxy to
novel semiconductor structures
Y.Horikoshi, H.Yamaguchi, T.Sudersena.Rao,
S.Ramesh and N.Kobayashi
NTT Basic Research Laboratories
Musashino-shi, Tokyo 180 Japan
1.

Introduction

Enhanced surface migration is essential to the growth of high
quality epitaxial layers.
In the growth of Ill-V compound
semiconductors, surface migration is effectively enhanced by
supplying group III atoms to the growing surface in the absence of
group V atoms or molecules.
In this situation, the lifetime of isolated
group III atoms, which are quite mobile on the growing surface, is
greatly increased resulting in these atoms migrating a large distance
during growth.
Migration-enhanced epitaxy (MEE) is based on this
characteristic[ 1].
MEE has proved useful for growing flat
heterojunctions and for lowering the epitaxial growth temperature of
Ill-V compound semiconductors. This paper describes the principle of
MEE and its application to the growth of novel semiconductor
structures such as GaAs/AlAs horizontal superlattices, ZnSe/GaAs
superlattices, and (GaAs) I.,(Si2)GaAs superlattices.
2.

Principle

of migration-enhanced

epitaxy

In MBE and MOVPE the growth of GaAs, for example, is
performed by a simultaneous deposition of the constituent atoms and
molecules under As-stable conditions.
In this situation, the growing
surface is covered with a large number of GaAs islands because the Ga
atoms deposited on the growing surface react with As to form small
islands.
These small islands are not very mobile along the surface
because of the stable chemical bonds between GaAs molecules in the
islands and As atoms in the underlying As plane.
Even in this situation, however, there exists an equilibrium
density of isolated Ga atoms on the growing surface.
These isolated
Ga atoms are quite mobile and easily migrate to find more stable sites.
Let Ds be the diffusion coefficient of isolated Ga atoms on GaAs (001)
surfaces, and r be the average lifetime of isolated Ga atoms before

30
When Ga atoms are deposited on the surface with
reacting with As.
steps and kinks, the motion of the isolated Ga atoms depends strongly
upon the magnitude of (Dsr) relative to Nsk, where Nsk represents
the effective adsorption site density for migrating isolated Ga atoms
provided by steps and kinks.
All the deposited Ga atoms will be adsorbed at the steps or kinks
and incorporated into the crystal without creating additional islands
Thus, step-flow growth takes place, maintaining
when Nsk>(2 D 5x) "'.
When Nsk<(2 Dsr)-', however, most of the
a good surface flatness.
isolated Ga atoms cannot arrive at the steps or kinks within their
Thus,
lifetime, but tend to form small islands by reacting with As.
two dimensional nucleation growth dominates in this case. The above
discussion implies that a large migration distance of isolated Ga atoms,
When
rather than migration velocity, is essential to step-flow growth.
Ga atoms are deposited on surfaces with small Nsk values, step-flow
However, artificial
growth still dominates if D sx is increased.
enhancement of Ds is very difficult, unless an excess energy is added
to the surface, because D s is an inherent characteristic determined by
the surface structure and chemical nature of surface adatoms.
However, r is the average lifetime of isolated Ga atoms before reacting
with As to form GaAs islands, and so it is rather easily modulated in
Thus,
MEE, in that Ga atoms are deposited separately from As 4 .
migration distance is easily enhanced and controlled in MEE[21.

3.

Growth

of novel

semiconductor

structures

3.1 Horizontal superlattices
The stepflow growth plays a major role in growing horizontal
The RHEED study during the
superlattices on the vicinal surface[3].
growth of GaAs by MEE on vicinal (001) GaAs surfaces revealed that
the stepflow growth dominated over the two dimensional nucleation
Therefore,
growth due to the enhanced migration of surface adatoms.
We have
MEE is suitable for growing horizontal superlattices.
by
successfully grown the GaAs/AlAs horizontal superlattices
optimizing the MEE conditions(4].
3.2 ZnSe/GaAs superlattices
ZnSe/GaAs superlattices are quite attractive because of their
enormous potentialities in both electrical and optical applications.
Selective doping to GaAs layers in ZnSe/GaAs superlattices may open
the way to control the electrical transport characteristics of large
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bandgap materials, since GaAs can be doped quite heavily for both nIn addition, a large optical nonlinear effect is
and p-type impurities.
expected in ZnSe/GaAs superlattices because of the greater stability of
excitons formed in the GaAs well of the structure as compared with
that in the GaAs well of the AlGaAs/GaAs superlattices.
However, while a large number of studies have been reported on
the ZnSe-on-GaAs heterostructures, it is difficult to form the GaAs-onZnSe heterostructure by MBE and metalorganic chemical vapor
This difficulty is primarily due to the large
deposition techniques.
difference in optimal growth temperatures of ZnSe (-250°C) and GaAs
The optimal temperature mismatch was solved by applying
( 550°C).
The
MEE for lowering the growth temperature of GaAs to 250 0 C.
problem of the low sticking coefficient of As on ZnSe surface was

Thus, a
circumvented by AS4 deposition at very low temperatures(5].
ZnSe/GaAs with quite high optical quality were grown.
The interface and the crystal quality of the superlattices as well
as the period thickness were determined using double-crystal x-ray
A double-crystal x-ray rocking curve for
diffraction and TEM.
ZnSe/GaAs superlattice of a 40 nm period in the vicinity of the (004)
GaAs Bragg angle showed sharp satellite peaks (-100 arcsec), which
indicates the high crystalline and interfacial quality of the superlattice.
Since the ZnSe layers are thin they would be expected to be fully
The period thickness of
strained pseudomorphic with the GaAs.
superlattices calculated from the angular spacing of the superlattice
satellite peaks is in agreement with the average period obtained from
TEM measurements.
3.3 (GaAs)l . 1(Si 2)X/GaAs superlattice
The band gaps of (GaAs)t-(Si 2 ), alloy system can be tailored
between 1.43 eV(GaAs) and 1.1 eV(Si), and the corresponding
interband transition changes from direct to indirect (r-L). In fact, a
simple extrapolation of the F,L and and X bands of GaAs and Si based
on Vegards rule shows that with increasing Si content the bandgap of
(GaAs)l-.(Si2)x may increase by as much as 0.35 eV, before the direct
Early work[6] on the preparation of
to indirect crossover occurs.
(GaAs)l.x(Si2)x alloy has been based on the spattering techniques, and
there is no report till date on the growth of this alloy layer using
epitaxial growth process like MBE.
(GaAs)l.x(Si2)x layers with various x values of 0<xs0.25 were
grown in the temperature range of 500°C-620°C by MEE on (001) GaAs
Structural and compositional analysis of the as grown
substrate.
(GaAs)1.

(Si2)x

layers indicated

single crystal

zincblende

structure

with no evidence of plrase separation throughout the compositional
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The lattice constant of the alloys was found to
range 0<x<0.25.
increasing Si content from 0.56543 nm at x=0 to
linearly
with
decrease
0.5601 nm at x=0.25.
The (GaAs),..(Si 2 ) /GaAs superlattices were grown using various
The structures were examined by double-crystal x-ray
x values.
The x-ray diffrantion linewidth of the main
diffraction and TEM.
superlattice peak for (GaAs)0.s(Si 2 )0. 2 /GaAs superlattice with a 32 nm
period was only 74 arcsec, indicating high crystalline quality of the
superlattice strucuture[7].

4.

Conclusion

epitaxy, novel semiconductor
Applying migration-enhanced
structures such as GaAs/AlAs horizontal superlattices. ZnSe/GaAs
superlattices and (GaAs)i x(Si 2 )x/GaAs superlattices have been
Characterizations by doublesuccessfully grown on (001) GaAs.
crystal x-ray diffraction and transmission electron microscopy showed
that these superlattices have an excellent crystalline quality.
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Photoluminescence Characterization of Compound Semiconductor Optoelectronic Materials
G.E. Stillman, S.S. Bose, and A.P. Curtis

Center for Compound Semiconductor Microelectronics
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Urbana, IL 61801
For many optoelectronic applications of compound semiconductors, low defect
concentration and either high-purity or low carrier concentration epitaxial layers are required. In
order to be able to achieve these conditions reproducibly, it is important to have reliable high-purity
sources appropriate for the desired epitaxial growth technique, and to be able to optimize the
growth parameters for minimum non-radiative defects or deep levels. Because electrically active
defects and impurities with concentrations in the part per billion (ppb) range can influence the

performance of the devices of interest, the usual techniques are not useful. Mass spectrographic or
x-ray techniques are not sensitive enough for identification of the residual impurities in high-purity
epitaxial layers. The optical technique of photoluminescence (PL), can be used to identify the
residual electrically active acceptor impurity species in these epitaxial layers as well as to detect
optically active defects and to generally evaluate the quality of the material. 1 In this paper we

review the phosoluminescence technique for characterization of GaAs and InP, and give es,.mples
of the information that can be obtained by this technique.
A schematic diagram typical of the apparatus used for low temperature and variable
temperature PL is shown in Fig. 1. Significant feames of this arrangement include the provisions
for: (1) varying the incident power over a wide range; (2) collecting a significant fraction of the
photoluminescence emission while excluding the radiation from the exciting laser, and (3)
mounting the sample in a strain-free manner while providing the capability of maintaining the
sample temperatum constant at a fixed value in the range from about 1.7 K up to about 20 K.
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Figure 2 gives an energy band diagram showing the transitions observed in near band-edge
photoluminescence (PL). Figures 3 and 4 show the near band-edge photoluminescence (PL)
spectra of exciton recombination in n-type high purity MOCVD-grown GaAs and InP. These
figures represent the typical high resolution specua observed in high purity epitaxial layer at 1.7 K
and low excitation. The spectra contain peaks due to recombination of free excitons (FE), excitons
bound to neutral donors (DO, X)n=m! (leaving donor in the ground state in the final state), excitons
bound to ionized donors (D+ , X), and excitons bound to neutral acceptors (A*, X). Generally, the
exciton spectra are dominated by donor bound exciton peaks in n-type materials and by acceptor
bound exciton peaks in p-type matrials. The multiple lines in (Do. X)n=I result from the different
(non-rigid) rotational levels of the (DO, X) complex in the initial state. The doublet (rarely triplet)
in the acceptor bound exciton transitions (A*, X) arises from the coupling of two holes and one
electron in the complex (A'.X). The (AX) peaks occur at different energies for different
acceptors. The peak labeled (DO, h), which is not excitonic in nature, is the free hole-to-neutral
donor transition. This peak occurs at st the same energy as (D, X) in GaAs but in lnP these
transitions are well resolved. 1Fwo-electron" replicas of (Do, X) denoted by (DO, X)m.2 (leaving
donor in the 1st excited state in the final state) are also observed. The bound exciton peaks are
sharp because the excitons which bind to the impurity have no kinetic encgy associated with tim
The linewidths of the bound exciton peaks are usually a good indication of the purity of the
epitaxial layers of GaAs and InP. The narrowest linewidth of the strog (DO, X)n.1 peak in GaAs
and InP, measured in our laboratory, are - 0.11 meV and - 0.04 meV respectively.
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Figure 5 shows typical spectra of conduction band/donor-to-acceptor transitions in n-type high
purity GaAs grown by MOCVD. The top spectrum is recorded at 1.7 K and low excitation. C and
Zn are identified as the only acceptor impuity species in this sample from donor-to-acceptor (D*A*) transitions. Since the donors in GaAs and InP have nearly equal binding energies and the
acceptors have different binding energies, the (Dr-A*) transitions can be used to identify the
acceptor impurity species. The bottom spectrum is recorded at - 12 K, and contains three peaks,
namely cond. band-to-acceptor (e-A) transitions for C-acceptors. (D-AO) transitions for Zn
acceptors and a mixture of C(DO-A*)/Zn(e-A°). As the temperature of the sample increases, donors
begin to ionize and the (e-A°) peak broadens and increases in intensity relative to the (DO-AO) peak.
In certain situations like this example, the acceptor binding energies are such that the (Do-A ") and
(e-A-) peaks for two different acceptors can overlap. In those cases, the behavior of these peaks
with different temperatures can be used to identify the transitions. Moreover, variable excitation
intensities can also be used to identify these transitions. With increasing excitation, the (D-A ° )

peak grows arA saturates (at high enough excitation), and shifts to higher energywhile the (e-AO)
peak intensity increase monotonically with excitation. The top spectrum can also be used to
estimat the relative concentrations of C and Zn acceptom. Since the (DO-AO) peaks for both C and
Zn acceptors have similar linewidths, their peak intensities can be taken as a measure of the relative
concentrations of those impurities. These relative concentrations along with the Hall-effect
measurements can yield the absolute concentrations of the acceptor impurity species
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Figure 6 shows a typical spectrum of (D°-A°)/(e-A ° ) transitions in n-type high purity
MOCVD-grown InP at 1.7 K and low excitation. Again, Zn and Al (an unknown impurity
species) are identified as the dominant acceptors in this InP sample. The At acceptor is commonly
observed in epitaxial InP, and the most likely candidate for this acceptor is Mg. Also, C is not
typically incorporated as a residual acceptor in epitaxial InP. The LO and TO phonon replicas of
free excitons occur at the same energies as C(D°-A ° ) and C(e-A 0) peaks at liquid helium
temperatures. Therefore, care must be exercised to identify these transitions from the variable
excitation and variable temperature PL measurements.
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B.J. Skromme, S.S. Bose, B. Lee, T.S. Low, T.R. Lepkowski, R.Y. DeJule, and G.E.
Stillman, "Characterization of high-purity Si-doped molecular beam epitaxial GaAs," J.
App!. Phys. 58, pp. 4685-4702 (1985).
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PHOTOLULMNESCENC
MAPPIN
NEW TECH14KUE TO CHARACTERIZE MATERIALS
AND STRUCTURES FOR FABdCATION OF PHOTOC DEVICES
Maciej BugaJski, Jacek Ornoch
Institute of Electron Technology
Al.Lotnikow 32/46, 02 668 Warsaw, Poland

Abstract
Since the fabrication of photonic devices is a complex and
expensive process it is highly desirable
to characterize
both
starting material and device
structures
after each step of
technological process. The
ideal candidate which
meets
the

production and

research

criteria

is

photoluminescence

mapping

technique. In this
paper we describe apparatus
for measuring
photoluminescence over the entire wafer and discuss a number
of
applications of this technique.
Introduction
There are many reasons why optical spectroscopy is especially
appropriate for characterizing semiconductors,
not the
last
of
which is the non-contact and non-destructive nature of this technique. Capable of being fully automated photoluminescence spectroscopy also yields a variety of data unmatched by other methods.
The
information available
via photoluminescence analysis
includes impurity levels in a sample
and the distribution of

dopants or defects over the surface of the wafer. These

data

are

basic to establishing optimum growth parameters and
Judging
whether specified parameters are being maintained. With the increased use of growth techniques such as molecular beam epitaxy (MBE)

and metallorganic vapor phase epitaxy (NO

VPE)

photoluminescence

has been used extensively for measuring the quality of

both

semiconductor substrates and epitaxial layers. Quality control
GaAs and

InP

substrates

is

crucial

for

efficient

yield

the

of
and

acceptable performance of optoelectronic devices such as laser
diodes or
photodetectors.
Using
photoluminescence
mapping
technique on the
fabrication line can greatly
improve their
operation and provide continuous monitoring of the
technological
process.

Photoluminescence nrocess
Photoluminescence is the optical
radiation emitted by
crystal resulting from excitation to a nonequilibrium
state

a
by

Irradiation with light. The major contribution to the photolumlnescence signal comes from the near-surface region. Consequently
majority of the
photoluminescence
experiments are arranged
to
examine the light emitted from the irradiated side of the sample.
That means only the one side of the sample needs
to be polished
which is usually the case for commercially available
substrates.
The room temperature photoluminescence consists of one peak
which
can be ascribed to band-to-band radiative recombination. The
peak
wavelength gives information about material composition; the
peak
Intensity Is a measure of the ratio of radiative
to nonradiative
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transitions due to defects
or deep
levels associated
with
impurities and consequently is the measure of material quality. At
low temperatures besides the direct transitions between conduction
and valence band a number of
well resolved
lines due
to the
transitions via excitonic states and through
intermediate
states
such as donors and acceptors can be
observed. That
immediately
allows for studying by photoluminescence mapping not
only the
distribution
of deep
nonradiative
states
but
also
the
distribution of various impurities and contaminants present in the
crystal. This is usually done by tunning spectrometer
to the
specific wavelength referring to the transition in question and
recording photoluminescence intensity distribution.
Photoluminescence mappina system PMS 100
Photoluminescence mapping system developed in our
laboratory
is shown in Fig.1. It includes:
optical scanning module
(OSM),
power drivers for stepping motors, 8255 digital input/output card
for stepping motors control, 12 bit 60a analog/digital converter
card for data acquisition and PC AT computer with hard disk and EGA

Mappig Sytem

-

PMS 100

Fig.l

LFIg.2

OSM

-

Oca

Scanng ¥oe

monitor. The rest of the system is a
conventional photoluminescence equipment. We use argon
laser,
grating monochromator and
photomultiplier
or cooled
germanium detector. The
system
is
equipped with large window liquid
helium cryostat allowing
for
mapping of 2 inch wafers. The main part of
the
photoluminescence
mapping system is the optical scanning module shown in details
in
Fig.2. We have followed the design of
Yokogawa at al
(1].
The
radiation emitted by the sample retraces the laser's path on
its
way to the spectrometar.
Displacing
the upper mirror
and
the
focusing lens vertically results in a vertical scan of
a wafer.
Similarly, displacing the whole assembly horizontally results in a
horizontal
scan. The
optical
scanning module combined
with
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appropriate software controlling its movement allows the
map the entire water for

photoluminencenee

intensity

user

to

completely

automatically. Menu-driven software developed for PL mapping system assures the interactive operation, data
averaging
and
smoothing and a possibility of displaying data in different modes,
i.e., color map, contour plot, pseudo three dimensional plot.
Positioning accuracy of the scanner is better than l/m and the
minimum step is 5gpm. The size of the map can be varied (typically
it is 100100 points). The hard copy of the results can be
obtained on a dot-matrix graphic printer with different colors
represented by different shades of gray.
Experimental results
To test the validity of PL mapping technique the large number
of both monocrystaline and epitaxial samples were studied. PL
mapping is applicable for monitoring fabrication process of
photonic devices since it can detect and localize spatially modifications of the material at each step duriag the production
process. The ability to measure PL maps of the entire wafers
allows the use of the method to characterize performance of the
epitaxial reactors, e.g., to optimize gas flow design in MO VPE
reactor. Here we will show only a few typical applications of the
method demonstrating its great potential
for
research
and
production control in the area of photonic devices.
(a) semi-insulating LEC GaAs
Maps of PL intensity (see Fig.3) have been found to correlate closely to cellular structure of dislocations revealed by chemical
etching. Analysis of the spectra (Fig.4) taken at different distan
ces to cell walls show that distribution of carbon in bulk crystals
is uniform and contrary to previously published data, there is no
recognizable gettering of this impurity on dislocations (2].
It
seems likely, therefore, that PL contrast in SI-GaAs is mostly related to the variations in the effective lifetime brought about by
segregation of defects on dislocations forming cellular structure.
In indium doped material growth striations have been observed by
PL mapping but again no indium segregation has been found on dislocations 131.
(b) conductina-Bridaman grown GaAs:Si
Inhomogeneities in PL intensity (see Fig.5) have been found to
result from inhomogeneous doping level and degree of compensation.
The source of those inhomogeneities is the nonuniform temperature
distribution during crystal growth and changes of the shape of the
crystalization front along the ingot (4].
(c) MO VPE arown GaAs
On the microscale (see Fig.6) PL maps of the epitaxial layers show
uncorrelated fluctuations of PL intensity mainly related to the
surface recombination nonuniformities. On the macroscale a systematic variations of PL intensity due to thickness nonuniformity are
observed.

(1)
(21
13)
(4)

M.Yokogawa at al, Jap.J.Appl.Phys. 23 (1984) 648
M.Bugajski,P.Edelman,J.Ornoch, Acta Phys.Pol. A77 (1990) 347
M.Skowronski, M.Bugajski, DRIP-II, Monterey 1987, p.241
P.Edelman,J.Ornoch,W.Levandowski, Crystal Propert.& Prepar.,
vol.19/20, Trans.Tech.Pbl., Switzerland (1989) p.91
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Photoluminescence from InGaAs/InGaAsP
Quantum Wires Fabricated by Ga Focused Ion Beam
SJ.Yu. H.Asahi, J.Takizawa, S.Kim and S.Gonda
Osaka University, The Institute of Scientific and Industrial Research
8-1, Mihogaoka, Ibaraki, Osaka 567, Japan
1. Introduction
Low dimensional structures such as quantum wires and boxes are one
of the interesting subjects. Up to date, various microstructaires have been
fabricated and characterized by various methods. Focused inn beam (FIB)
is one of the useful methods because this method makes it possible to
modify, deposit and etch various materials in desired pattern.
In this paper, we report fabrication of InGaAs/InGaAsP quantum
wires by Ga FIB. The properties of quantum wires were investigated by
photoluminescence(PL) method.
2. Fabrication of wire structures
Figure 1 shows schematic view of fabrication procedure of quantum
wires. At first, InP buffer layer, In0 .53 Ga0 .47 As reference layer and
InP/InGaAs(50A)/InP superlattices (single quantum well, SQW) were
grown on (100)InP substrate by MOMBE. Secondly, InP/InGaAs/InP
layers are etched to mesas of 100pnxlOOjttm using photolithography.
Thirdly, Ga FIB was irradiated in lines onto the top plane of the mesas.
The energy of ion beam is 100kV. The ion implanted line width is 100nm
and the lateral period T is changed from 238nm to 400nm. The annealing
was performed using Si3 N 4 coating in N 2 atmosphere at 650-670"C for
60min. From the experiment of Ga broad beam implantation, it was
confirmed that alloying of InGaAs/InP superlattice takes place in such a
way that alloyed In1 .Ga.AsyP,_y has the composition of alloy lattice
matched to InP and has smaller compositions x and y at higher dose. 1)
Although in FIB implantation with higher ion current density somewhat
different behaviors ( in defect formation, implanted ion profile, etc.) may
be seen from those of broad beam implantation, alloying of InGaAs/InP
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materials is expected in the FIB implanted region.

3. Photoluminescence from wire structures
PL spectra from the wire structures fabricated by FIB implantation
were shown in Fig.2, together with the spectra of unimplanted as-grown
samples. FIB implantation was carried out at doses of Ix10 13 and
IxI01 4 cm- 2 and subsequent anneal was made at 670*C.PL measurements
were carried out at 30K using the excitation of 514.5-line of an Ar+ ion
laser. The excitation power was 0.3-1mw and the beam diameter was
lOm. In Fig.2. the peaks around 1560.4nm and 1587.9nm are from the
reference InGaAs bulk layer of 2000"A in thickness and the peak at 1478.6
nr is from the SQW (50A). The PL peaks show considerable blue shifts
from SQW peak of 37meV and 10rmV in Ix10 14 and lxlO 3cm-2 dose
sample, respectively. The larger blue shift at higher dose is mainly due to
-2
14
the larger lateral straggling of implanted ions. The IxI0 cm implanted
sample shows stronger PL intensity than the IxlO1 3 cm - 2 sample. This
stronger intensity at higher dose is mainly attributed to the higher InGaAsP
barriers in the alloyed regions.The formation of higher barrier at higher
dose is consistent with our previous experiment in which In. Ga.AsyP.y
alloy has smaller compositions x,y at higher dose.
Photoluminescence spectra from the sample ( lateral perinod=400 and
263nm, dose=lx 1014cm- 2 ,annealing at 670"C) are shown in Fig.3, along
with those of as-grown SQW and reference InGaAs layer. The peaks from
the wire structures show considerable blue shift with decreasing lateral
period. The intensity is about 1/100 and 1/200 for T=400nm and 263nm,
respectively.
Figure 4 shows the luminescence energy shift of fabricated wire
structures as a function of lateral period. Smallness of the shift at lower
annealing temperature may be attributed to the insufficient formation of
InGaAsP barriers. The broken line in Fig.4 is the result in which quantum
levels are calculated in the case of rectangular potential well. The solid
line shows calculated results in which the deviation from the rectangular
barrier potential due to the broadening of alloyed region is taken into
account. That is, the lateral straggling length for constituent atoms by Ga
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FIB implantation (100kV, Ix 10 14 cm-2) was estimated from the LSS theory

and the dose dependence of the interdiffusion length. Quantum levels in
this potential well were obtained by calculating the levels in each part of
the well divided into 200 parts and taking the level of the maximum in
number as the energy level.
Thus, the shift as a function of lateral period can be explained semiquantitatively by taking account of lateral straggling of implanted ions.
This indicates that alloyed regions formed by Ga FIB implantation works as
lateral potential barriers for electrons and holes in InGaAs single quantum
well.
Summary
Fabrication of InGaAs/InP quantum wires was tried by Ga FIB
implantation. From the PL measurement of the samples, it is confirmed that
alloyed regions formed by implantation work as lateral potential barriers
for electrons and holes in InGaAs single quantum well.
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INFRARED CHARACTERIZATION OF COMPOUND SEMICONDUCTORS
A. Deneuville, Laboratoire d'Etudes des Propriit~s Electroniques des Solides,
BP 166 X 38042 Grenoble, France; and Department of Material Sciences and
Engineering, University of Florida, Gainesville, Fl 32 611, USA
The determination of the carrier concentration N and mobility P from
plasmon - phonon coupling through far infrared reflection measurements is
shown in particular for n type ZnSe / undoped ZnSe / Semi insulating GaAs.
As the band gaps of semiconductors are increasing, there are more and
more problems to achieve large doping levels and good ohmic contacts to
measure the carrier concentrations N and mobilities ji by Hall effect. On the
other hand, as the devices structures contain more and more layers, in situ
control at each processing step becomes more and more necessary. A
solution of both problems might be contactless determination of N and g
from infrared (IR) reflectivity. In the following, we give the physical and
analytical bases of such determinations, and show examples of derivation of
"optical" N and g on bulk GaAs and thin films of ZnSe.
For semiconductors exhibiting some ionicity, as compound
semiconductors, there is at low wavenumber a coupling between the LO(F)
phonon mode and the plasmon via the electric field(l). The resulting modes
(Raman active) exhibit both plasmon like and phonon like characteristics.
They induce a large optical absorption in the far infrared, which allows for
bulk substrates( 2 ) and thin films( 3 ) the determination of both N and A from
reflection or transmission measurements, in the 1016< N < 1019 cm- 3 and
200 < gt < 600 cm 2 V-ls-I ranges( 3 ) for ZnSe heteroepitaxial thin films.
However, for compound semiconductors, the selection rules also allow
in IR the first order TO(F) mode (wave number WTO), which gives the main
contribution to the ground complex dielectric constant K of the undoped
material. In the simpler approximation of an harmonic oscillator, the two
phonons contributions are neglected and K is written( 4 ) as the 2 first terms
of equ.1, where Ko and K,. are the DC and the optical dielectric constant
respectively, and ytp is the damping coefficient for the harmonic oscillator.
For doped semiconductors, the plasmon phonon coupling introduces an
additional term( 4 ) and K is written
2
2
WTO(KO - K- )
K
= 2
W2 + i pW W(W- i'e) (1)

WTO

-

where Wp is the plasmon frequency, and ye its damping coefficient. The
carrier concentration N gnd the mobility g can be extracted from Wp and ye
respectively though the relations (m* effective mass, c light speed)
2
Nq2
(2)
q
(3)
Wp 4xc 2 K. m*
(2)2xcm*
W p and Ye can be derived from n and k (or a) the real and imaginary
parts of the refractive index respectively (a absorption coefficient related to
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k through a = 4xkW). n and k can be calculated from the real (KI) and the
imaginary (K2) parts of the dielectric constant(4 ) K = KI- iK2 through
2
n

2

2
21/2

(4)

k=

2)
21/2

(5)

n and a can be extracted from optical measurements on the structure.
The expressions of the transmission T and reflection R can be determined
analytically or computed versus n, k and c, but in general, n, k, a cannot be
calculated analytically or computed from T and R, and we are looking for fits
of T and R versus W with the best values of Wp and ye through equ. 1 to 5.
The derivation of N and ip can only be done for the top layer, and
requires the knowledge of all the optical characteristics of the underlying
layers, and of the wavenumber WTO and of the damping coefficient yp of the
harmonic oscillator (equ. 1) of the top doped layer we look at.
The analytical expressions of T and R are simple and classical when
only an absorbing substrate (optically "thick" layer) is studied
21
(nl-l)2 + k2
(1-R0t) 2 exp(-ajdl)(nI)+
2
(6)
T=
2
R0 1 = Ri0 =
(ni+l) 2 + k 1
-R 0 1 exp(-2aidi)
where the substrate (optical medium 1) has ni and ki as real and imaginary
parts respectively for its refractive index, a thickness dl and is in the air
(optical medium 0).
Those corresponding to several absorbing films (optically "thin"
layers") stacked on a substrate are calculated and discussed elsewhere( 3 ).
They are rapidely larger and larger as the number of the films is increasing,
in particular because the phase shift introduced by the crossing of each film
*iand interface 0ij has to be taken into account. For instance for a film
(medium 3) on another film (medium 2) deposited on a substrate (medium
1) and measured in air, the reflectivity R03 at the air - film interface can be
written
T2exp(-aldl)
RoA
; Rc'=j)
and
( 2 d)
(7) with Tc= A_.Rc
R03 = Rc
+lRRc
2 +k2 2 2
- 1) e P -~ 2(~
n i(n3 +k 3 )(n 2 +k2 )( I -RO3 )(1 -R2 3 )( I -Rl2) exp(-a2d2-a3d3)3
A -

n3 (n3n2+k3k2)(n2nI +k2k )

B = R03 + R2 3 exp(-2a 3d 3) + R12exp(-2a3d3-2a 2d 2 ) + R0 3R 23 R12exp(-2a2d2) +
24-R0 3 R23 exp(-a3d3) cos(432+2*3-003) + 24RO3 Rl2exp(-a3d3-a2d2) cos(021+
203+202-003) + 2R03 4R-23 Rlexp(-a2d2) cos(032+021+2*2) + 2R234 R-O3 Rl2exp(a3d3-a2d2) cos(203-03-021-2*2) + 2RI24-RO3R23exp(-a3d3-2a2d2) cos(243003-032) + 2N'R23R!2exp(-2a 3d 3-a2d2) cos(O32 - 021-202).
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C = R 12 + R2 3 exp(-2a2d2) + R0 3 exp(-2a3d3-2a2d2)

+ R03R23RI2 exp(-2a3d3) +

2,-R23 R 12 exp(-a 2d 2) cos(032+202-02 I) + 2,0Ro3 R l2exp(-a3d3-G2d2) coS(003+203
+202-02) + 2R1 2 4R"03R23exp(-1 3 d 3 )cos(0 0 3 4 32+20 3 ) +2R 2 3 4R 0 3 Rl2exp(-a3d3a2d2) cos(003+203-2402421) + 2R 0 3 4-R2 3 R 1 2 exp(-2a3d3-a2d2)cOs(032-2,2+4b21)
+ 24 Ro 3 R2 3 exp(-a3d3-2a2d2) cos(003+2*3-032).
D = I + R0 3 R 2 3exp(-2a3d3) + R2 3 RI2exp(-2a 2 d2) + Ro3RI2exp(-2a3d3-2(I2d2) +
24-3R12 ex(-a3d3-a2d2)cos(10 3 +02 +2*3+202) + 2R 23 4 RO3 R j2exp(-a3d3a 2d 2 ) cos(003+203-02 1-2*2) + 2RO3 4 R23R 1 2exp(-2a3d3-a2d2)cos(032-b21-2e2)
+ 2R1 24 Ro3R23exp(-a3d3-2a2d2)cos(032-403-203) + 24o33exp(-c3d3)
cos(0+ 032+203) + 2 R223 RI2Cxp(-oG2d2) cos(032+021+202).
it

2+
=(hi)

(ki k )2

with Rj= (ni+nj) 2 +(ki+kj) 2

i

=_

2(kini-kin%)

ntg+

2

2)(n

.

*=2xniWd

As a first example, we give on Fig. IA after Holm et al( 2 ), the
experimental points and their fit (solid line) by the equ. 6 for the
reflectivity of an isolated thick substrate of GaAs with three n type b.ig.h
Table I shows the very good agreement between the
dping J.eve.
electronic (Hall effect) and the optical determination of the carrier
concentration and mobility.
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See the samples characteristics on table 1.
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Table I : Comparison of the concentration N and mobility g of carriers from
electrical and optical measurements.
2
l
2
sample Nopt(10 16cm - 3) Nel(101 6 cm 3) gopt(cm V-ls- ) gel(cm V-'ls-'l)
GaAs (a)
GaAs (b)
GaAs (c)
ZnSe top
ZnSe Bot.

270
70
16
940
19

280
83
20
800
3

1950
2500
2520
183
275

2360
2750
2900
207
415

As a second example, we give on Fig. IB. the experimental curve
(broken line) and its fit through equ. 1 to 7, for high and low doping levels
of n-type ZnSe films on an undoped ZnSe buffer film on GaAs semi
insulating (SI) substrate, with WTO = 206 cm- 1 and ye = 4.5 cm- 1 . The fit is
very good for N = 9x10 1 8 cm- 3 , but less good for N = 3x10 1 6 cm- 3 , in
particular for the fine structures at low W. They originate from two phonons
absorption in GaAs which induces significant structures at low doping levels,
and which is not taken into account in the harmonic models used here. Quite
generally, 7the transmission curves are much more sensisitive at doping level
< 5x101 cm- 3 , and better fits can be obtained using transmission
measurements where the main contributions of the substrate and undoped
ZnSe two phonons effects can be cancelled( 3). The values deduced for N and
g are compared to those deduced from Hall effect in Table I. The agreement
is good for 9x10 1 8 cm- 3 , but poor for 3x10 16 cm- 3 . At low N, systematic
differences with Nel and gel are also found from transmission, with close
Nopt from R and T, but Igopt lower and higher respectively than gIe. These
differences originate from slightly different physical species measured in
optical and electrical measurements and are discussed in another paper( 3).
In conclusion, contactless IR reflectivity can be used to determine the
carrier concentration N and mobility g±of thin films, or bulk semiconductors,
with good agreement between optical and electrical N and g for N >
5xl01 7cm -3 . The lower range is discussed elswhere( 3).
The author thanks Dr. Holloway, Tanner and Park of the University of
Florida for helpfull discussions. This work was supported by DARPA grant
MDA 972 88 5 1006.
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Optically Confirmed Two-Dimensional Confinement Effects
in Ultra-Narrow InGaAs/InP Quantum Well Wires
M.Notomi, M.Naganuma, H.Iwamura, T.Nishida
S.Nojima, M.Okamoto and T.Tamamura
NIT Opto-electronics Laboratories,
3-1 Morinosato-Wakamiya, Atsugi, Kanagawa 243-01, Japan
1.Introduction
Multi-dimensional hetero-structures, such as quantum well wires (QWWs),
have been theoretically predicted to have numerous attractive aspects, which lead
workers to many attempts at fabricating them.l)-5). Although several quantum
confinement effects have been confirmed for conventional quantum well films
(QWFs), for example, blue shifts of photoluminescence (PL) energy or
observation of newly appeared quantized levels, there are almost no systematic
data on QWWs. The reason for this is two fold. First of all, it is extremely
difficult to fabricate optically-active QWWs which are small enough to exhibit
lateral confinement effects and even if this difficulty is overcome, we are then
forced with the task of systematically varying QWW size so as to examine these
effects.
To eliminate these problems, we have adopted a fabrication procedure that
combines EB lithography and reverse-mesa wet chemical etching (RMWE)5).
This process enables us to obtain optically-active ultra-narrow InGaAs/InP wires
as narrow as 10 nm, as a result of the reverse-mesa profile and the damagereducing property of RMWE. Furthermore lateral sizes of wires are easily
controlled systematically by EB exposure conditions. Owing to this
combination's super.or characteristics, we confirmed, for the first time, an
apparent blue shift of the PL wavelengths which varied consistently with the
lateral dimension of the QWWs and observed several higher quantized levels
including newly appeared lateral quantized levels in the PL measurements. We
also performed a theoretical calculation of the quantized levels in QWWs and its
result coincided with the above characteristics of PL peaks, which showed that
they are caused by the lateral confinement effects. In addition to that, the
observation of higher levels in the PL measurement suggests that the change in
the density-of-state spectrum due to the one-dimensional nature of QWWs
strongly affects the carrier relaxation process.
2. Fabrication Procedure
A schematic diagram outlining the fabrication process of the QWWs is
shown in Fig. I. First, single QWF structure with a 3-nm InGaAs cap layer on
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its top was grown by gas-source molecular beam epitaxy. Then a resist pattern
was formed by EB lithography with an acceleration voltage of 50 keV. The EB
resist used here was 0-MAC 6 ) and a 150-nm pitch line-and-space pattern was
written in the (110) direction.
Next, the 3-nm InGaAs thin layer was selectively etched by H2SO 4 /
H20 2/H 2 0. During this process side-etching is negligible because the etching
depth is extremely small. After removing the resist, the InP layer was etched
anisotropically into a reverse-mesa shape by HCI/H2O with no undercutting
because the patterned InGaAs thin layer was used as an etching mask. Then
QWWs were formed after etching of the SQW layer by H2SO4/H202/H20.
Finally etched wires were embedded in InP by metalorganic vapor phase epitaxy.
Figure 2 shows cross-sectional views of an etched wire before embedding
in InP (a) and of buried QWWs (c). It is clearly seen that RMWE was performed
successfully even in these micro-structures. The lateral size of QWWs in this
figure is about 10 nm. To our knowledge, these are the smallest wires fabricated
by the lithography process ever reported.
3. Optical measurements
We examined the optical properties of buried QWWs by low-,emperature
photoluminescence measurements. In contrast to the dry-etched wires, the wetetched ultra-narrow wires of the present case were not optically dead and we
could investigate the PL properties of wires as narrow as 10 nm. Figure 2 shows
the PL spectrum of 10-nm wide wires, 20-nm wide wires and unpatterned QWF.
In this figure, it is apparently shown that the PL wavelengths are shifted as the
lateral size of wires decreases, which is consistent with the blue shift due to the
lateral quantum confinement effect in QWWs as mentioned before. In addition, a
peculiar shoulder structure was seen in the spectrum of 20-nm wires at a
wavelength of about 50 nm shorter than the main peak. This shoulder-shape
structure was observed in every 20-50 nm wide wires and it also shifted to a
shorter wavelength as the wire width decreased. As the main peak is thought to
be the 11 H transition, we assigned this shoulder structure to 12H, which is the
first subband that appeared as a result of the lateral quantization.
Figure 4 exhibits the energy shift of the PL main peak (solid circle) and of
the shoulder structure (open circle) versus wire width. These were scaled from
the PL peak of the reference SQW. The shifts of both structures increase with
decreasing wire width, which is expected from the lateral confinement effect.
In order to clarify the lateral confinement effect, we calculated the energy
levels in InGaAs/InP. We assumed rectangular QWWs confined by a finite
potential. The solid line and the broken line in Fig.4 show the calculated energy
shift of the 11 H transition andthe 12H transition for the InGaAs/InP QWW of 5rm vertical width, respectively. It can be clearly seen that there is a fairly good
agreement between the theoretical curves and the experimental data, which
verifies that the dependence of the shift is caused by the lateral confinement.This
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is the first systematic result that evidently shows that the PL wavelengths of the
ground level and the subband level are dependent on wire width and its
dependency agrees with the theoretical expectation.
Besides these structures, we observed other peaks in the PL measurement.
Figure 5 shows the PL spectrum of 25-nm wide wires. In this figure two
remarkable peaks were observed in the higher energy region. These high energy
peaks appeared only in 25-30 nm wide wires. We assigned these to the 1IL and
12L transitions. Furthermore, we performed PL measurements of QWW
samples whose vertical width was 12 nm. In these thicker samples, we observed
IlL and 21H transition for the wires narrower than 30 rin. Because IlL and
21H are excited levels that appear as a result of the vertical quantization, they
must exist even in QWFs. These assignments are consistent with the PLE
measurement of the QWF. For QWF structures, the excited levels are
unobservable in the conventional CW PL measurement. These facts indicate that
the PL of QWWs is quite different from that of QWFs. One possibility for this is
that change in the density-of-state spectrum due to two-dimensional quantization
- it becomes spiky in QWWs - might affect the relaxation process of the excited
carriers or might affect the band-filling process. A more detailed mechanism is
under investigation.
4. Conclusion
We fabricated optically-active ultra-narrow InGaAs/InP QWWs between
10-80nm wide utilizing EB lithography and reverse-mesa wet etching and
successfully obtained photoluminescence in all these wires. As a result, we have
observed, for the first time, systematically varying blue-shifted features in both
the ground level and the subband level in the PL spectrum, which coincide well
with our calculation. Furthermore, we found that, in contrast to QWFs, several
higher levels were observable by PL measurements in QWWs, which suggests
that a change in the density of state plays a significant role in the luminescence
process of QWWs.
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LASER SCATTEROMETRY FOR PROCESS CHARACTERIZATION
S.M. Gaspar, K.C. Hickman, K.P. Bishop, S.S. Naqvi
and J.R. McNeil
Center for High Technology Materials
University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, NM 87131
Scott Wilson and Yale E. Strausser
Sandia Systems. Inc.
Albuquerque, NM 87111
and
Richard A. Gottscho and Avi Kornblit
AT&T Bell Laboratories
Murray Hill, NJ 07974
Laser scatterometry is a technique which involves shining a light beam on an area
to be characterized and measuring the angular distribution of the light that is scattered
from that area. A laser is used so that the incident light will be monochromatic and
coherent. It is also valuable, in many applications, to be able to confine the probe beam
to a selected area, with a diameter of 10 pm or more. The scattered light distribution is
typically measured either by scanning a detector over an arc, using a fixed array of
photodiodes that are mounted along an arc, or by measuring the scattered light intensity
distribution at a hemispherical screen when sample symmetry requires more than a one
dimensional distribution measurement. In most cases, a single line measurement along a
90 * arc is sufficient, either because of sample symmetry or because of the ability to
align the sample in the direction of interest. The wavelength of the light used is a
determining factor in the range of feature sizes that will be measured. Thus, different
wavelength sources are sometimes valuable. Also, the angle of incidence of the probing
light beam is a factor in the range of features that will be characterized.
At the present time laser scatterometry has been used to characterize three
different types of features in semiconductor processing. First it has been used to
measure random surface roughness and rms slope of the structure. Within the spatial
frequency bandwidth of the instrument, which is 0.014 to 1.6 jsm - 1 using 633nm
wavelength light, it gives an immediate measure of the rms roughness of a reflecting
surface, for rms roughness from approximately 2 to 500 A, the spactial frequency
distribution of the roughness, and the rms slope of the roughness. This has been used
to give a quick, non-destructive characterization of the MBE GaAs, MOCVD AlGaAs,
MOCVD InSb, CVD tungsten and tungsten silicide, LPCVD polysilicon and sputtered
aluminum films. In each case, defective films (e.g., oval defects from MBE, oxide
defects from MOCVD, etc.) have a distinctive signature. A correlation has been
observed between Al film roughness determined using the scatterometer and grain size
determined by subsequent SEM examination, indicating the optical technique can be
used as a fast, non-destructive grain size monitor. Another application to roughness,
although not random, is to planarization effectiveness. The scatter technique has been
used in a qualitative mode to monitor the iemaining non-planarization on chemicalmechanical polish planarized samples.
The second type of feature to which scatterometry has been applied is periodic
topographic structures. Tjbe best example of this application is the characterization of
plasma etch profiles. In a periodic field of topographic features, the scattered light
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distribution is very sensitive to small changes in distances and angles. Overcutting and
undercutting of line sidewalls are easily recognized. Step height variations are quickly
detected. A theoretical analysis of this scatter is underway. However, it isn't needed to
effectively use the technique. It is possible to store the signature of a properly etched
field and to compare the signal from an unknown area to it. This eliminates the need
for destructive, time consuming sample preparation and SEM cross section analysis.
The third type of feature that has been investigated is the 'virtual' structure of
an optically transparent sample with scatter originating from topographic structure and
from within the sample. Applications include measuring ion implant dosages which have
2
2
been monitored from 10/cm to 10/cm . Implant doses in this range produce a
quantitative signature prior to annealing. A second type of subsurface feature, which
has been observed, is latent (exposed but undeveloped) images in photoresist. Laser
scatterometry has been shown to be able to provide a valuable real time, in situ exposure
meter for a stepper. We have demonstratea significantly improved CD control over the
standard procedure of constant exposure time. In addition, scatterometry provides a
significant time and material savings over the usual daily procedure of exposing,
processing, preparing and SEMing wafers for calibration of photolithography equipment.
There are a number of very important advantages of laser scatterometry over the
various other techniques that can measure certain of these feature types. The technique
is rapid, quantitative and very reproducible. This is important in measuring many
locations to characterize across-wafer or wafer-to-wafer variations in a feature of
interest. It is non-destructive, non-contaminating and non-invasive. No sample
preparation is necessary; only a light beam impinges on the surface of interest, and
nothing is changed in the sample during the measurement. The measurement apparatus
is simple enough that the measurement might be made in situ in many wafer processing
systems. In some cases it could also be a real time process control monitor.
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Study of' iEptaxiai Growth by UlIV-SIN and RIIEED-TRAX
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sample surfaces hit by the electron beam. We hi
phenomenon that It'a X-ray detector Is put at thd
angle of the total r(
responding to the critical
characteristic X-rays,

surface detection

sensitivi

high(3,41. The sensitivity Is generally compari
higher than It for suitable conditions. We call~
RHEF.D-TRAXS(Totai Reflection Angie X-ray Spectr(
case, there Is no charging problem for the dlen
during epitaxial growth since the X-rays excited t
perimerits aire taken out In iir throi-gh a thin Be v
the UIIY aid( air sides tire separated, and tire mnast
a normal X-ray detector.
Applying HiWEf-'D-TrRAXS method we have studied ads(
[processes of' Au, Ag.
hilioyinrg
t ion, ep itaxilii
e Hei('Ol SHiill. Sill00). Si 110),
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he
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curves of' III

and Sb Mt,
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TRAXS method during epitaxial growth of InSb on a clean SI(lO0)
surfacel8]. In and Sb atoms were evaporated separately from different furnaces and exposed simultaneously with a same evaporation
speed of 0.1 ML/min.
At room temperature the adsorbed thicknesses of In and Sb increased linearly at first for 0 t 1.0(0 :Coverage) with SP= 1.0
(SP:Sticking Probability)-for each metals. Then the sticking probability decreased gradually with the Increase of exposed amount,
keeping the same composition of In:Sb= 1:1. At higher temperatures, however, adsorption curves of In and Sb changed drastically
depending upon the temperature as shown in Fig. 1. For temperatures higher than 300*C , deposited Sb thickness increased linearly
for 6 f 1.0 and for TE
2.0(TE:Total Exposure Amount of In and
Sb:ML) with SP = 1.0, and then It stopped to increase, that is, SP
- 0 thereafter. The similar adsorption curves of Sb were obtained
for the temperatures from 300C to 600*C . On the other hand, In
adsorption curves showed complex behaviors depending upon the temperature. As shown in Fig. l(a), at 400C -420C In
adsorbed with
SP= 1.0 at first for
TE. 1.0 and for 0 S 0.5, and then SP
decreased slightly for TE= 1.0-2.0, and again Increased for TE=
2.0-8.0. At about 430C
In desorption
began for Te= 1.0-2.0. and
It became rapid at high temperatures. At 440C -480C In adsorbed
by 0.5 ML at first, and then decreased quickly for Te= 1.0-2.0 and
slowly for Te
2.0. At 500C -600'C , as shown in Fig. l(b), maximum
coverage at TE= 1.0 decreased as the temperature rise.
3. A RHEED-TRAXS Study of Epitaxial growth of Ge/Sn/Ge(111)
When about a half ML of Sn atoms were deposited on the clean
Ge(lll)-c(2x 8) surface at about 400*C , a new 7x 7-Sn superstructure is formed[9]. We deposited Ge on this 7x 7-Sn surface. When
Ge deposition began, RHEED intensity oscillations of the specular
spot were observed for the temperatures between 140C and 250C
S{i0)-1i1n.Sb)
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Adsorption curves of In and Sb on Si(100) surface measured
by RHEED-TRAXS method. (a):300C -480C , (b) :500C -600C .
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Thus, Ge grows on this surface in a layer-by-layer fashion through
two dimensional nucleation. It is very interesting to study the
behavior of the Sn atoms during the growth.
Figure 2 shows the change of SnLa 4 characteristic X-ray intensity measured by TRAXS method during the growth[10]. The intensity
of the GeLa characteristic X-ray showed always a constant value
during the growth for temperatures from room temperature to 350C ,
whereas
SnLa B decreased with the increase of deposited amount
of Ge. At the higher substrate temperature, the decreasing rate of
SnLa B became smaller. At about 3501C SnLa B
intensity remains
almost constant during the growth. Taking into consideration the
attenuation coefficient of the SnLa 8 X-ray for Ge. we concluded
that Sn atom layer deposited at room temperature remains at the
interface between the substrate and the deposited Ge layer. The Sn
atoms deposited at a temperature higher than 350C , however, can
move and remain always on the surface(10]. which is consistent
with the RHEED observations.
4. SEN images of Surface Structures of AuAg/SI(111)
We have constructed a high resolution UHV-SEM(Scanning Electron
Microscopy)apparatus which can obtain 1.7x lO-LOTorr through
baking all the parts related to the ultra-high vacuum[ll-12]. In
the STEM (Scanning Transmission Electron Microscopy) mode. a lattice image (1.43 X) of Au(220) has been clearly observed. In the
SEM mode, a resolution of about 5 R has been obtained for an image
taken from deposited Au particles on a carbon film.
When 0.2-0.3 ML of Au was deposited at 600T2 on a clean Si(lll)
surface, the 7x 7 and 5x 2-Au structures are formed simultaneously
[1-21. This sample was prepared in an another UHV chamber equipped
Go/Go 0 11 ) -Sn (0. 5K)
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Fig.2 Change of SnLa
intensity
during epitaxial growth of
Ge/Sn/Ge(11).

Fig.3 SEM image of Au/Si(111).
Three kinds of contrasts,
B(Bright). D(Dark) and
M(Mlddle) are seen.
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to the SEM column and investigated beforehand by RHEED in detail,
and then transferred into the SEM column without exposing to air.
Figure 3 shows a typical SEM image taken from such a sample
[121.
The acceleration voltage was 80keV.
The electron beam is
incident perpendicular to the sample surface.
The secondary
electrons were spiraled up by a strong magnetic field of a magnetic lens and gathered and detected by an electron multiplier.
In Fig. 3. three kinds of contrast. B(Bright). D(Dark) and
M(Middle) are observed. The contrasts B and D correspond to the 5
x 2-Au and the 7x 7 structures, respectively. The domains with the
contrast B appear mainly along the surface steps, but are also
formed on the terraces.
These are three kinds of elongated
domains whose directions make a
fixed angle 1200 to each other.
The origin of the contrast M is not clear at present.
When 0.2-0.3 ML of Ag was deposited on a clean Si(lll) surface
held at 450C , the 7x 7 and Ar3x A/-Ag structures were formed
simultaneously[2]. Three kinds of domains B(Ar3x Ar3-Ag). D(7x 7)
and M are clearly observed just like in the case of Au. The boundary of the domain D on the terrace makes regular triangles. The
domains B are formed along the surface
steps and have irregular
external forms.
The structure of the area M is also observed but
the origin is not clear at present.
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SPECTROSCOPY and LUMINESCENCE with SFM oin Ill-V Et'ITAXIAL
MULTILAYERS

O.Albrcktscn -. S.F. Alvarado. I I.P. Mcier. Ph. Renaud and I I.W.M. Salemink.
IBN1 Research Division, Zurich Rcearch Laboralmto,
Rischlikon. Switzerland

Suinueistr. 4, Ct-990)

Atomic registiv is obscrvcd in hctcrostructuic intcrfaccs and the transition of the

valencc cdgc is analyzed at nanomctcr scale. Also. ihc STM tip can act as an
electron source to excite luminescence in single quantum wells and to probe the bulk
conduction bands.

Introduction.
The growth and the characterization of semiconductor heterostructures with
atomically controlled interfaces is of great interest in material science and in device
applications. The STM technique], with its unprecendcnted spatial resolution and
capabilities as a spectroscopic tool, is appropriate to address some of the
fundamental aspects of structural and electronic properties of heterojunction
interfaces.

Topography and I/V spectroscopy.
The figure I shows a constant current image of a GaAs/AIGaAs interface with
atomic resolution. The As sublattice is imaged. The multilayer stack is cleaved in
ultra high vacuum, and the STM tip is zoomed into the epitaxial layers, employing a
SEM.
The AIGaAs material displays the electronic effect of composition
fluctuations on the atomic scale2 . The binary/ternary interface as observed, extends
over a transition region of 1-2 unit cells (i.e. 0.56 - I.I nm) in the <001 - growth
direction.
From current-voltage (I-V) spectra. simultaneously acquired with topographic
images, the position of the valence and the conduction bandt at the (I 10) non-polar
surface can be determined. In particular, the continuity of the valence band across
the GAsiAIGaAs transition is monitoed (fig.2). In the valence band spectroscopy,
the transition occurs over a region of about six unit cells or 3.5 tim. The observed
valcnce band offset of 300 meV is larger than calculated for the bulk: lhis
discrepancy is caused by two effects: I) Femmi lc~cl pinning (IIe to residual gas
chemisorption on th- AIGaAs' and 2) tip induced hand bending :11 the (1 10)
strface4.
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FIG.l1 Atomically resolved constant
current image of a GaAs/AIGaAs
interface (GaAs lower left). Samplc
voltage + 1.9 eV, imaging the
As-su blattice.

FIG.2 Transition in the valence hand
maximum, derived from a set oif INV
curvcs. taken over an hiceojrnction1 .

Luminescence:
When ttinneling with negative tip voltage, the electrons can be injected into (lie
semiconductor and luminescence may arise by the radiative recombination of these
electrons in the material 5.
The STM-induced luminescence is described in a three step model,, i) Tunneling of
electrons from the tip to the surface of the semiconductor. ii) Transport of the
electrons from the surface into the bulk conduction band. iii) Diffusion and
radliativc reconbination. When tunneling at cnergics below the bulk conduction
band CR. electrons are reflected back to the surface and thus cannot reach the hulk.
No luminescence is expected from the surface where the probability of i ;tdiative
recombina tion is very low because of the reduced number oif holes a;ivaiablc if the
handl is .s~ ongly bent down.
The hulk lurninescence thIireshold begins whelrn
tunneling tcVr ju'; above the CR energy. At tis( energy some electrons are
bialistically injected into the hulk where they' recombine. Therefore (ti
h lireshlold
voiltagc for lumiinescenice can be as;sociated to the LOCAL CR enricgy ill thle hulk. If
hei elect rois arc injected into a barrier (i.e. tunnel \ oltge
(-13 cnei c\ ill Iht'
hairriert. they will (diffuse down to) a ncighbomting well where hlev ate (onfhined [i il
he radti i c recoihi itation at thle well energy. [lie figutre Ashlowvs the hilll1 tiescttee
intens;(% niVmp of aI serie of 15 nin GaAs juntuim wells, separatecd with Is lint
:lf111
hRa.
airiecr. The (lop44g level is p - 10im . Thec conltrast :i1t ise orn filec
difference of lectroti injection efficiencv into lie hulk between ill 'scll ;ind the
bair ct. Fi nit row hanriets howevet, the contrasti is, itiher reduccd Ilk Il( ii'trect
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scattering of the electrons into the well (luring the initial thermalization. Surface
contaminnn's or defccts can trap the elcctrons and then reduce the fraction which is
injected into the bulk. Such surface trapping center arc clcarly visible as black spots
in luminescence pictures (see arrow in figure 3).

1T :0.2

600

nA

4GaAs

0

1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5

3.0

Tunnel Voltage (Vi

FIG.3 Luminescence image of a
scrie of 15 nm GaAs quantum wells
scperatcd by 15 nm AIS,Ga 2As
barriers.

FIG.4 Luminescence intensity versus
tunnel voltage on GaAs and AIGaAs.
The labels show the respective
5
CB energies .

Figure 4 shows typical luminescence intensity versus tunnel voltage spectra
measured at the center of a 50 nm GaAs well and for A4, 3,Ga 6 2As about 100 nm
away from the well. The threshold of luminescence occurs at a potential closely
corresponding to the band gap of the Ill-V compound, Vr = 1.42 V for GaAs and
V,= 1.96 V for AI4X,,Ga, 62 A.s as expected for heavily p-doped concentrations where
the Fermi level lies very close to or below the valence band. This proves that the
dominant contribution to luminescence is due to recombination of electrons injected
7
deeply into the bulk by penetration the band bending region ballistically .

In conclusion, we have demonstrated the high potential of the techniques related to
the scanning tunneling microscopy to determine fundamental properties of the
semiconducloi hclerosiructuies at a nanometcr scale in real space.
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Characterization of Strained Heterostructures by
Cathodoluminescence
D. Bimberg, M. Grundmann and J. Christen
Institut fur Festk6rperphysik, Technische UniversitAt Berlin,
Hardenbergstral3e 36, 1000 Berlin 12, Germany
Cathodoluminescence (CL) provides information about the local variation of
the defect structure, the impurity incorporation and the electronic
bandstructure of semiconductor layers which might be buried below the
surface. It is particularly useful for the non-destructive characterization of
device structures. In this paper we review some of recent results on strained
layer structures. As model systems we investigate lno.23Gao.77As/GaAs-,
InP/Si- and locally deposited GaAs/Si-layers.
Experimental set-up
1.
Our CL setup for spatially, spectrally and time-resolved experiments in the
near infrared has been described previously [1,2], so we would like to
summarize only briefly some of its features.
For spatially resolved experiments the exciting electron beam is digitally
scanned across the surface of the crystal using the scanning coils of a
scanning electron microscope (SEM). The rectangular area under
investigation (max. 1mm x 2mm) is equally divided into max. 400 x 512 pixels.
For spectrally resolved measurements the CL is dispersed in a O.3m grating
monochromator.
For time-resolved CL experiments the sample is excited by electron pulses
long enough (several 10ns) so that a quasi-equilibrium of the carriers is
reached. The luminescence decay is measured by means of a temperaturestabilized and Peltier-cooled Si-avalanche photodiode and time correlated
single photon counting. The time resolution of the whole setup is 350ps.
In cathodoluminescence wavelength imaging (CLWI) at each pixel not only
the luminescence for a fixed wavelength is measured but the whole
luminescence spectrum is simultaneously recorded using an MCP intensified
Si-Diode array providing a spectral range from 350 nm - 890 nm. The wavelength interval simultaneously monitored within 512 channels is easily
adjusted by selecting adapted gratings (AX = 113.8 nm using a 300 lines/mm
grating). The amount of data is reduced online by extracting some scalars of
interest (i.e. peak wavelength, intensities at selected wavelengths) from the
recorded spectra. Further technical details are reported in [2]. This technique
represents an ideal tool for direct imaging of lateral variations of bandgap.
2.
Samples
2.1
Partially relaxed In0.23Gao.77As/GaAs
We investigate a series of five samples, each one containing a single OW
(Lz=16, 22, 27, 32 and 38nm for samples B1309 ... , B1313 from HP). The
growth temperature was 515 0 C [3]. On top of the In0.23Ga0.77As layer a
50nm GaAs cap layer was grown.
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2.2
GaAs on patterned Si
These samples made at OKI Electric Industries consist typically of a 0.8tim
GaAs layer directly grown onto a (001) Si-substrate (oriented 30off toward
[110]) by a recently developed maskless selective growth technique [13]. Vgrooves are etched into the Si along <110> and <110> with a depth and a
stripe widtn of 1.51gm and 21.m, respectively. The GaAs is deposited by
MOCVD (at 100 Torr) using a two step growth process [4]. The GaAs grows
only on top of the (001) facets but not on the {111) sidewalls. In this way large
mesas (350l±m x 3501im) separated by two ridges and three grooves on each
side were defined as schematically shown in Fig.1.
2.3
InP on Si
The InP layers on Si (001) are prepared by MOCVD (at TUB) in a two step
growth procedure without preannealing of the Si substrate [5]. The InP buffer
layer was grown at T=400 0 C. For off-orientations 6 larger than 3.50 antiphasedomain (APD) free films are obtained, while films prepared on Si with smaller
off-cut exhibit APDs. The size of the APDs increases with increasing InP
thickness; in this work we present results on 8pim thick InP layers, grown on Si
(001) with an off-cut of 0.80 and 3.80 with and without APDs, respectively.
3.
Results
3.1 Fdrtially relaxed In.23Ga0.77As/GaAs
In Fig.2 we show spectrally integrated CL images (ICLIs) for the five samples
directly visualizing the lateral variation of quantum effciency. The Lz=22nm
OW shows the misfit dislocations as single distinct straight lines of reduced
quantum efficiency (dark line defects). The Lz=16 nm OW shows no dislocations on this scale. ICLIs taken at lower magnification, imaging a larger area,
indicate a line dislocation density of nL=4-10 3 m 1 . In QWs with Lzt27nm
single misfit dislocations are no longer observed and the CLI consists of dark
line defects at an average distance saturating at about 2g±m corresponding to
groups of dislocations [6]. For the determination of nL at higher dislocation
densities, plan-view two-beam TEM experiments are used. The critical
thickness [7] is found to be about Lz=15nm for x=0.?3 in agreement with
theoretical predictions by Matthews and Blakeslee [8].
In all samples the misfit dislocations are preferentially orientated along [110]
while the density of dislocations along [1101 is substantially smaller. This
explains the striped nature of the ICLIs at high dislocation density. The
asymmetric dislocation density causes further anisotropies of structural,
electronic and optical properties [9].
3.2
GaAs on patterned Si
In Fig.3a we show the CL peak wavelength image of the GaAs on Si mesa
structure (for sample structure see Fig.1) taken at T=6K together with the
secondary electron (SE) image containing the topography contrast on this
area (Fig.3b). The greyscale of Fig.3a corresponds to a peak emission
wavelength ranging from 8070nm to 833.7nm across the structure. It is clearly
seen that at the boundary of the mesa the emission energy is substantially
higher than at the centsr. Intensity images (Fig.3c and 3d) taken simultaneously in different wa velength windows corresponding to emission from
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the boundary and the center exhibit complementary contrast as expected.
Fig.4 displays a linescan of the bandgap across the structure (along the black
line indicated in Fig.3a) and visualizes the variation of emission energy.
The energy shift is due to Si incorporation from the uncovered Si {111)
sidewalls ("autodoping"). In the mesa center the average peak emission
3
16
energy is 1.492eV, corresponding to a Si concentration up to nsi-1.10 cm[10]. The shift in emission energy to the mesa boundary is due to an increase
of Si concentration to around nsi-3.10 18 cm- 3 [11].
3.3
InP on Si
The lateral variation of intensity is imaged in Fig.5. We compare two 8g±m thick
InP layers grown on 3.80 and 0.80 off-cut Si (001), being APD free and
showing twisted APD boundaries, respectively. The intensity of emission of the
samples without APDs is not directly correlated to the surface topology
(Figs.5a,b). The waviness of the surface is somewhat reproduced by the
intensity pattern; the most bright areas correspond to regions with flat
morphology. In samples with APDs (Figs.5c,d) the CL intensity is very P'w at
the APD boundary while the inner part of the APD (i.e. the region whose
distance to the domain boundary is larger than the diffusion length) is very
bright because defects like dislocations and stacking faults have been
gettered in the boundary.
Summary
4.
Several modes of operation of scanning cathodoluminescence have been
demonstrated to be useful for the characterization of defects in strained layer
semiconductor structures.
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Fig.1 Schematic sample structure: Mesa bounded by three V-grooves.
Fig.2 Integral CL images of single InO.23GaO.77As/GaAs QWs. Increasing
QW thickness leads to increasing density of dark line defects.
Fig.3 GaAs mesa on V-grooved Si: a) CLWI, b) SE image, c) CL intensity in
wavelength window corresponding to emission at the mesa boundary,
d) at the mesa center. All images a)-d) are recorded simultaneously.
Fig.4 CL peak emission energy linescan (along white line in Fig.3a).
Fig.5 SEM (a,c) and CL intensity (b,d) images of 8.m thick InP layers grown
on 3.80 (a,b) and 0.80 (c,d) off-cut Si (001) without and with APDs,
respectively. Marker represents 5p.m.
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Many attempts have been made to fabricate quantum wire or box
structuresl- 5 ), because they are expected to show superior
optical properties and unique electronic transport properties.
However, these excellent properties have not been experimentally
confirmed because of the difficulties in fabricating quantum wire
structures.
Recently, we have found that quantum wire-like structures
were formed in the AlGaAs/GaAs superlattices grown on cleaved and
vicinal (110) GaAs surfaces 6,7) by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE).
Scanning electron microscopic (SEM) observations and electron
probe microanalysis (EPMA) measurements revealed that the (111)A
facet formation at giant step edges during growth and orientation
dependent AlAs mole fraction of AlGaAs layers induce the quantum
wire-like structures. In this paper, we discuss the formation
mechanisms of quantum wire-like structures on vicinal (110)
surfaces and propose a new approach for fabricating quantum wire
structures.
Superlattices composed of 300 A thick Alo.5GaO.5As layers and
300 A thick GaAs layers with 8 periods were grown on vicinal
(110) surfaces misoriented 6' toward (111)A and (111)B and
nominal (110) surfaces oriented within ±0.50 for comparison, by
MBE using ASH3.
Growth temperature, growth rate of GaAs layers
and AsH3 flow rate were 580°C, 0.1 pm/h and 1.5 sccm,
respectively. Quantum wire-like structures are observed only for
the sample grown on vicinal (110) surfaces misoriented 6' toward
(11l)B, as shown in Fig. 1. The dark regions in the cross
sectional SEM micrograph correspond to AlGaAs layers which were
selectivity etched by 1 : 21 : 20 solution of HF : H20 : C2H5OH.
A precise investigation of the SEM micrograph shown in Fig. 1
indicates that steps are formed during earlier stage of growth
and become higher and more coherent as growth proceeds. Two kinds
of facets, i.e. (l1l)A and (1l1)B are formed at the giant step
edges, as schematically illustrated ir Fig. 2. The flat surfaces
of terraces between giant steps incline about 5" to the interface
between the epitaxial layer and substrate, which means that the
surface are oriented exact (110).
SEM micrograph of the surface of the same sample as in Fig. I
shows that almost equally spaced steps are coherently aligned
along
110> direction, as shown in Fig. 3.
The distance between
the steps is about 3000 A. Allen et al .8) have found that the
layer nucleation is taking place only at the step edges with Gaterminated (111)A faeets and the epitaxial growth proceeds in a
layer-by-layer growth mechanism on vicinal
(110)
surfaces
misoriented 60 toward (lll)A.
Their result is very consistent
with ours
that the growth on vi inal (110) surtaces misoriented
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b toward
(l111)A provides the smooth surface morphology and
superlattices without quantum wire-like structures. On
the
vicinal (110)
surfaces misoriented 6'
toward
(111)B, we
considered that the (l11)B facets at giant step edges interrupt
lateral growth resulting in the formation of (III)A facet at the
step edges, as schematically illustrated in Fig. 2.
The nominal
(110)
surfaces are locally misoriented toward different
directions. This local misorientation produces the surfaces with
differently oriented facets and incoherent superlattices without
quantum wire-like structures.
Since
the
quantum
wire-like structures shown in Fig. I are
induced at this (III)A facet, AlAs mole fractIon of AIGaAs layers
" 11 (110) surfaces is thought to be different from that on (11l)A
surfaces, as schematically shown in Fig. 2. Then, a I pm thick
AIo. 5 Ga 0 5 As layer was grown on a GaAs (110) substrate with mesa
structures composed of (110), (l1l)A,
(III)B and (100) surfaces,
The surface of the Alo. 5 Gao. 5 As layer was covered with a 2500 A
thick GaAs cap layer. EPMA measurements carried out at each
surface revealed that the AlAs mole fraction of the AlGaAs layer
on (111)A surfaces is smaller than that on (110) surfaces. This
result is very consistent with that of cathodoluminescence
measurements which showed an orientation dependent AlAs mole
fraction in AlGaAs epitaxial layers. 9 ) This orientation dependent
AlAs mole fraction can be explained by the orientation dependence
of the Al sticking coefficient and/or surface diffusion length.
The quantum wire-like structures shown in Fig. 1 are considered
to be due to the (111)A facet formation and orientation dependent
AlAs mole fraction.
Using this phenomenon, quantum wire structures can easily be
made without sophisticated process. If AlxlGal-xlAs/Alx3Gal1x3As
superlattices (x 1 > x3 ) are grown on vicinal (110) surfaces
misoriented 6"toward (l1l)B,
the small rectangular regions with
AlAs mole fraction x4 less than xl, x2,x3 are expected to be
formed at the giant step edges in the Alx3Galx3As layers, as
schematically illustrated
in Fig. 4.
These small rectangular
regions are buried in the AIGaAs layers with higher AlAs mole
fraction resulting in quantum wire structures.
In conclusion, the quantum wire-like structures were formed
in the MBE grown AlGaAs/GaAs superlattices on vicinal (110) GaAs
surfaces misoriented 6* toward (111)B. These structures were
coherently aligned along <110> direction with almost equal
spacing. SEM observations and EPMA measurements confirm that the
(111)A facet formation during growth and orientation dependent
AlAs mole fraction of AlGaAs layers induce
the quantum
wirelike structures. Using this phenomenon, we think that we can
easily fabricate quantum wire structures without any
sophisticated process.
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Deep UV (X=257nm) holographic lithography is greatly improved by the application of an
antireflective coating and a negative (chemical amplification) resist Deep 90nm period gratings and
smallest feature sizes of 40nm are transfered by dry etching to the substrate. Molecular beam
epitaxial growth on finely channeled substrates allows us to fabricate high density arrays of buried

GaAIAs quantum wires (filaments) (QF) with an optical quality comparable to flat quantum wells.
Orientation of the grating lines along the [011] direction is shown to be the most suited for QF with
very small lateral dimensions.
1. Introduction
Arrays of quantum well filaments (QF) and dots (QD) hold great potential for improvement of
integrated optical devices such as lasers [1] and modulators (2]. Nevertheless the fabrication of QF
and QD with an optical quality comparable to standard quantum wells (QW) still remains a challange
[3,4]. One class of possible approaches consists of postgrowth patterning of QW material. This
process generally generates defects that are detrimental to the optical properties of QF (3]. A second
approach is the fabrication of QF by QW growth on patterned non planar substrates [5,6].This
method has the potential of producing defect free interfaces. However difficulties in crystal
preparation before introduction into the growth chamber can lead to detrimental interface roughness
and incorporation of impurities, due to thin (d-60nm) buffer layers. Holography with deep UV laser
light (,<27nm) shows several interesting features for the efficient fabrication of large arrays of
identical nm structures with a high packing density. However, for short period gratings (period
A<200nm) standard holographic lithography produces poor resist profiles that allow for less freedom
in transfering the pattern to the substrate.
2. Short period holographic lithography
Holography is a highly parallel process that generates independently of the period, fringes of almost

100% contrast by the interference of two laser beams of near equal intensities. Near ideal wave
fronts can be produced easily resulting in an interference pattern of excellent uniformity. To take full
advantage of these features we eliminate the substrate reflection by an antireflective coating (ARC)
using hard baked Novolack. Standing wave patterns parallel to the sample interface destroy the high
contrast of the fringes and pinch off very fine resist structures with lateral width < 100nm
Due to the relatively high optical density of available Novolack resists for X<300nm, vertical resist

profiles with high aspect ratios are more readily achieved with a negative rather than a positive
process. We have investigated a classical image reversal resist (AZ 5200) and an experimental three
component (chemical amplification) material designed for ).=248nm (DN 21, Hdchst). The later
shows an increase in sensitivity by a factor of 20 to 50 with respect to AZ 5200, depending on the

post exposure bake (PEB) temperature. For both resists, at low PEB temperatures, the lateral feature
size can be controlled independently of the period by the control of the exposure dose. We have
made 150 nm period gratings with lateral dimension resist lines of about 40-1 10nm (respectively
spaces fiom 110 to 40nmJu When decreasing the grating period, the maximal acceptable PEB
temperature has to be decreased and some loss in sensitivity occurs, due to lateral diffusion of the
catalyst. An important criteria is the vertical or slightly overhanging resist profile shown for both
materials in Fig. I a and Fig. lb. The inherent properties of holography allow for further scaling down
of the grating period by shortening the laser wavelength. We have successfully applied the prism
technique (ifused silica- 17 1nm) for the fabrication of 9Onm period gratings (Fig.2).
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b)
a)
Fig. 1: Developed photoresist profile on andreflective coating.
a) AZ 5200; L-l35nnz PER: 116*C. 3min; Developcment: AZ Dev:H 20=1:2, 9Osec.
b) DN21 ; L=-185nm; PER: l0OC, 3mmi; Developement: ME 312:H2 0=l1:1.5, l20sec.
A typical fabrication procedure is summarized as follows:
-Application of Novolack ARC
-Application of negative resist
-Holographic exposure (x--257nm, frequency doubled Ar-Laser)
-PEE and developement
-Evaporation of NiCr and lift off
-Patterning of ARC by 02 reactive ion etching.
As a result we obtain a high quality mask for subsequent dry etching of the substrate (Fig.3ab).

Fig.3b,
Fig.3a
Fig.2
Fig.2: Grating with A--92nm, after patterning of ARC.
Fig.3: Structures etched by MERIE into GaAs.
a) Dot like structure has been achieved by crossed holograms (A=lS5nm).
b) Grating (A=1I95nm) after mask removal.
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3. MBE growth of quantum filaments on patterned substrates
GaAs (100) substrates were patterned with this improved holographic method. Gratings with
different periods, crystallographic orientations, etching depths and profiles were etched using
CCI2F2/Ar RIE or SiCI4 magnetically enhanced reactive ion etching (MERIE). In the first case the
DC bias voltage (VB ) was 200V and the CCI2 F2/Ar ratio was varied over the entire range. In the
second case V3 was varied between 40 and 120V. With both methods grating lines with very low
sidewall roughness were obtained. After removal of the mask and a standard thermal oxide growth
the samples were loaded into the MBE system.
Several sets of experiments were performed with different substrate temperatures between 5800 C and
680PC with growth rates of 0.1-1.2granh. One or several QW of different thickness separated by
sevaral periods of a short period AlAs/GaAs superlattice (SL) were grown. The samples were
analysed by low temperature photoluminescence (PL) at 77K and 5K, photoluminescence excitation
spectroscopy (PLE), phase contrast microscopy and scanning electron microscopy (SEM).
We investigated possible PL degradation due to a small thickness of the buffer layer. Enhanced
impurity incorporation in such structures is possible due to segregation of surface contaminants
(Carbon) and substrate impurities (Si etc). On unprocessed, undoped samples we found using PL a
p-type impurity, probably Carbon, within the first 20nm of grown material by PL measurements.
The growth rate and temperature were 0.3 m/h and 580*C respectively. No extra impurity effects
were found in broad area RIE (CCI2F2/Ar<2:1) or MERLE etched samples. For a SL buffer
thickness of 60nm, analysis of a 5nm QW showed PL intensities and linewidths comparable to
standard QW growth with thick buffers.
The overgrown grating samples were analysed by SEM. We observed only a little change of the
etched grating profile during a standard pre-growth oxide desorption procedure. However,
increasing of the heating time, and lowering the As4 pressure or raising the temperature before
growth started, resulted mainly in a rounding of the comers and a lowering of the modulation depth.
For [011] orientated grooves, GaAs grew mainly at the bottom and developed the (100)
crystallographic plane (Fig.4a). As a consequence the lateral width of otherwise flat QW became
progressively wider with increasing growth. For [0111 oriented grooves GaAs growth occured also
on the sidewalls (Fig.4b). A V-shaped profile is formed and subsequent planarisation occurs by the
developement of sidewalls with a higher crystal index. This clearly indicates that GaAs grows fastest
in the comer of the V-groove to produce crescent cross-section layers (Fig.4c). Growth on gratings
with deep and narrow grooves showed pecularities due to facet dependent Ga adatom migration.

a)
b)
c)
Fig.4: SEM cross-sectional micrographs of layers grown on grooved substrates (GaAs: dark,
AlAs/GaAs SL bright).
a) Orientation of the grating lines: [011]; b), c) Orientation of the grating lines: [0111.
c) Crescent cross-section GaAs filament (A=l80nm).
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Grating samples with near vertical profiles show very poor PL. Good results are obtained for
sidewall angles smaller than about 45° .For these samples the following was established:
-The intensities of the QW peaks are similiar for growth on grooved and flat substrates in both

crystallographic orientations. For both cases the peaks have comparable line width and are less than

9meV for a 4.5nm well at 5K). For [0111 orientation the minimal peak width was 5.5meV (6.5nm
well, 5K).
-For short period gratings only one QW related PL peak corresponding to a QW in the groove and
not on the mesa was found.
-For [01 1]oriented grooves the photon energy of the QF PL peak was close to that grown on flat
substrates. For [0111 orientation the PL peak energy corresponded to considarably thicker QW.
-The Stokes shift between PL and PLE spectra was for [01 T1 oriented grooves in the range 35meV, however, for the [0111 orientation we normally found Stokes shifts smaller than 2meV. This
indicates that the well fluctuations may not be significant [8].
-
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Fig.5: PL and PLE (5K) for QF with [0111 orientation (grating period A=140nm). The PL peak (5K)
for planar growth was at 1.649meV in this experiment.
4. Conclusions
We have demonstrated improved deep UV holographic lithography to be an efficient technique for
the fabrication of large arrays of identical nm-structures with a high packing density. We achieved
periods as short as 90nm and feature sizes for lines and dots near 30 4Onm, and they have excellent
uniformity. Chemical amplification resists have in addition to their high sensitivity a resolution
capability better than 40nm.MBE growth on finely channeled substrates produces QF material with a
quality comparable to standard QW growth with thick buffer layers. The [0111 orientation of the
grooves allows the fabrication of crescent profile quantum filaments with very small lateral
dimensions and high optical quality.
This work was made possible through a collaboration with Thomson-CSF. We wish to thank
P.C.Silva for assistance in MBE growth and grating fabrication, J.Bergheuer and G.Pawlowsky
(Hochst) for providing DN 21 sample.
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Mesoscopic Size Fabrication Technology
Yasuhiko Arakawa
Research Center for Advanced Science and Technology, University of Tokyo
4-6-1 Komaba, Meguro-ku, Tokyo 153 Japan

1. Introduction
Mesoscopic and/or quantum microstructures have recently received great attentions, since new
physical phenomena with possible applications to optical devices are expected in these structures[11 .
For this purpose, fabrication technologies including fractional layer superlattice growth 21 , the laser
assisted atomic layer epitaxy [ 31, and the facet wire growth 14.51 are intensively investigated. In
particular, use of both metal-organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) selective growth
technique and electron beam (EB) lithography technique would play important roles. In this paper,
we discuss fabrication technologies for quantum wires and quantum boxes with emphasis on these
electron-beam assisted MOCVD technologies. In addition, physics of the mesocopic structures for
laser applications is also discussed.
2. Electron-Beam Assisted MOCVD 61
Recently we have been investigating possibility of a selective growth named electron beam
assisted MOCVD (EBI-MOCVD), in which irradiation of electron beam enhances or suppresses
adsorption and/or decomposition of source materials on the substrate surface, resulting in formation
of sub-nanometer-scale structures. Here, discussed are the selective growth condition, the source
material dependence and the substrate temperature dependence of the deposition on GaAs substrates.
In our system, source materials are the same as the conventional MOCVD system; Th.se are
AsH3, ti-methyl-gallium (TMG) and ti-mehyl-aluminium (TMA) carried by H2 gas flow. The gas
flows are controlled by the mass flow controllers. AsH 3 can be cracked by a cracking cell up to
1200"C. The growth chamber and the electron beam gun are evacuated separately by the differential
exhaust systems which consist of diffusion pumps and rotary pumps. The back-ground pressure in
the chamber is about 10-7 torr and the pressure during the growth is about 10-4 torr. As regards the
pressure, the growth mode in this method should be similar to that in metal organic molecular beam
epitaxy (MOMBE) method. The electron beam can be irradiated onto the substrate surface during the
growth. An electron beam current density is within the range from 1 t10 OA/cm 2 , depending on an
acceleration voltage. Substrates can be heated up to 700"C by the radiation heater.
We investigated the source material dependence and the temperature dependence of the
selective growth on GaAs substrates. A wire structure was successfully formed when only TMA is
supplied into the chambeFat 400"C substrate temperature. The electron beam irradiation time is
Ihour. The dimension of the wire is about 1000A. which is not determined by the diameter of the
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electron beam but by some - ioration problems in the system. Similar formation of the wire can be
achieved at the temperature range between room temperature and 700"C. On the other hand, when
only TMG is supplied, the selective growth is realized below 400"C. Thus, there exists difference in
the temperature dependence between TMA and TMG.
There are several mechanisms which are considered for this selective formation, although it is
not cle.ar which mechanism is dominant. One is that TMG or TMA is directly decomposed into Ga,
Al and CH 3 by the electron beam irradiation. In this case, TMG or TMA might be also completely
decomposed into Ga or Al, C and H. Another is that TMG which is on the surface of the substratc is
decomposed by electrons or holes generated by irradiation of the electror beam.
3. In-Situ Patterning of Contamination Resists in MOCVD 71
An in-situ processes for fabrication of semiconductor quantum wire structures is also
investigated, combining contamination resists and selective growth in MOCVD. We have succeeded
in forming GaAs quasi-quantum wires with the width as narrow as 700 nm. In addition, Auger
electron spectroscopy is used for identifying materiel of the contamination rcsists.
The fabrication system is the same as EBIMOCVD.discussed above. The time sequences of
the growth are 1) electron beam irradiation onto the substrate surface to form contamination resists at
room temperature, 2) heating the substrate up to 700 *C for thermal cleaning for a few minutes, 3)
setting at the growth temperature, 4) suppling the source materials and crystal growth, and 5)
cooling down to room temperature. AsH 3 cracked at I000"C is supplied before heating to avoid the
desorption of As atoms from the substrate surface. Using this procedure, semiconductor crystals are
selectively grown after forming contamination resist without exposing the sample to the air. This
method is one of in-situ selective growth processes. A selective growth was achieved by this process
sequence. The source materials used are AsH 3 and TMG. The substrate temperature is 500 C and
growth time is 1 hour. We find that GaAs crystal is grown outside of the electron beam irradiated
area. The grown crystal formed outside of the region where the electron beam is irradiated is
confirmed to be the mono-crystal by means of the observation of the electron channeling patte,.
We apply this in-situ selective growth phenomena to a fabrication of the the quantum wire
structures using the following method. First, we irradiate the electron beam onto the separated
regions of the substrate surface in order to form contamination resists without supplying source
materials, and secondly the crystal growth is performed. As a result, a GaAs quasi-quantum wire
structure whose width is as narrow as 700 nm.was succesfully formed. The dimension of the wire
demonstrated here is still large compared to the dimension which can achieve the real quantum
confinement. However, we believe that this technology has potential capability of forming quantum
wires and boxes by scanning the electron beam on the substrate just before the growth.
The micro Auger electron spectroscopy analysis revealed that the selective ungrowth growth in
the region where the electron beam is irradiated results from the contamination resists consisting of
carbon whose thickness is thinner than 10 A.
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4. Fabrication of Buried GaAs Wire array on SiO2-Patternned Substrate formed by Electron Beam
81
LithoghXb
In this section, we discuss recent successful fabrication of GaAs trigonal prism-like quantum
wire (TPQW) arrays which are buried in AIo. 4Gao. 6 As layer using the MOCVD and the EB
lithography. The minimum base width obtained for the wire is 300A. The 550 tilted facet sidewalls

correspond to crystallographic (11 )B.
Fabrication process is as follows. First, a SiO2 mask of 400 A thickness was formed by
plasma deposition method on a semi-insulating (100) GaAs substrate. Arrays of 650-pLm-long
PMMA wires with OOOA line and spaces parallel to the reverse mesa <011> direction were
lithographically defined on SiO2 mask by the EB lithography technique, followed by a wet chemical
etching. Then the TPQWs was grown on this substrate by the MOCVD. At the initial stage, GaAs
trapezoids on the substrate through the mask window were formed and the upside of the trapezoid
(i.e., [100] facet) diminishes in size, resulting the formation of trigonal prisms. After disappearing
of the [100] facet, the [100] facet growth stops for a time. During this time, the wires do not overlap
each other, although the SiO2 wire width is only 300A. The continuation of the growth flattens
(11 1)B facet sidewalls, making the dimension of wires uniform. Because of small width of the SiO2
masking wires, the space between the trigonal prisms can be finally filled up by the further
continuation growth of AIoAGao.6As without changing growth parameters. As a result, the buried
TPQWs is formed without being exposed to the air. Since the EB lithography enables us to produce
50nm period pattern and this unexposed TPQWs has excellent crystalline characteristics, the TPQWs
is obviously one of the most attractive candidates for quantum wire semiconductor laser devices.
5.Conclusion
In thsi paper whave discussed three kinds of electron beam assisted MOCVD technologies
which we are recently developing for mesoscopic and/a quantum microstructures. We believed use
of both MOCVD and electron beam technique will be important for fabrication of mesoscopic
structures. In the presentation , we will also discuss our recent results on device physics of quantum
wire and box lasers including band theory and nonlinear gain effects will be also discusSed[9 -141.
This work was supported in part by a Grand-in-Aid for Scientific Research on Priority Area,
"Electron Wave Interference Effects in Mesoscopic Structures" from the Ministry of Education,
Science and Culture and university-industry joint research project "Mesoscopic Electronics".
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Lateral Field Effect in Focused-Ion-Beam Written
In-Plane-Gated Systems
A.D. Wieck. A. Fischer. and K. Ploog
Max-Planck- Institut fir Festkorperforschung
D-7000 Stuttgart 80. Germany

We define one dimensional channels and adjacent In-Plane-Gates in a single step
preparation by linewise insulating an A o.3Gao 7As/GaAs n-type heterostructure.
Channel and gates consist of the same electronic layer, which leads to lateral electric field effect with high flexibility in microstructure design.

The present technology of microstructured devices is based on lithographic processes, which
use masks and photoresist layers. The power of this techniques is the parallel production
of many structures in a chip unit and many chip units on a wafer in a single run, once the
complex masks have been fabricated. However, there are two essential inconveniences inherent
to this technology: First, one needs not one, but several complex masks, which have to be
precisely aligned with the permanent risk of contamination with particles. Second, all resist
processes are indirect ones, i.e. the resist pattern serves as a further mask for subsequent etching
or implantation steps, also sensitive to contamination on a rough as well as on a submicron
scale. For this reason, it is highly desirable to fabricate semiconductor microstructures with a
minimum number of process steps.
Recently, we proposed and realized field-effect devices which are defined in a single technology step by implantation of Focused Ion Beams (FIB).[1] The starting modulation-doped
heterostructure consists of l0nm GaAs. 50nm Si-doped and 23nm undoped Aio.3 Gao.As, and
2pm GaAs grown on a semi-insulating GaAs substrate by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE). At
room temperature the electron density and mobility of the 2-dimensional electron gas (2DEG)
are n = 4.5 x 10"cm - 2 and u = 7800cm 2 /Vs, respectively. The as-grown samples are mesaetched with optical lithography to define a 150-,m-wide Hall bar with 150,m spaced 50-pmwide potential probes (Fig.1). This starting structure is a standard system easily producible in
MBE systems.
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The conductivity of the electronic layer, situated 83nm below the sample surface, can be strongly laterally modulated by implantation of accelerated ions.[H A single line. written across the
Hall-bar by 100keV Ga+ ions focused to a spot diameter of 100nm. increases the resistance
of the electronic layer by a factor of 106 at room temperature and more than 10' at low temperatures. respectively. With a beam current of 100pA, we write lines with a dot spacing of
32nm and dwell times of lps, yielding an ion dose of 2 x 103 cm - . This insulation writing
is performed along two U-shaped paths on the as-grown mesa. defining a conducting channel
between their adjacent corners (Fig.1). We denote the distance between the center points of
the FIB-exposed dots in these two corners the geometrical width Weo.

drain

drain

gate 2

23

22

S----------gate 1

-

.---------- V

geo
_ulsource

Fig.1: Sketch of the mesa-etched sample. Broken lines indicate the FIB-written paths, defining
a narrow channel between source and drain. On the left hand side of the figure, the channel region
is magnified.
The two regions of the 2DEG isolated by the U-shaped paths are now considered as field-effect
gates, which can electrostatically influence the carrier density and the width of the channel
between their adjacent corners. As these gates are in the same plane as the channel itself, we
call them "In-Plane-Gates" (IPG). With the setup depicted in Fig.1, we measure the drainsource current-voltage characteristics for different gate voltages shown in Fig.2. The behavior
of the device is typical for an unipolar field-effect transistor and at voltages VDS > 2V clear
saturation occurs. This structure"with a geometrical width of a few pm exhibits a "normal
on" channel, which can be enhanced by a positive or depleted by a negative gate voltage,
respectively. If Wo is choosen to be 1.5pm or lower, the channel is "normal off" and can be
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enhanced to a finite conductance by a positive gate voltage. Thus, the IPG transistor can also
be operated as an inverter and fulfills requirements for logical as well as analog functions.
From the fabrication point of view, the IPG transistor offers several inherent advantages: As
we define gate and channel areas in the same insulation writing process, no second positioning
is necessary. This means that there is no alignment and the whole process including the MBE
growth and FIB writing can be performed in ultrahigh vacuum without exposure to air or
particles. This allows even subsequent MBE-overgrowth of the FIB structures extending to
3-dimensional devices.
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C35
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0 ~V

Fig.2: Drain-source current

IDS

versus drain-source voltage VDS. measured at room tempe-

rature in an IPG-transistor with W.e. = 4.2prm. The gate voltage V is taken as parameter and
changed in steps of -IV from +3V (upper curve) to -6V (lowest curve).
Furthermore, the maskless and computer-controlled beam deflection of the FIB allows an easyto-change pattern design. With a writing speed of 0.3m/s and an effective gate length of 3gum,
we can write 106 IPG transistors in IOs. The single IPG-structure depicted in Fig.I is written
with rather long, "inactive" FIB-paths, because only the IPG regions close to the channel contribute to the field effect. However, the sample is FIB-written already in a few milliseconds,
thus mechanical vibrations of the stage or the whole setup up to - 100Hz do not disturb the
fabrication process. Starting from a given heterostructure, this method of creating a field effect
device is propably the simplest and fastest ever reported. Very recently we provided a further
example of the general4PG principle described here, fabricated by electron beam lithography
and subsequent mesa etching.[2]
An undesirable detail is the gatel-gate2 crossover connection shown in Fig.l. The structure
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can be modified to a three-terminal device by simply connecting gate2 with the source. A
voltage at gatel leads now to an asymmetric potential across the channel, which also varies its
conductivity. In Fig.3 a possible application of the so modified IPG transistor is shown.

VI
b)

out

0

in 0

Fig.3: Equivalent circuit (a) and FIB-written paths (b) on a heterostructure, both representing
a two-stage amplifier with supply voltage V, input in, and output out, respectively. Open circles
in (b) represent ohmic contacts to the 2DEG. Note that lines in (a) indicate electrical connections,
whereas lines in (b) symbolize FIB-written, insulating paths.
In only FIB writing, we define two active elements and two resistors, which are interconnected
by omitting FIB lines, representing a simple two-stage amplifier. This example shows that once
at the edge of the chip contacts are prepared in a classical manner, the whole microstructure
can be written by FIB. In this way, the IPG transistor can be a key element in future microstructure technology.
We gratefully acknowledge financial support of the Bundesministerium f~ir Forschung und Technologie.
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Focused-Ion-Beam Micromachining:
A Fabrication Tool for Prototypal Semiconductor
Lasers

Richard K. DeFreez
Oregon Graduate Institute of Science and Technology
19600 NW Von Neumann Drive
Beaverton, OR 97006-1999

Focused-ion-beam micromachining is a technique for forming optical quality surfaces in semiconductor laser materials and has been used to fabricate
several types of prototypal semiconductor laser structures. Diode laser output
mirrors of quality comparable to that of cleaved facets have been fabricated 1 .
Focused-ion-beam micromachined (FIBM) single stripe coupled cavity lasers
have demonstrated widely and continuously tunable single mode operation 2.
Tunable single longitudinal mode optical power has been achieved with FIBM
coupled cavity phase-locked arrays of AIGaAs semiconductor lasers 3 . Hundreds of milliwatts of pulsed optical power has been observed from surfaceemitting phase-locked arrays with FIBM turning and oscillator mirrors 4 . The
use of vector scanning of the ion beam to produce arbitrary surface contours,
such as linear and curved turning mirrors and micron pitch gratings with
various profiles, has been demonstrated 5 . Results from elevated temperature
aging tests suggest that FIBM does not cause significant damage to transverse
junction stripe laser diodes and that it can be a promising tool for fabrication
of mirrors for prototypal optoelectronic integrated circuits6 . Recently, twodimensionally coherent arrays of semiconductor lasers in both serpentine 7 and
ring 8 configurations have been fabricated using total-internal-reflection turning mirrors.
Most recently, the very high quality surfaces created by FIBM were
exploited to fabricate low magnification unstable resonator semiconductor
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lasers which operate in a nearly-diffraction-limited mode to five times lasing
threshold and to record optical powers. Attempts to re-create these structures with reactive ion etching of various curvatures mirrors have met only
limited success in large part, it is believed, due to mirror surface roughness
associated with mask-edge irregularities.
FIBM exploits the precise, computer controlled, maskless, sputter-etching
afforded by a beam of 15 - 25 keV Ga+ ions focused to a 30 to 250 nm spot to
fabricate features in semiconductor laser dice and wafers. Current densities
of the order of 1 A/cm are readily achieved. The focused beam of ions can
be deflected under computer control over areas approaching 1 mm2 with a precision comparable to or smaller than the spot size. This allows the removal of
material by sputter-etching to form submicron features with optically smooth
surfaces. A significant advantage of FIBM is that it is a completely maskless
process and no photolithography, wet chemistry, or other processing is
required so that mounted and partially packaged devices can be modified
without fear of adverse interactions with heatsink or packaging materials.
On the other hand, FIBM is inherently slow since it is an intrinsically
serial process relegating it to prototypal applications. Typical FIBM sputter
rates for I-V semiconductor compounds are approximately 1 am3 per second.
Recent, and previously unreported, experimental work at Oregon Graduate
Institute indicates that an increase in the sputter rate by approximately a factor of ten is attainable in GaAs using chemically assisted FIBM, but still
machining times typically are too long to consider *production runs' .
The ability to deflect the ion beam under computer control provides
added flexibility for producing features with arbitrary surface profiles. For
simple shapes this is not so important since the ion beam can be raster
scanned at a uniform rate over a field to remove a thin laminar layer over the
entire field and adjusting subsequent fields scanned to form the topography
desired. For example a V-shaped groove can be formed by rastering the ion
beam over a sequence of successively narrower rectangles on a common
center. For more complex shapes it is useful to be able to control the beam
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dwell time at each pixel of the field of view. Topographical features such as
sinusoidal gratings can be micromachined using this method 5 , 9 , 10 . However,
it has been found1 1 that crystal damage induced below the surface of gratings
so formed is sufficient to preclude lasing action in grating surface emitting
laser arrays.
In summary, focused ion beam micromachining is a highly useful tool for
the fabrication of a wide variety of prototypal semiconductor lasers if the
machining process is designed to leave beam-induced damage in an area that
is not critical to device operation.
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ions stay near the resist surface. During subsequent CF 4 dry
etching, a nonvolatile compound GaF x is formed in the implanted
region
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conditions, the resist can be developed with a high aspect ratio
profile.
3. Lithographic properties and GaAs pattern formation
An 800 nm thick SiN x resist was deposited on Si and GaAs
substrates by P-CVD. The SiN x resist was exposed to focused Ga
ion beams: accelerating voltage was varied 40-80 kV, beam
diameter was about I Pm, and the exposed regions were 0.1-1 mm
regular squares and line-and-space patterns. Subsequently, the
SiNx resist was developed by chemical dry etching (CDE) or RIE
using a CF4 gas. Figure 2 shows the difference between the resist
thickness on the implanted region (TGI) and that on the
nonimplanted region (TNI) as a function of the ion dose for two
accelerating voltages, 40 kV and 80 kV. As the dose increases,
TGI-TNI increases nonlinearly, exhibiting a threshold dose. That
is, at the ion doses above the threshold, the initial resist
thickness almost remains. This result indicates a strong
at higher
suppression of SiN x etching in the implanted region
doses, and can be interpreted by the mechanism shown in Fig.1. As
the accelerating voltage becomes higher, the threshold dose
shifts to a higher level and the slope becomes gentle. This is
because, at higher ion energies, the depth profile of Ga ions
becomes broader and the peak ion concentration decreases as a
result of the increase in the ion penetration depth.
Figure 3 shows an exposure characteristic around the
The
threshold dose for an accelerating voltage of 40 kV.
normalized film thickness remaining is plotted against the ion
dose. We obtain a contrast (gamma) of 4.0 from the slope. This is
5
much better than that for conventional ion beam resists.
Therefore, it will be possible to fabricate high resolution
patterns as fine as 0.1 Pm or better, with the finest beam of the
FIB system.
We also examined the substrate damage caused by FIB exposure
by measuring the photoluminescence (PL) intensity of MQW GaAs
samples. The MQW samples had 6 QWs whose width became wider as
their positions became deeper. FIB was implanted into SiNxdeposited MQW samples at 80 kV with a dose of 5x10 1 6 cm -2 . The PL
peak intensity ratios for the implanted region over the
nonimplanted region are plotted against the depth in Fig.4. The
PL intensities of the implanted and nonimplanted regions are
almost the same for SiNx thickness of 720 nm and 410 nm. This
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means that the FIB exposure does not induce significant damage in
the substrates due to the presence of the SiN x resist.
The SiN x mask fabricated by the present lithography was used
for GaAs etching. A 5Fm line-and-space patteru was fabricated on
a SiN x resist by FIB exposure with an accelerating voltage of 80
kV followed by CF 4-RIE development. Subsequerntly, GaAs was dry
ion beam etching using a Cl 2 gas. Figure 5
GaAs line-and-space pattern whose sidewalls
to be nearly vertical. Because the selectivity of GaAs

etched by reactive
shows a dry-etched
are
to

seen
the

SiN

x

mask

about

8 even

under

anisotropic etching

conditions, high-aspect-ratio GaAs etching is realized even when
thinner SiN x masks are used for very fine pattern formation.
4.Summary
we have demonstrated that P-CVD deposited SiN x acts as a
neqative resist ising Ga-FIB implantation as exposure and CF 4 dry
etching

as development. This lithography technique is not only
suitable for in-situ pattern processing but also for high
resolution !ithography because cf its high contrast property and

exquisite convergence of FIB. Moreover, the GaAs substrates are
not damaged by FIB exposurt because of the presence of SiNx
resist. A Deep dry-etched GaAs patterns with nearly vertical
sidewalls were obtained using a SiNx mask fabricated by this
lithography technique. We believe that this technique is
applicable

to the fabrication of very fine
optical gratings and quantum effect devices.
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ECR Plasma Etching of rn-V Optoelectronic Devices
S. J. Pearron
AT&T Bell Laboratories
Murray Hill, New Jersey 07974

SUMMARY
The dry etching of GaAs, InP and related compounds is gaining a resurgence of
interest, largely due to the need to achieve high resolution, anisotropic etching in device
applications. There are a variety of requirements of this etching, such as fast etch rate for
creation of deep Q! 1 gim) trenches, high selectivity for one material over another (say
GaAs over AIGaAs) or conversely equi-rate etching for these materials.
There are two basic classes of gas mixtures used for etching of IlI-V materials. The
first is based on chlorine or bromine, particularly the former because gallium and other
group III chlorides are volatile at relatively low temperatures, as opposed to the stable
gallium fluorides. It is common then to use C12 -based etching for rll-V materials, in
contrast to the F-based etching prevalent for Si. Most of the Cl-containing gases also
contain carbon and often problems are encountered with the deposition of polymer films
during etching. Some of the gas mixtures used include Cl 2 , CC14 , BCl 3 , Si0 4/C 2 ,
SiCl 4 /SF 6, CHCI 3 , COC12 and CCI 2 F 2 (with 0, He or Ar). The advantages of using
Freon 12 (CCl 2 F 2 ) are that it is a nontoxic noncorrosive gas which contains both Cl for
etching and F to provide an etch stop upon reaching an underlying AIGaAs or AlinAs
layer. The etch stop mechanism involves the formation of an involatile AIF 3 layer,
allowing selectivities of GaAs-to-AlGaAs and InGaAs-to-AlInAs of several hundred.
The second general class of gas mixture is based on methane or ethane and hydrogen.
This has attracted considerable recent attention for etching both Ga- and In-based
semiconductors. This nonchlorinated mixture shows controlled, smooth, highly
anisotropic etching of all rn-V materials. The etch products are thought to be AsH 3 or
PH 3 for the group V element and most likely some form of methyl adduct (eg.
(CH 3 )nGa) for the qroup MTspecies. A list of the comparative etch rates of GaAs,
Al 0 .3 Gao.7 As, InP and InGaAs in the various gas mixtures at low pressure (4 mTorr),
and power densities (0.56 W-or-2, self-biases of - 300 V) are shown in Table 1.
One of the major issues with dry etching of rn-V materials is the introduction of
surface damage by energetic ion bombardment. This has been investigated for a variety
of dry etching methods using inert ion and reactive ion bombardment. The degree of
damage has been found to be inversely proportional to the ion mass, and directly
proportional to the ion energy. Sidewall damage during dry etching has also been studied
[10,11]. The most obvious effecqof near-surface damage is a reduction in the carrier
concentration between 200-1000 A from the surface. This is considerably deeper than
the projected range of ions crossing the plasma sheath and is ascribed to channeling of
these relatively low-energy particles, and recombination-enhanced motion of defects. In
at least some cases where H 2 is involved in the etch mixture, there appears also to be
passivation of donors and acceptors by hydrogen association. This is a well-known effect
from studies of the role of atomic hydrogen in passivating shallow level dopants.
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Table 1 Typical etch rates of GaAs, InP, Al 0.3 Gao.7 As and InGaAs in different gas
mixtures at 4 mTorrand0.56W.cm-2.
Etch Rate (A-min-')
GaAs
A1O.3Ga 0 .7As
InP

Mixture
C12 /Ar

20,000

5,000

5,000

3,000

130

320

2

750
600
190
220
600

500
400
140
160
300

650
220
220
250
300

1,000
300
280
320
320

2

400

250

110

130

SiCI 4 /Ar

CC12 F 2 /0
CH 3 Br
CH 4 /H 2
C 2 H6 /H 2
CHC12F/0
CHCIF 2 /0

InGaAs

2

150

150

The near-surface carrier profiles in etched GaAs are shown in Fig. 1 as a function of
post-RIE annealing temperature. The results for CC12 F 2 :0 2 RIE are relatively
straightforward. There is a reduction in the net carrier concentration within 1500 A of
the surface which is recovered by annealing at 300 0 C. Any form of ion bombardment of
GaAs with energies above the threshold for displacement (- 15 eV) will create midgap
leep levels which trap free carriers and are not thermally ionized at room temperature.
This effect is widely used in isolating GaAs devices using ion implantation with
nondopants ions like 0, B, or H. Under our conditions there appears to be annealing of
the damage-related levels near 300°C. In the case of C 2 H 6 -H 2 -Ar RIE the evolution
of the carrier profiles with annealing is more complicated. The reduction in the doping
concentration is now due to two effects; damage-related deep levels and passivation of
the Si donors in the material by atomic hydrogen. The as-etched sample appears to show
an increase in carrier concentration right at the surface, but this is an artifact of the C-V
measurement, judging from tje phase angle at low reverse biases. A more reliable profile
is obtained at depth > 1000 A. Upon annealing at 2000C the carrier reduction moves to
greater depth, which we ascribe to motion of near-surface atomic hydrogen further into
the sample. For annealing above 3000C the carrier profile recovers towards its unetched
shape. Annealing of deep levels again appears to begin at T > 300*C, whereas
reactivation of hydrogen passivated donors occurs at - 400*C. Even after 500*C
annealing the profile is not fully recovered, presumably due to residual near-surface
disorder.
Reverse voltage-current characteristics from InP (n = 6 x 1015 cm - 3 ) etched in
C 2 H6 /H 2 or CC12 F 2 /0 2 are shown in Fig.2. Upon RIE, Au contacts no longer
showed rectifying behavior for InP etched in C 2 H6 /H 2 but were essentially ohmic for
either polarity of bias applied to the contact. Once again this is presumably due to the
creation of a nonstoichiometric near-surface region. Ch mical analysis of the surface
showed a deficiency of phosphorus to a depth of - 150 A. By sharp contrast, RIE in a
CC12 F 2 /0 2 discharge leads to an approximately fivefold increase in reverse bias
current, but the I-V characteristic is still rectifying. Chemical analysis of the near-surface
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regign of InP etched in this type of discharge showed only a slight deficiency of P within
20 A of the surface. The difference between the two gas mixtures is clearly the high
concentration of atomic hydrogen which can preferentially remove phosphorus from InP
in the form of PH 3 . This appears to be a fundamental problem with the C 2 H 6 /H 2
mixture, since the use of lower hydrogen concentrations leads to increasing polymer
deposition.
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Lower levels of ion-induced damage are present when microwave Electron Cyclotron
Resonance (ECR) discharges are used because of the lower ion energies relative to
conventional RF plasmas. An example of the relatively benign nature of ECR etching
with regard to InP is given by the forward current-voltage (I-V) measurements shown in
Fig. 3. Samples etched under ECR conditions with no additional biasing gave I-V
characteristics very close to those of an unetched control sample, with a Schouky barrier
height (%B) of 0.48 eV and diode ideality factor (n) of 1.1, both derived from the forward
I-V plots assuming thermionic emission. Once again our past experience with RIE of InP
using this type of gas chemistry has been that Au deposition onto the RIE surface reslts
in ohmic behavior, and a rectifying characteristic is not observed until at least I00 A is
removed from the sample by wet etching prior to the Au deposition. With RIE we also
observe substantial In enrichment of the near-surface region, but to much greater depths
than with ECR. Even with the addition of 100 V substrate bias during the ECR etching
we observe only a relatively small reduction of the Schottky barrier height to 0.44 eV,
while the ideality factor shows a greater degradation, to a value of 1.6. This is a
convincing demonstration of the much lower degree of disruption to the semiconductor
surface using ECR discharges compared to conventional RIE.
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Figure 3. Forward curr-volmtgC characteristics ftom Au-luP Schoaky diodes etched
in ECR 5 CH4/15 H 2 /7Ar discharges (0 or 100V substrat self-bias) prior 10 depsiion
of the Au contacts. The saght lines in each case are used to give the interept and slope
of the characteristic. The ECR + 0 V sample had forward I-V curves very close to those
of an unetched control sample.

A dry-etch fabrication technology for high-speed AInAvInGaAs ekesojucto

Bipolar Transistors (HBrs) utilizing low-damage Electron Cyclotron Resonance (ECR)
CH4/H 2 /Ar plasma etching has been developed. Small-area (2 x 4 ILe 2 to
3 x 9 Lm2 ) devices demonstrated current gains up to 160, unity gain cut-off frequency
(fT) of 57 0Hz and a maximum oscillation frequency (f.n) of 35 GHz. The dry etch
process uses triple self-alignment of the emitter and base metals and the base mesa,
minimizing the ba -oilector capacitance (CBC). These results represent the first report
of a truly scalable process for InP-based HBT's and demonstrate the ability of ECR
plasma etching to provide smooth, degradation-free etching of F_-V semiconductomrs.
We will also detail the etching of GaAs-AIGaAs high power lasers in which the
ohmic metal contact is usgd as the dry etch mask. In this situation it is desirable to have
equal-rate etching of both Gas and AIGaAs and we have used PCI3/Ar mixtures to
achieve anisotropic mesa formation.
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INFLUENCE OF SiCI4 REACTIVE ION ETCHING ON THE
ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF GaAs.
D. Lootens(1 ), P. Clauws( 2 ), P. Van Daele(l), P. Demeester(l)
(1): University of Gent - Interuniversity Micro-Electronics Center (IMEC), Laboratorium voor
Elektromagnetisme en Acoustica (LEA), Sint-Pietersnieuwstraat 41, B-9000 Gent, Belgium.
(2): University of Gent, Laboratorium voor Kristallografie en Studie van de Vaste Stof,
Krijgslaan 281, B-9000 Gent, Belgium.
ABSTRACT.
SiCk4-RIE causes electrical damage to GaAs strongly related to doping type and level. Changes
in C-V and DLTS-measurements can be related to EL2-defects. Explanations for observed differences
in n-type and p-type material will be presented.
I. Introduction.
As the dimensions in optoelectronic components continue to shrink, more and more dry etching
processes are used for patterning of the semiconductor material. Unfortunately the need for smaller
dimensions requires anisotropic etching and so the use of energetic particles to stimulate the etching.
Although RIE makes use of particles with relatively small energies (typically 200eV), the damage
effects start playing a role, both in vertical direction and in lateral direction, as dimensions become
smaller, like in quantum dots and wires. In literature, already a lot of work on RIE-damage in GaAs
has been reported, but only a few deal with the physical nature of the defects(l) or with different
doping types, although remarkable differences in the effect of particle bombardment on n-type and ptype have been reported (2.3) and although the study of the different electrical behaviour of n- and ptype material, can reveal new information. The damage induced by the RIE-process can also be related
to the chemistry of the reactive gases used. Our study covers electrical damage after SiCI4-RIE both in
n- and p-type GaAs, involving capacitance-voltage (C-V) measurements on Schottky barriers and
Deep Level Transient Spectroscopy (DLTS) measurements.

II. Experimental.
The experiments were carried out in a RIE80-system of Plasma Technology, operating at a
pressure of l0mTorr, a SiCk4 flow of 10sccm, a power density of 0.2W/cm 2 and a DCbig of 170V.
The samples were mounted on the electrode (covered by a quartz plate and kept at 40*C), using
photoresist as a heat conductor. This results in a perfect anisotropic etching process for GaAs with
perfect surface morphology (4). The samples were highly doped substrates (101 9cm- 3 ), with a 2 i
thick MOCVD-grown epitaxial layer with varying doping concentration on top. The ohmic contacts
(AuGe/Ni for n-type and Zn/Au for p-type) were evaporated, alloyed (450 0 C resp. 420*C) and the
samples scribed (for reference) before loading in the RIE-chamber. All samples were dry etched
during 2.5 min removing approximately 500nm GaAs, or, for reference, wet etched (also 500 nm)
using H 2SO 4 :H2 0 2 :H20 (1:1:18). After etching square Au (n-type) or Al (p-type) Schottky contacts
(1001am x 1001±m) were defined. C-V measurements were carried out on a Hewlett Packard 3497A
Capacitance bridge at IMHz and classical capacitance DLTS was applied with the rate window
implemented by double lock-in filtering. The sample was mounted in the helium contact-gas of a
continuous-flow LHe or LN2 cryostat, allowing temperature sweeps between 10 and 400K.
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III. Experimental results.
1) C-V measurements.
The free carrier concentration profiles as a function of depth, calculated from the C-V
measurements show no change for the n-type material, indicating a low concentration of defects
induced by RIE (compared to the dopant concentration) or a small depth over which the defects are
induced (compared to the zero bias depletion depth). For the p-type, on the other hand, the free hole
concentration is significantly lowered over a depth, dependending on the original doping level (figure
1). For all doping levels examined, this depth exceeds the expected penetration depth of the plasma
ions (only a few nm). The original dopant concentration is obtained at larger depths.
2) DLTS measurements.
a) Deep levels in p-GaAs.
The DLTS measurements were carried out on samples with an original doping level of
approximately 1.5l017 cm-3. As can be seen from the spectra (figure 2) only level H2 is related to the
RIE-process. Figure 3 shows the Arrhenius plot of the emission rate ep for the trap H2 using ep = Kt
T2 exp(-AEikT). We obtain AE = (538 ± 8) meV and Kt = (1.4 ± 0.4)x106 K-2s-I with an apparent
capture cross-section 0ya = (8 ± 3)10- 16 cm2.
H2 shows, as a function of depth, a concentration profile similar to the reduction in free hole
concentration. The density amounts to 30l016cm- 3 at a depth of 150rm below the barrier interface
indicating a close relation to the observed carrier removal. In the literature several defects have been
reported with a signature very close to H2 (5): the Fe(-/o) acceptor level (6), the EL2(+/+--) donor level
(7)and an IAs-impurity complex (8).
The concentration of the defect is too high to be related to any (if there is any) incorporation of
Fe which would come from stainless steel parts in the reaction chamber and from the gas leads.
Additionally, Fe is known to be an acceptor in GaAs (6,9) and so it cannot explain the reduction in free
carrier concentration seen in the C-V measurements. SIMS measurements carried out on p-type RIEetched samples did not show the presence of Fe above the detection limit of the system.
On the other hand the assignment of H2 to EL2, located at Ev + 0.52eV, would very well
explain the carrier removal in the p-type samples. An EL2 density of 3xlO16cm- 3 would compensate
6i10t6 shallow acceptors, in fair agreement with the electrical data. Verification of the assignment to
EL2 by DLTS observation of the well known EL2(o/+) band is however impossible in p-type
material(1O).
The signature of H2 is almost identical with the signature of the H3 level in ref.8 so that in fact
the same defect may have been observed in both cases. The assignment of H2 to a complex involving
an impurity already present before the RIE etch seems however rather improbable regarding the high
density required: there is no evidence for such an impurity except Zn to be present at densities of a few
times 1017cm-3.
b) Deep levels in n-GaAs.
Typical DLTS results for RIE and wet etched n-type GaAs are shown in figure 4. Of the four
bands present in the reference sample, only E4 is seen after RIE where its concentration has increased
by less than a factor of two. In both cases the total concentration of deep levels remains however small
with respect to the doping level, which is in agreement with the C-V result. The band E4 occurs at the
well-known DLTS position of the EL2(o/+)-level at about Ec-0.75eV, also indicating an increased
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concentration of EL2. The concentration remains however more than two orders of magnitude below
the concentration of H2 in p-type material, at least in the range accessible by DLTS which is about 50
-3
to 200nm below the barrier interface. An EL2 concentration of a few 1014 cm following CC12F 2/0 2
RIE etching of n-GaAs was also observed by Pearton et al.().
IV. Discussion.
It seems obvious from the DLTS measurements on p-GaAs, that during the etching process,
EL2-defects are created, and these defects can explain the observed decrease in free hole density. The
density of these traps seems to be proportional to the original dopant concentration and the penetration
depth of the damage increases as the dopant concentration decreases. A correlation between damage
induced by RIE and EL2 was already seen after CHF3 RIE( tt ) and CC12F2 /0 2 RIE(t ).
For the n-type GaAs the changes in deep level concentration are at least two orders of magnitude
smaller than the shallow level concentration, and so this will have only a minor effect on the electrical
characteristics of the material, in agreement with the unchanged free carrier concentration.
At least two mechanisms can explain the large penetration depth of the damage in p-type
material. The first is recombination enhanced migration(12), which has been invoked to explain the
higher mobility of IAs in p- than in n-type GaAs (58). Since lAs is thought to be a constituent of the
H3 level found in ref.8 and of the E2-defect, which both have a signature close to our H2 level, this
may also explain the difference in damage depth found in our results. On the other hand it is at this
moment not clear how this mechanism alone could explain the dopant concentration dependence of the
damage depth. A second possible explanation is given by field-diffusion of the defects due to surface
fields which are present at the semiconductor surface during the RIE. These surface fields can be

caused by the difference in penetration depth between the plasma ions and electrons, and so will have
a opposite direction for opposite material type(' 3). The latter mechanism can explain the dependence
both on the dopant type as well as the dopant concentration reported before, suggesting a high EL2mobility at relatively low temperature.

V. Conclusions.
In this paper we presented an electrical study of damage induced by SiC 4 -RIE in both n- and ptype GaAs. Using DLTS, we have observed large concentrations of defects in p-GaAs, probably the
native defect EL2. The presence of this defect and the estimated concentrations, can explain the
observed changes in free carrier concentrations and changes in barrier heights. For n-GaAs no mayor
changes in deep level concentrations are observed. The difference between n- and p-type material, can
be explained by both recombination enhanced migration and field-diffusion of defects.
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Electron-beam Writing System for Holographic Optical Elements
Yoshikazu HORI, Fumihiro SOGAWA, and Makoto KATO
Opto-Electronics Research Lab.. Semiconductor Research Center,
Matsushita Electric Industrial Co. Ltd.
Moriguchi, Osaka, 570 Japan.
Abstract
A highly accurate and versatile electron-beam(EB) writing system suitable for fabrication of
holographic optical elements (HOEs) with arbitrary patterns is developed. New HOEs with
multiple functions are successfully fabricated by the E8 system, and their unique applications are
introduced.
I. introduction
Holographic optical elements (HOEs), which have planar structures and multiple functions, will
play important roles in photonics by not only miniaturizing conventional optical systems but also
improving their properties. Therefore, the development of a novel technology suitable for
fabricating arbitrary HOEs is required, and applications of HOEs to improve the properties of
conventional optical systems are expected to be introduced. Electron-beam(EB) lithography is
considered to be the most promising fabrication technology, because direct writing of the
hologram patterns with grating periods from submicrons to submillimeters is possible. Since HOEs
generally consist of gratings with curved and chirp structures, conventional ES exposure systems,
which are optimized for ultra large scale ICs' (ULSIs') patterns with rectangular units, are difficult
to be applied for HOEs especially with submicron grating periods. Therefore, EB writing systems
optimized for HOEs must be newly developed. Some systems designed for some optical elements
have been already reported, however, the drawable patterns are limited to simple casesi

l.

.

For the fabrication of arbitrary HOEs, the necessary functions in the EB systems are (A)arbitrary
hologram pattern writing, (8)accurate beam deflection distortion calibration, (Qprecise dose
control for blazed cross-sectional structure formation"h and for proximity effects calibration, in
addition to high resolution lithography and high speed writing. In this paper, we report having
developed a highly accurate and versatile ES writing system suitable for fabrication of arbitrary
HOEs. Then, we introduce new HOEs with multiple functions, which have been successfully
fabricated by the EB systems, and demonstrate their unique applications.
11. Developed electron-beam writing system for HOEs
A schematic block diagram of the EB writing system is shown in Figure 1. The system consists of a
personal computer (PC) for hologram pattern generation, a minicomputer for line data
generation of each grating line in hologram patterns, for numerical data processing and for data
transfer, a D/A converter system for beam scanning, a scanning electron microscope (SEM) for
lithography. The most important and novel feature of the ES system is the employment of a full
digital beam scanning method by dual 16 bit-D/A converters with 64K-word static RAMs for both
x and y coordinates of the grating lines of hologram patterns. We believe the method is the most
versatile for arbitrary hologram pattern writing, beam deflection distortion calibration, and dose
control. The calibration of beam deflection distortion of SEM, and dose control is feasible by
means of numerical processing in the minicomputers. Besides this point, we employed a 150MByte hard disk for storage, of the sampled data generated by the PC, and a beam deflection
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distortion measurement system of the SEM for precise beam deflection distortion calibration.
The electrical noises caused by such as electrical connection between the instruments, which
degrades the resolution of the lithography, is suppressed as much as possible.
PERSONAL
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MINI COMPUTER

GENERATION

SEM
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I'
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Fig.1 Block diagram of the developed EBwriting system

IH.Deflection distortion calibration
Before HOE pattern writing, we measured the beam deflection distortion of the SEM for
calibration. The result is shown in Fig.2, in which the values for distortion are expanded by twenty
times. Based on the results, two dimensional table of the calibration coefficients, which we
denote by ax(x,y) and ay(x,y) is obtained. The calibration is performed by replacing the x and y
data by minicomputer to x' = ax(x,y) + bx and y' = ay(x,y) + byym. Here, bx and by are the beam
deflection adjustment coefficients. Fig.3 shows the beam traces before and after the calibration.
The beam distortion after the calibration is suppressed to less than 0.1% in the area of lx 1mm 2 .
0.6
0.4
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Fig.2 The beam deflection distortion in SEM.

Fig.3 The beam traces befor, and after the calibration
for the point indicated by the circle in Figi.

IV. HOE with arbitrary hologram patterns
We show examples of HOEs with arbitrary hologram patterns written by the EB system to
demonstrate the functions and proerties of the system. Fig.4 is a part of a focusing grating
coupler without aberration", which convert a guided wave to a spherical wave. Fig.5 is an
example of HOEs with arbitrary hologram patterns, in which two concentric gratings with half
wavelength phase shift are drawn by the EB systems.
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Fig.4 A part of the focusing grating coupler.

Fig.S Examples of HOE with arbitrary patterns by EB.

V. Applications of HOEs fabricated by EB writing system
We propose and introduce new applications of HOEs with functions of lens and grating',
which have been realized by our EB system.
61
(A) Short External Cavity Semiconductor Laser
External cavity semiconductor lasers with grating for selective wavelength optical feedback,
which enables single wavelength oscillation, are indispensable light sources in wavelength
division multiplexing and coherent optical communication systems. The problems in conventional
external cavity semiconductor lasers"', which use collimating lenses and linear gratings, are the
large size and the limited modulation frequency due to the long external cavity length owing to
the existence of collimating lenses. The limitation of the external cavity length was 7mmrand the
17
modulation frequency limit was about IGHz . We introduce the application of the HOEs with
above functions to the external cavity lasers for realizing the cavity length as short as 2mm, which
is shown in Fig.6. The grating lines of the HOE are given by
(Eq. 1)
x2 + (y-fcosV)2 = (mAO /2 + f)2-(fcos )2.
We fabricated the HOE with parameters of f=2mm, 8=45deg. A0 = 1.3pm and with area of
2
1.4x0.4mm , in which the grating periods ranges from 0.8 to l.Spmn, and the grating height is
0.3,um. Dose control to keep a constant line and space ratio is performed by controlling the beam
scan speed according to the grating periods by make use of the full digital scan method. A
diffraction efficiency of 60% was obtained for 1.3jon. The fabricated HOE was combined with an
lnGaAsPIlnP semiconductor laser of 1.3orn wavelength region. Single mode oscillation with side
mode suppression ratio of 30dB and high frequency modulation up to several GHz has been
realized. The small signal response of the new external cavity laser at 1= |.0Sxth is shown in
Fig.7 by solid line, in which the properties of the conventional external cavity laser with cavity
length of 7mm is also shown by the broken line for comparison. The modulation frequency limit
of external cavity lasers is successfully extended by employing the HOE.
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-
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Fig.6 New external cavity laser with HOE.

Fig.7 Small signal responses of the ext. cavity lasers
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(B) Small Size Polychromator"'
Polychromators are widely used as compact spectrometers

The size reduction of

polychromators will expand their applications to such as color sensors. However, the size is
limited by the focal length of the concave mirror on which surface gratings may be uniformly
fabricated. We introduce the application of the HOE with functions of lens and grating for
realizing a small size polychromator as shown in Fig.8. The grating lines of the HOE are given by
V/x2+y2+2yfisin01 +f 12 + Vx2+y2-2yf 2sin0 2 +f 2 2=mA0 +f 12+f 2 2.
(Eq.2)
We fabricated the HOE with parameters of f, = 2.6rm, 12 = 30rm, 0 y = 65.4deg., 8 2 = Odeg.,
A0

=

0.62p m and with area of lxlmm

2,

in which the grating periods ranges from 0.65 to 0.731im,

2

and the grating height is 0. Mjm. The diffraction efficiency of 30% for the entire visible spectrum
was obtained. The measured spectrum of mercury lamp is shown in Fig.9 as an example. The
wavelength resolution of the polychromator is less than 20nm.

CCD

/

Fiber
1 02/

f2
fi

10Ohm

HOE
Fig.8 New small size polychromator with HOE.

Fig.9 The measured spectrum of mercury lamp.

VI. Summary
We have developed a novel EB system suitable for fabrication of HOEs with arbitrary hologram
patterns. New multiple functional HOEs with submicron grating periods are fabricated by the EB
system, and their applicability to external cavity lasers and polychromator is demonstrated.
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Micro Dry Etching Process
for Vertical Cavity Surface Fmiltting Lasers
A. Matsutani. F. Koyama and K. Iga
Tokyo Institute of Technology
4259 Nagatsuta, Midorl-ku. Yokohama 227. Japan
I. Introduction
A microcavity surface emitting (SE) laser is very attractive
for futur( optoelectronic applications such as optical

parallel

1
processing and optical Interconnections ). In order to realize
such .i low thrrshold SE laser, micro-fabrication providing a low

damage etch Is one of

Important

issues.

We have

introduced a

reactive ion etch (RIE) and reactive ion beam etch (RIBE) technique

to fabricate a tiny dielectric multilayer reflector and

micro-resonator for surface emitting lasers. In most of SE laser
structures, a SiO2 /TI0 2 dielectric multilayer reflector or semiconductor multilayer mirror is used as

high reflective mirrors.

However, it has been difficult to fabricate the microcavity with
steep side walls by wet chemical etching since each material has
different etching rates. Dry etch

techniques

for multilayer

structures, especially for GaInAsP/InP semiconductors, have not
been fully studied. In this paper,
Si0 2 /TiO

2

micro dry etch processes for

and GaInAsP/InP multilayers have been developed to form

microcavities.
2. Formation of Micro Dielectric Multilayer Mirror by RIE
SIO 2 /TiO 2 and SI/SI02 dielectric multilayer reflectors
been used

for GaAs/GaAIAs

have

and GaInAsP/InP SE lasers, respec-

tively. To reduce the diffraction and scattering losses at the
it

is necessary to make a tiny mirror with

a steep and smooth wall.

Here, we investigated a RIE technique

multilayer reflector,

to etch such a dielectric hetero-structures.
etch rates of Si.

Table 1 shows the

SiO 2 , TIO 2 , GaAs substrate and a Cr metal as a

mask material, respectively. The employed etching gas is CF 4 . The
samples were etched with a pressure of 0.12 Torr and rf power of
100 W. The target used here
effective to decrease the

is made of Teflon (CnF2n) which is

Influence of free

fluorine radicals

2)

.

Figure I shows an SEM photograph of dielectric multilayer reflector array of 5M m in diameter. A steep vertical shape was oh-
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tained with a good uniformity. This micromirror has been used in
GaAs/GaAIAs SE lasers resulting in the threshold to 18 mA from 30
mA which was previously reported.
We have investigated RIE induced damages of a GaAs substrate
by a PL measurement. A He-Ne laser (X = 633nm ) was used as a
pumping source. The processed GaAs substrate was damaged, but the
induced damage was recovered to some degree by thermal annealing
in H 2 at 400°C 3).

On the other hand, any damages of GaAlAs/GaAs

DH wafer was not observed, because the GaAs active layer in DH
structure was located lu m from the surface 3 ). Figure 2 shows the
change of PL intensity for the GaAs substrate etched by RIE versus the distance from the surface. The depression of PL intensity
was observed. The damage depth

is estimated to be 0. 3 u m.

3. RIBE of Quaternary Semiconductor Materials
RIBE is a promising technique
fabrication for SE lasers.

for semiconductor micro-

So far, some RIBE etching conditions

for GaAs and InP have been studied 5,6), but data for GaInAsP are
not enough yet. Figure 3 shows the measured etch rates of InP,
GaAs and Ga 0 .7 3 In 0 .2 7 As 0 .6 P 0 .4 (X g=l. 3 u m) for various substrate
temperatures and extraction voltages. The sample was etched with
a gas pressure of 8x 10- 4 Torr and C1 2 gas flow rate of 10 sccm.
The etch rates

increase in proportional both to the extraction
voltage and etching temperature. The etch rate of GaInAsP was
found to be in between InP and GaAs in each temperature. The etch
rate of GaInAsP is closed to that of InP at 100C , however it approaches to that of GaAs at 2501C . The etch rate looks strongly
depend on the In concentration at low temperatures.
4. RIBE of Semiconductor Multilayer
Figure 4 shows a cross-section

of a

strip

of

15

pair

GaInAsP/InP semiconductor multilayer etched by RIBE. This semiconductor multilayer was grown

by a chemical

beam epitaxy

(CBE) 4 ). The sample was etched with a gas pressure of 8x 10-4
Torr.

sample

temperature of 1701C , and extraction voltage of

400V. The etching time of GaInAsP/InP multilayer was 15 min.
The straight side wall was obtained, although the etch rate of
GaInAsP is quite different from that of InP as described above.
Figure 5 shows an SEM photograph of circular array pattern of
GaInAsP/InP DH wafer with 2g m thick GaInAsP layer
etched by
RIBE. The diameter is 5u m. This wafer was grown by LPE and
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etched by RIBE by the same condition as

indicated in Fig. 4.

The profile near the edge of substrate shows a reasonably vertical shape.

However, the wall near the center looks like a taper
shape near the bottom. This effect may be originated from the
high mask pattern density.
5. Conclusion
We have established RIE and RIBE dry etch processes for
making microcavity SE lasers. A
Si0 2 /TIO

2

multilayer

tiny circular

structure of

reflector was fabricated by RIE.

We have

shown that the active layer in DH wafer was not damaged by the
RIE process.

The damage of the cladding layer can be relaxed by

thermal annealing.
Thus obtained tiny dielectric mirror has
been used for SE laser devices and it is shown to be very effective for low threshold operation and transverse mode control of
SE lasers.
In addition, we have examined RIBE for GaInAsP for the first
time, in order to fabricate microresonator composed of semiconductor multilayer.
layer was obtained.

The straight side wall of GaInAsP/InP multiThe RIBE is very effective for producing a

semiconductor microresonator.

The induced damage on the side

wall is a remaining problem, which is now under investigation.
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Table I Etching Rate of dielectric,
GaAs and Cr by RIE
Materials

Etching Rate

1800(A /min)
880

S1O 2
T10 2

S1
GaAs
Cr

850
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20
Fig.l
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Fig.4 Cross section of CaInAsP/InP
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Fic.5 SEM photograph of circular
pattern GaInAsP/InP DH wafer
etched by RIDE
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SULFIDE TREATNENT ON Ill-V COMPOUND SURFACES
Yasuo NANNICHI
Institute of Materials Science. University of Tsukuba
1-1-1. Tennodai. Tsukuba. 305 JAPAN
I. INTRODUCTION
The treatment of GaAs with a sulfide solution was initiated by Sandroff and others
in 1987.
They used Na2S as the magic agent.
After soaking the GaAs crystal. photoluminescencelPL) signal was drastically intensified and the current amplification factor in a
bipolar transistor increased, meaning the suppression of carrier recombination velociry at
the surface. However. it was soon known that the treatment effect was lost by rinsing
the surface with water.
They suggested the use of other sulfides. but we were the first
to observe the more reliable effect of (NH4 )2S as well as its variation. (B4)2Sx.
In this talk I should like to clarify the difference in the effects of the latter
two from Na2S. in the light of electrical characteristics, and data on surface analyses.
Preliminary theoretical results support what we interpret from the observation, so far.
The effects of (NB4)2Sx are similarly observed on many III-V compounds.
also extended to the effect of other VI elements on Il1-V compounds.
words should be added on the applicational aspects of this process.

Coments are
Finally. a few

II. SURFACE RECOMBINATION VELOCITY: BAND BENDING vs. DEFECT DENSITY
Decrease in the surface recombination velocity is observed by the increase in PL
intensity, as well as its variation with band-bending modulation. EBIC measurement on diffusion length, and other means.

However. the cause of this decrease remains disputable.

That is. whether it is due to the band bending or to the real reduction in the surface or
interface defect density.
In the case of Na2S. this is really difficult to tell. as the
treated surface is covered with a crusty film of polar crystalline Na2S.
In the case of (NL)2Sx. even though the effect of band bending seems to remain.
its effect seems much less compared with Na2S.
GaAs Schottky barrier heights reveal more
distinct dependency on the work function of the metal on the sulfide treated surface.
which is. in part. an evidence that the interface state density decreases after the treatment.
Also observed is the reduction in the interface state density of MIS structures
roughly by a factor of

10.

from lO'

to lO'M

2

eYV'

after (A)2Sx

treatment.

In-situ

observation by LTVPES on the variation of the surface potential of the (NB,)eSx surface
with deposition of aluminum must be interesting data.
III. SURFACE STRUCTURE: EXPERIMENTAL DATA AND THEORETICAL APPROACH
Combining all the surface analysis data obtained by RHEED. LEELS. AES. SIMS. PES.
CAICISS. slow positron annihilation spectrum. etc.. the change in the surface structure
of (NH,)?Sx-treated surface is getting clarified.
The distinct difference of (NR,)2 SX
solution from Na2S is that the former solution

etches the natural oxide as well as GaAs.

After the treatment, the GaAs surface is terminated with sulfur atoms, which reject adsor-
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bing oxygen atoms.

There are five states of the sulfur-covered surface.

1) Immediately after removing the wafer out of the solution. the surface is covered with a
yellowish film.
It is difficult to analyse the nature of this film. as it disappears immediately after putting the sample in a vacuum chamber for analysis.
However. it should
be reasonable to assume this an amorphous film of sulfur.

2) Most of amorphous sulfur
atoms sublime in vacuum leaving a few atomic layer of sulfur.
A strong PES signal of
S-S bonds is observed.
3) Heating below 250' C. the layer is almost one monolayer thick.
A strong signal of As-S bond and a weak one of Ga-S are observed.
4) At the reconstruction temperature of 250 C. the surface structure observed by RHEED suddenly changes from
Ixl to 2x1. and at the same time the PES signal intensities switch to a stronger
Ga-S and a weaker As-S signal.
5) The above state remains up to the desorbing temperature of ca. 530 C. where sulfur atoms begin to desorb from GaAs surface.
As long as the surface is covered with sulfur, oxygen are prevented from adsorbing
on the otherwise active surface of GaAs.
This nature of adsorption free surface of
(EBd)2Sx-treated surface of GaAs seems essential to the reduction in the interface defect
density, but it still remains open to more discussions
Determination of the exact position of sulfur atoms on top of the GaAs surface is
much sought about without apparent success, yet.
In order to avoid technical difficulties with CAICISS. we made observation on the Inks surface, in stead of GaAs. in which similarity is ascertained.
Our tentative interpretation is that below the reconstruction
temperature the surface is rich with As atoms which are not exactly located on crystalline
sites.
Above the critical temperature sulfur atoms replace the surface As atoms to sit
on the As site of InAs crystal.
Very encouragingly, our colleagues performed theoretical calculations to support
our interpretation.
Their calculations tell that when S-As bond is formed, the As-Ga
bond is weakened.
Thus by heating at the reconstruction temperature, the As more easily
sublimes and S-Ga bonds stabler than S-As ones replace them.
IV. UNIVERSALITY OF TBE SULFUR TREATMENT
There are similarities as well as differences among the effects by surface treatments on various III-V compounds.
Data are accumulating but more systematic study is
needed.
The situation seems quite the same on the effect of Se and Te with III-V's.
V1. CONCLUSION
Sulfide treatment started as a very unique wet process, which does not have the
It even has the merit of 1) easiness of the treatment. 2)possibility of producing smooth surface and fine pattern definition of three-dimensional structures. when combined with epitaxlal processes.
4) capability of dry process.
weakness of oxidation.

Stabilization technique of the treated surface is necessary before this treatment is more
widely adopted.
In conclusion. I should like to stress that sulfide treatment offered an adequate
theme which bridges the science and technology of 11-V compounds.
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Sulfur Passivation of GaAs Surfaces
Yun Wang and Paul H. Holloway
Dept. of Materials Science & Engineering
University of Florida
Gainesville, FL 32611
Abstract
Passivation of GaAs (100) surfaces with chemical solutions
containing P2S, has been studied using photoluminescence, electrical
tests(I-V,
C-V),
Auger
electron
and
X-ray
photoelectron
spectroscopies, and scanning electron microscopy.
The time
stability of the interfacial passivation was a particular concern,
and passivation protocols were developed to prolong the effects.
The lifetime of passivation at contact interfaces were studied in
particular. In addition, techniques to improve the uniformity of
passivation and reduce surface morphology in the contact area have
been developed.
Introduction
Passivation of GaAs surfaces with sulfur to reduce the density
of surface states and the surface recombination velocities has
attracted a lot of attention recently.1"
The most common sources
of sulfur have been sodium sulfide, ammonium sulfide and hydrogen
sulfide, however the mechanism(s) of passivation are not very clear
nor is the lifetime of the passivity very long. Recently Lee, et
al.9 has shown that a new source of sulfur (P2S) is able to
passivate GaAs (100) surfaces over longer times.
Futhermore, Li
and Hwang ° have shown that combining P S5 with (NH4 ) 2 S leads to much
better unpinning of the Fermi level of Schottky contacts of Au to
GaAs (determined from I-V and C-V measurements), and this
passivation effects last a longer time in room temperature room air
(as contrasted to the above mentioned single sulfide treatments).
In this study we have used P2S,/(NH,)2 S solutions to passivate GaAs
(100) surfaces, then examined the samples with a variety of
analytical techniques to determine the mechanism of passivation and
degredation, plus examine the topography induced by passivation and
method to make the passivated surface more planar.
Experimental
17
The samples used in this study were Si doped n-type to 2x10 3
3x10
cm . The substrates were cleaned prior to passivation with
a trichlorethane, acetone, methanol and DI water rinse followed by
etching for 20 sec. in an NH4 OH:H2O 2 :H2 O, rinsed in DI water, dipped
in an NH4OH:H 20 solution, etched in an HNO3 :H20 solution, and blown
dry with a nitrogen jet.
The cleaned sample was immediately
passivated with one of the following solutions: (1] 0.1 g/ml P2 55
in NH4OH, or (2] 0.1 g/ml P2S5 in (NH4 )2 S.
The analytical techniques used to characterize these samples
were scanning electron microscopy (SEM), angle-resolved X-ray
photoelectron (XPS) or Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) and
18
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photoluminescence analysis (PL).
The time dependent of the
passivation layer was determined using both PL and XPS by analyzing
samples immediately after passivation (within 10 min.) and after
selected periods of time in laboratory air (up to 3 weeks). A Mg
anode was used for XPS in a Perkin Elmer Model 5100 spectrometer,
while the PL data were collected using an argon ion laser emitting
at 457 nm with an output power between 24 and 250 mW in a 2 mm spot
and good linearity of the signal was observed (see Fig. 1).
Normally the power out was 120 mW since this power level was shown
to maximize the signal to noise ratio while still not degrading the
PL intensity.
Results and Discussion
Even using the P2 S, containing solution, there was a relatively
low signal from the surface from P, indicating that this element
was not the species responsible for improved passivation lifetimes.
In fact, there were no bonds detected between the GaAs substrate
and P on the surface.
The detected P was bound only to 0
(presumably as a phosphate) and was non-uniformly distributed over
the surface.
This indicates clearly that if P2S -containing
solutions are to be used for passivation, a method to planarize the
surface is necessary.
The XPS data show that S was bound both to Ga and As on the
surface, but was not bound to the P.
Thus the P2S5 molecule
dissociates upon striking the surface, but the P does not bind
strongly to the surface when S is availabe
in sufficient
abundance.
With exposure to laboratory air, the PL intensity
decreased with time and the XPS data showed an increasingly large
concentration of 0 on the surface due to an increasing number of 0Ga bonds. Thus the mechanism of degredation appears to be oxygenGa bond formation at the expense of Ga-S and As-S bonds. Formation
of Ga-0 bonds obviously allow the reformation of surface states
with high concentrations and high recombination velocities.
The rate of degredation versus the sources of S as, measured
by PL, is shown in Table 1 and Fig. 2. As is obvious, the sample
passivated in the ammonium sulfide solution was much more stable as
compared to ammonium hydroxide.
Both of these samples yielded
higher PL signals, even after 8 days in air, as contrasted to as
received samples.
The passivation also increased the observed
Schottky barrier heights, as shown in Table 2.
The increase
persisted with no sign of degredation even after exposure of the
diodes to 7 days in air.
The SEM photomicrographs of the passivated treatments showed
a very rough surface, apparently from crystals adhered to the
surface from the solution. Some of these may have resulted from
precipitation of crystals as the P 2S./ammonium hydroxide or sulfide
solutions were evaporating after the passivation treatment.
However some of these may have resulted from saturation of the
passivation solution by reaction and precipitation on the surface
prior to rinsing or blowing with N2.
A variety of washing
treatments were attempted to remove the precipitates and retain the
passivation, however rinsing was only successful when a sulfide
solution was used. Specifically, washing with a (NH4)2S solution
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allowed the PL intensity to remain high. However washing with DI
water or with an ammonium hydroxide solution caused the surface to
exhibit a very low PL signal.
Summary
Polished surfaces of (100)GaAs was passivated with phosphorus
sulfide in solutions of ammonium hydroxide or ammonium sulfide.
The P2S5 /(NH 4)2S solutions were more effective immediately and over
times of several days in passivating the surface as measured by the
intensity of photoluminescence. X-ray photoelectron data showed
that the S bonded to both Ga and As on the surface, however the P
did not bond to the semiconductor.
Instead it bonded to 0,
This suggests that the improved
presumable to form phosphates.
stability of passivated GaAs surfaces resulting from the use of Pcontaing compounds results from a solution chemistry effect(s) not
from interfacial chemistry effects.
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Table 1
Relative Photoluminescence Intensity vs Solution and Time
Solution

PL Intensity
1.5 hrs

5 hrs.

8 days

As Received
P2S5/NH 4OH

1.0
7.0

1.0
1.5

1.0
1.5

P2 S5 /(NH,) 2 S

14.

7.4

2.5
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Table 2
Schottky Barrier Height(eV) for Au on n-GaAs
Solution
NHOH/HF
P 2 S 5 /(NH4)

2S

Initial Values
I-V
C-V

Seven Days
C-V
I-V

0.94

0.94

0.96

0.97

1.12

1.21

1.10

1.22

Figure 1
Photoluminescence Intensity vs. Irradiation Power Density
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Direct observation of GaAs surface cleaning process under
hydrogen radical beam irradiation
Hiroshi Iwata and Kiyoshi Asakawa
Opto-Electronics Research Laboratories,NEC Corporation
34, Miyukigaoka, Tsukuba, lbaraki, Japan 305
ecently dry etching techniques have been adopted for surface cleaning of III-V
cumpound semiconductors.' The effectiveness of hydrogen (H) radical beam produced
by electron cyclotron resonance (ECR) plasma for low-temperature surface cleaning has
been successfully demonstrated."

Removal of oxygen contamination on the GaAs substrate

has been performed by H radical beam irradiation. This radical beam, which consists of
only neutral radicals, is supposed to be free from surface damages caused by ion
bombardmenL' Although the deoxidation of the native oxide layer resulting from the
introduction of the H radical has been attributed as the factor leading to the removal of the
oxygen contamination, there has yet

to be any direct observation of such a chemical

reaction.
In this work, we show, for the first time, an obvious increase in H20 partial pressre
under ECR H plasma radical beam irradiation. The increase in H20 partial pressure is
closely related to the removal of oxygen contamination on the GaAs surface. This
phenomenon enables us to directly observe the surface cleaning process.
The cleaning chamber, with a radical beam gun and a quadrupole mass spectrometer
(QMASS), is connected to an analysis chamber equipped with an Auger electron
spectrometer (AES) as shown in Fig. 1. The vacuum is 1x10" Ton in the cleaning chamber
and 3x10 "0 Tort in the analysis chamber. H2 ECR plasma can be excited in the compact
plasma chamber with a microwave emitter and a permanent magnet, which is shown in
Fig. 2. H radicals, released through a 10mm diam orifice with thermal energies, are
irradiated onto a heated sample. The H, pressure can be controlled in a range between
3x10 -' Tort to 5x10' Toff. A 2.45GHz microwave input of 30-50W was used.
The samples were cut from (100)-oriented Cr-O doped GaAs wafers. Before being
introduced into the vacuum Zhamber, the samples were first rinsed with organic solvents
and deionized water, then etched in a

solution of H2SO : H202 : H20 = 4:1:1. After
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rinsing in deionized water, the samples were mounted on a Mo block with In.
Figure 3 shows the change of QMASS H20 intensity during the cleaning procedure.
First, to remove the adsorbed H 20 molecule, the GaAs substrate was heated to 4000C and
then cooled without H2 irradiation. An increase in H20 partial pressure was observed as
indicated by (A).

Next the sample was heated to 3500 C under H2 molecule irradiation of

lxl0 4 Ton'. Very few increases in H2 0 were observed in this case (B). The adsorbed H2 0
molecules were almost entirely removed by the first thermal treatment. As a result, there
is no obvious increase in H 20 from

H"12molecule

irradiation. After the sample temperature

0

reached 350 C, an H radical beam was irradiated onto the GaAs surface for 10 minutes.
As shown in (C), a rapid increase of H20 was observed. This increase cannot be observed
when the GaAs substrate does not exist. The rate of increase strongly depends on the
sample temperature. From these results we concluded that this increase of H20 was caused
by a reaction between the H radical beam and materials on the GaAs surface.
The amount of increase in H20 is in the order of 10-' Ton. This increase could be
observed only after reducing the incorporation of H20 to a value of 1xl0*'

Ton. To

accomplish this, a filter was attached to the H2 pipeline leading to the vacuum chamber.
Once the filter had been set, the pipeline was baked at 3000 C first in vacuum and then
with H 2 gas. Following this, K- gas was allowed to flow through the pipeline for one week.
The increase in H 20 can be attributed to the deoxidation of the oxide layer on the
GaAs surface by the H radical. To clarify the relationship between the H20 partial pressure
and the oxygen on the GaAs surface, H radical beams a few minutes in length were
irradiated several times onto the same GaAs substrate. The QMASS H 20 intensity and the
AES intensity ratios of the oxygen and the gallium lines are shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5
respectively. The irradiation periods of time are illustrated in the upper side of Fig. 4 by
straight lines. As each irradiation time was not same, the peak values cannot be compared
with. An interesting points are that the H20 rising rates decreased as the AES oxygen
intensity decreased and that the shape of H 20 rising curves resemble. The AES oxygen
intensity decreased exponentially as a function of the H radical beam irradiation time. The
HO generation is directly related to the oxygen on the GaAs surface. This process can
4
be written by the following chemical reaction
2H + O(GaAs)

-

GaAs + H2OT

(1)

Here, O(GaAs) represents the oxygen-included GaAs layer.
As the reaction on the GaAs surface is not yet clearly understood, a simple reaction
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model that the reaction rate will be proportional to the amount of oxygen on the GaAs
surface No, is useful. When the vacuum chamber is pumped at a constant rate J3,the H20
molecules in the vacuum chamber N,, follow the equation
dN~o

=

kNox - JONHO

dt

(2)

Here, k and t represent reaction constant and time, respectively. Solutions are
kNox(0)
NHo(t) =

Nox(t) =

f3-k

[ exp(-kt) - exp(-Pt)]

Nox(O)exp(-ka)

(3)

(4)

where Nox(0) represents the amount of oxygen on the GaAs surface at t=O.
As equations (3) and (4) agreed well with the results of QMASS and AES
measurements, this simple model is valid. The intensity of NHo(t) and No,(t) are simply
proportional to the initial oxygen value Nox(0), and those time dependence are determined
by k and 0. Equation (3) shows that the QMASS H20 measurement is a quantitative and
direct observation of cleaning process. The H20 partial pressure is a good index of the
reaction process. For a cleaning technique to be practically useful, the k value is desired
to be larger than 0.1 min'. The value of k was estimated to be 0.23 min" from Fig. 5,
making clear the efficiency of the H radical beam for GaAs surface cleaning.
In conclusion, an increase in H20 partial pressure was observed under H radical beam
irradiation. This increase can be attributed to the deoxidization of oxygen on the GaAs
surface. This phenomenon can be observed by reducing the incorporation of H20. By
measuring the H20 partial pressure, the progress of cleaning can be directly observed. This
phenomenon will become a useful technique for monitoring the cleaning process.
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Near-Surface Type Conversion of p-type Single-Crystal InP by Plasma Exposure
X. Li, T.A. Gessert and T.J. Coutts.
Solar Energy Research Institute, 1617 Cole Blvd. Golden, CO 80401
Introduction
During the past several years considerable work has gone into describing why a buried
homojunction forms during direct current (dc) magnetron sputter deposition of indium tin oxide (ITO)
on single-crystal, p-type InP. Several mechanisms have been suggested to account for the resulting
device behavior. Bachmann suggested that type conversion may be due to substitutional doping by
Sn, t while Tsai et al. believed that sputter damage was a possibility.2 In our own work, Sn-free In203
was substituted for the ITO, resulting in devices with very similar photovoltaic response to their
ITO/InP counterparts, indicating that Sn is not the cause of type conversion. 3 To investigate this
junction formation process further, photovoltaic solar cells have been fabricated by exposing p-type lnP
substrates to a pure hydrogen plasma (without any deposition procedure involved). In this paper we
report how this H2 plasma exposure (PE) affects the InP surface properties. The results confirm that
deposition is not necessary to cause the type conversion which forms the buried homojunction, and
suggest a fabrication process that may be useful with other relevant materials.
Experimental
The InP substrates were purchased for Nippon Mining and had a carrier concentration of 1.61.9 x 1016 cm - 3 [Zn-doped, (100) orientation]. The PE was performed in a Technics Planar Etch I1 rf
plasma system with the InP substrates mounted on an 8 inch diameter grounded electrode. It should be
noted that the rf frequency of this system is 30 kHz, much lower than 13.56 MHz commonly used.
Thus the plasma potential is higher and effects due to ion bombardment are expected to be stronger.
The hydrogen pressure used was 200 mTorr and the flow rate was 6 sccm. The rf power level was
varied between 10 and 200 Watts (0.03-0.62 Watt-cm- 2 ), and the exposure time was varied between
0.5 and 90 min. Except where noted, the substrates were not heated, however, temperature increases
of up to -20 *C were observed during the higher power and/or longer plasma exposures. Following
PE, Hall (van der Pauw technique), electron channeling (EC), photoluminescence (PL), and deep level
transient spectroscopy (DLTS) measurements were performed. Also, to assess device characteristics,
small solar cells (0.1 cm 2 ) were fabricated and analyzed using light and dark I-V and quantum
efficiency (QE) measurements.
Results and Discussion
Our initial evidence that the hydrogen plasma effects the InP surface came from Hall
measurements. These indicated that both p- and semi-insulating surfaces became n-type during PE. By
4
assigning a nominal thickness of 100 nm to the type-converted layer, the mobility, carrier
-2
7
3
1
concentration and resistivity were found to be -600 cm 2 V- 1 s- , 1.5x01 cm- and 7x10 fl-cm,
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respectively. Since effects due to ion bombardment were expected during PE, efforts to identify the
mechanism of type conversion began with measurements to monitor changes in the surface quality as a
function of PE parameters. EC analysis has been used to qualitatively study near surface damage (<100
nm) on the InP caused by the PE. 5 Figure 1 shows a sequence of EC photographs illustrating how the
pattern changes as the sample is exposed to increasing plasma power densities for a 30 min. exposure.
This figure shows that surface damage increases as the plasma power increases. Although InP samples
with different doping densities were studied, the effect of doping on the surface crystal structure is
small, and thus EC analysis did not identify any dependence on doping level. However, EC
comparisons made between the PE samples and samples exposed to a planar dc magnetron sputtering
source (TO deposition) indicate that relatively little surface damage occurs during sputtering.
Additional information about the PE-induced, near-surface damage was acquired through PL
analysis. These measurements were used to determine if the dominant mechanism of type conversion is
passivation of acceptor levels (in our case, Zn), or is somehow related to plasma damage. If
passivation is the dominant mechnism, then the PL lifetime would increase. Although increases in PL
response have been observed by others after similar PE treatments (but using Sn-doped [n-type]
material), 6 we found that the minority carrier lifetime decreased after PE. Furthermore, Figure 2
illustrates that this decrease is systematic with increasing power density. A likely explanation for both
the PL and EC observations is that the PE causes plasma damage such as preferential etching of the
7
phosphorus on InP, leaving an In-rich layer, as observed by others.
The measurements discussed thus far have examined some electrical and structural properties of
the type-converted region which forms very near the surface (<100 nm) of the InP after plasma
exposure. Additionally, it has been found that although type conversion stops at - 70-100 nm from the
surface, 4 the effects of the plasma extend much deeper into the InP. Indeed, DLTS measurements that
probe the defect behavior at the outer edge of the depletion width (for 2x10 16 doping density and
assuming an abrupt junction, the depletion width at zero voltage bias is -300 nm) indicate that during
PE, at least four defect levels form in the p-InP. One is an electron trap and three are hole traps. Two
of the hole traps demonstrate considerable temperature instability and therefore were difficult to
identify. However, due to their positions relative to the dominant (and temperature-stable) hole trap,
we believe that they are H3 and H5 , following standard identification conventions. 8 The electron trap
(minority carrier) has been identified as EPX, with a concentration of NT = I. lx 1012 cm 3 and an
ionization energy of Ei = 0.199 eV below the conduction band. Also, the temperature-stable hole trap
(majority carrier) has been identified as H4 , with a concentration of NT = 3.6x1012 cm"3 and an
ionization energy of Ei = 0.386 eV above the valence band. It has been suggested that both of these
traps are associated with a point defect such as a phosphorus vacancy. Specifically, it is speculated that
EPX and H4 relate to the phosphorus vacancy (Vp) and the interstitial phosphorus (Pi), together
forming a Frenkel-pair of V-Pi. 8 Theoretical and experimental studies of interstitial-vacancy Frenkelpair centers suggest that they can act as singly- or doubly-ionized donor species and also as
nonradiative recombination centers. 9-10. 11
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The device properties were found to be sensitive to the PE parameters used. Specifically, it was
found that for a plasma power of 20-70 Watts, the optimum exposure time is -10-20 min. Longer
exposure time, higher power density and/or substrate temperatures higher than 150 0 C resulted in
decreased device performances. Although most of the devices were fabricated using a pure H2 plasma,
some devices were fabricated using a pure-Ar plasma. These Ar cells also demonstrated photovoltaic
response (although inferior to the hydrogen cells) supporting the speculation that ion bombardment is
the dominant type conversion mechanism. Performance comparisons between PE cells and similar
ITO/InP cells are difficult because after PE, the plasma-formed solar cells do not have the advantage of
an ITO layer, which reduces both reflection and emitter sheet resistance losses. To solve these
problems, a single PE cell (H2 plasma) was fabricated with a grid design that accounted for the higher
emitter sheet resistance, and with a ZnS/MgF 2 AR coating to compensate for differences in reflection.
When this was done, the measured fill factor (FF) of the PE cell was found to be very similar to that of
an ITO/InP cell (-82%). This indicates that the low FF of the typical test structures (fabricated with a
grid designed for ITO/InP cells) is not due to poor junction quality but, as expected, due to the high
series resistance of the emitter. However the open-circuit voltage and the short circuit current for the
PE cells are both slightly lower than the ITO/InP cells. When these performance parameters are
combined and compared to the best ITO/InP cell efficiency (18.9%. global), the best PE efficiency of
16.2% is lower, yet still remarkable. 12 The result that the PE cells are of poorer quality than the
1TO/InP cells suggests that ion bombardment limits the performance of the PE cells.
Conclusions
This work has shown that exposure to a pure H2 or pure Ar plasma causes p-InP surfaces to be

converted to n-type. EC and PL measurements indicated that considerable surface damage occurs
during PE, and that this damage is more severe than that observed to occur in similar 17OInP devices
where the junction is formed during dc magnetron sputter deposition of ITO. DLTS measurements
indicate that at least four defect traps are introduced into the p-InP base during PE. Two of
n traps
have been identified as EPX and H4 , and have been proposed to be a Frenkel-pair VprPi generated via
ion bombardment. Taken together, these results indicate that the dominant mechanism of type
conversion in p-InP is likely phosphorus depletion. However, type conversion may also be assisted by
other mechanisms, such as hydrogen passivation of Zn acceptors.
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Advances in Controlling Electrical Contacts for Optoelectronics
L.J. 8rillson

Xerox Webster Research Center
800 Phillips Rd. 114-41D, Webster, NY 14580
Abstract
Recent advances in fabricating and characterizing metal / Ill-V compound
semiconductor contacts have led to a variety of new techniques for controlling
contact electrical properties and a more refined perspective of the atomic - scale
mechanisms involved.
Summary
Rectifying or ohmic contacts with stable electrical and chemical properties and low
boundary recombination are key requirements for optoelectronic devices. Such
devices typically involve Ill-V compound semiconductors, the control of whose
electronic properties presents a formidable challenge. Over the past few years,
researchers have developed several new techniques for controlling contact
electronic properties which may significantly improve device performance and
enlarge our perspective of the fundamental mechanisms involved. Categories of
research embodying these developments are:

shallow ohmic contacts via low

temperature metallurgy, epitaxial metal-alloy contacts via high temperature
molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) growth, surface passivation by wet-chemical
techniques, interface passivation by atomic-scale interlayers, and semiconductor
crystal modification via growth and processing techniques. Here we summarize
major developments within each category. with particular emphasis on atomic-scale
chemical approaches to controlling macroscopic electrical properties.
Traditional methods of contact formation to Ill-V compound and other
semiconductors invoTve single or multilayer contacts with appropriate processing
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aimed at forming tunnel diodes, localized state-assisted contacts, or graded
composition, reduced barrier junctions.' Several new approaches have afforded
very low resistance contacts while minimizing the penetration of the contact
chemistry into the semiconductor bulk. Such techniques include solid - phase epitaxy
yielding non-alloyed and low resistance contacts to GaAs2, as well as refractory
metal compound layers to form thermally stable, ohmic contacts by virtue of the lack
of interface reaction.3 indeed the use of refractory metal alloys with good lattice
match to the semiconductor affords low chemical activity at elevated temperatures,
in addition to an ordered template on which additional epitaxial growth may occur.4
An alternative approach to controlling interface chemistry involves atomic
interlayers of reactive metal, which modifies the stoichiometry of semiconductor
outdiffusion via "chemical trapping". 5 Furthermore, such processes alter the barrier
heights6 and the densities of deep levels otherwise created by the metalsemiconductor interaction. 7 Wet chemical techniques have also demonstrated
dramatic effects in passivating interface states against both Fermi level 'pinning'
jAnd high s,.rface recombination velocities - either by removing surface chemical
constituentss or by forming thin, stable overlayers with the otherwise electricallyactive species.9 Researchers have also achieved improved control of GaAs Schottky
barrier heights by employing As capping and thermal cleaning of GaAs (100) surfaces
Such treatments yield ranges of barriers which increase with decreased chemical
interactions, according to several electronic and electrical techniques. 10 By virtue of
their wider electrical response, such interfaces permit identification of additional
contributions to interface state formation, e.g., chemically-active step sites at
misoriented growth surfaces."' Indeed, control of such misorientation can yield
dramatic changes in Schottky barrier height.I1,12 Similar atomic-scale bonding
features are now seen to be a major factor in controlling heterojunction band
offsets as well. Hence, progress in controlling electrical contacts for optoelectronic
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materials has been made in several arenas, enabled by a more refined understanding
and control of interface atomic bonding.
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Indium Ohmic Contacts to n-ZnSe

Y.X. Wang* and Paul H. Holloway
Dept. of Materials Science & Engineering
University of Florida
Gainesville, FL 32611
ABSTRACT
overlayer and high purity MBE grown
The reaction between an indium
n-ZnSe chlorine doped ( 2x1018 cm3 ) epilayers has been investigated
using X-ray diffraction, Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy, Xray photoelectron and Auger electron spectroscopy, and by
electrical function tests (I-V and C-V). Good ohmic contacts were
formed after annealing at 250*C or 300*C for a few minutes in
forming gas. Annealing at lower or higher temperatures resulted in
higher resistance or rectifying contacts. The data show that no
compounds were formed at the interface; instead In appeared to
diffuse into the ZnSe. High surface doping densities appear to
allow an ohmic contact, but the electrical data suggest that
compensation effects are also very significant in formation of the
contact. These effects must be considered for successful formation
of the ohmic contact.
*--Visiting Scientist from the Institute of Semiconductors,
Academia Sinica, Beijing, China.
Introduction
Metal/semiconductor contacts have often been studied since
they are critical for the successful fabrication of electronic and
optoelectronic devices. Formation of low resistance ohmic contacts
is very important for successful operation of devices since this
allows lower working voltages and minimizes dissipation of power
operating
efficiency
and
lower
resulting
increased
with
temperatures. General requirements to achieve qood ohmic contacts
1
were established in the 1970's by Sze, et a1 , and the general
principles have been applied to both elemental and compound
A good ohmic contact were formed when the
semiconductors.
interfacial current transport is dominated by a large tunneling
2
component and this is achieved when any interfacial barrier is
minimized in height and width. This has been achieved regularly on
the
case
for
compound
however
elemental
semiconductors,
semiconductors has been more difficult because of Fermi level
pinning in the mid-gap region leading to high interfacial barrier
heights3 . The technology of ohmic contacts to ZnSe is particularly
lacking because, to date, production of p-n junctions has not been
possible, therefore the need for the contact has not controlled the
rate of development of devices. This is no longer true with our
demonstration of MBE-grown p-type layers and the fabrication of a
Thus it is now necessary to develop the
blue LED from ZnSe 4 .
technology for production of ohmic contacts to ZnSe, and this is
the subject of the present research.
With respecf to ohmic contacts in the ZnSe system, the extent
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of knowledge is very small.
A common material for contacts is
indium (In), which has been used for n-ZnSe since 19615.6.
Annealing is required to form an ohmic contact with In, but the
optimum reported temperature for this procedure varies from 220"C
to 400"C. In addition, the data are all for formation of contacts
to bulk material and are often contradictory" 9.
It is clear,
however, that In will form ohmic contacts of reasonably low
resistance to n-type ZnSe. The mechanism(s) by which In induces an
ohmic contact is unclear; near-surface doping has been suggested by
Friberg, et a19 , while interfacial compound formation has been
postulated by Kaufman and Dowber7.
A number of authors7 '9 have
reported that annealing temperatures above 400*C induce Zn
vacancies
which destroy the desirable contact properties.
Additional data also suggests that the interfacial native oxide
layer significantly affects the formation of ohmic contacts. Ohmic
contacts were formed at the lowest annealing temperatures when the
In was deposited on freshly cleaved ZnSe surfaces 7.
Thicker
interfacial oxide left by other interfacial treatments lead to the
requirement of higher annealing temperatures10 . Tyagi 8 suggests
that use of Ga-In alloys for contact formation will allow reduction
of interfacial ZnO by Ga and therefore will promote ohmic
formation.
However there are currently no data relating to
compound rearrangement at the
contact interface, except those
3
reported by Brillson, et al.
Experimental
Epitaxial layers of n-ZnSe were grown by MBE heteroepitaxed to
a GaAs substrate and protected by a lm buffer layer, then doped to
2 x 1018 cm"3 with a ZnCl2 source. The mobility of electron carriers
at 2this doping concentration were shown to be in excess of 200
cm /V-sec. After cleaning the surface with a bromine/NaOH two step
etch, the samples were quickly inserted into a high vacuum chamber
and approximately 100nm of In deposited by physical vapor
deposition.
The samples were then characterized using scanning
Auger electron spectroscopy (SAM), Rutherford backscattering
spectroscopy (RBS), scanning electron microscopy (SEM), X-ray
diffraction (XRD), and I-V measurements.
The samples were
characterized both before and after heat treatment at temperatures
between 200°C and 500°C for times up to 1 hour in forming gas.
Results
Good ohmic contacts were formed after heating the 100 nm thick
films to 250"C in forming gas (see Fig.l).
However, the data in
Fig. 1 show that if the In is heated to temperatures as high as 350
to 400"C, the resistance of the contact increases and in fact it
will become rectifying again.
We believe that this strong
dependence upon temperature indicates the formation of compensating
point defects for heating the uncapped samples in a forming gas
evironment at T>350*C.
In separate experiments, we found by
photoluminescence evidence for point defect generation in ZnSe
after such heat treatments.
We also determined that defect
formation could be suppressed by heat treating under the
appropriate Zn overpressure. 1
Data from SAM is shown in Fig. 2
and it is clear that rn compound has formed at the interface. This
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conclusion is consistent with the lack of new compounds being
detected using either XRD or RBS techniques.
As a result we
postulate that the mechanism of formation of the ohmic contact is
diffusion of dopant concentrations of In into the ZnSe layer in
order to increase the surface carrier density.
This carrier
increase will cause a change in the charge transport limit from
thermionic emission to tunneling through a shorter depletion
distance.
The SAM, RBS and C-V data are consistent with this
postulate, and we are currently using secondary ion mass
spectrometry (SIMS) to verify that this is the true explanation.
We are also using different contact areas to attempt to determine
for the first time the specific contact resistance for In on nZnSe. Our current data suggest a value of approximately 0.05 0-cm 2 .
Finally, it must be pointed out that In makes a good ohmic contact
whereas Al and rare earth materials do not to n-ZnSe, probably due
to minimization of compensation effects for In but not for the
other metals.12
Summary
Indium thin films (100 nm thick) have been shown to form ohmic
contacts to MBE grown epitaxial layers doped n-type by chlorine
(2x10'8 cm'2 ). Heat treatments to temperatures in excess of 2000C
in forming gas were necessary to convert them from rectifying to
ohmic, but heat treatments in excess of 3500C resulted in higher
resistance contacts and/or rectifying rather than ohmic contacts.
Preliminary estimates of the specific contact resistance is 0.05 0cm2 . The mechanism of ohmic contact formation appears to be near
surface doping by In to reduce the depletion distance and allow
tunneling
transport
of
charge
carriers
without
inducing
compensation.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
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Figure 1. lni/n-ZnSe (#1068)
Annealed at specified temperature and time in forming gas.
(y = I mA/cm; x =1 V/cm)

(a) 250*C, 10 mmn.

(b) 300*C, 10 min.

(c)350r- 10mmn.

(d) 400C.- 10min.

Figure 2
Auger Electroni Sputter Profile of Indium on Znsm
Heated to 250'C for 30 mini.
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A New Method of Zn Diffusion into InP for Optical Device Fabrication
Morio Wada, Katsutoshl Sakakibara and Yolchl Sekiguchl
Optical Measurement Technology Development Co., Ltd.
11-13 NAKA-CHO 2-CHOME MUSASHINO-SHI TOKYO, 180 JAPAN
I.Introduction
Zn diffusion into InP or InP-based materials has been the subject of many
investigations, most of which have involved the open tube method performed in
a less closed boat under a flow of hydrogen or nitrogen, and the sealed ampule
technique. A relatively new technique for III-V semiconductors is the use of
Zn-doped spin-on film of S0 21 .
In present work, we have developed a new method of Zn diffusion Into InP
using the open tube diffusion in a flow of N2 +H2 mixture gases containing
dimethylzlnc(DMZ) and PH3 , and studied Zn incorporation mechanisms In this
method. The conventional MOVPE system is used as the diffusion system so that
the temperature and gas flow can be controlled precisely and uniformly. SIMS.
C-V and photoluminescence(PL) measurements were carried out to investigate the
diffusion profiles and donor-acceptor(D-A) emission bands in the Zn-diffused
region. The results strongly support the diffusion uodel of interstitial Zn
donors, compensating substitutional Zn acceptors In bulk InP 3 . For the diffusion at a high PH 3 flow rate, the enhanced diffusion and the increased PL
intensity of a new D-A emission band localized near the surface region were
observed. These results suggest that the different Zn incorporation mechanism
occurs near the surface region in InP. The fabrication of PIN photodiodes as
an application of this diffusion method are also described4 .
2.Experimental procedures
The samples used for the diffusion were undoped (100)InP with roomtemperature carrier concentrations of 1-5x10 16 cm- 3 . DMZ(1500ppm in He) with
flow rates of 50-200sccm was used as a Zn source and carrier gases were 50% H2
and 50% N2 . The total flow rate was 4.6slm. After chemically etching, the
substrate was put on a SIC coated graphite susceptor heated by RF-inductlon In
a cold-wall horizontal reactor. Zn diffusion was carried out at 76Torr with a
temperature range from 500 to 570°C. During the heating up stage, PH3 (20 or
40% In H2 ) with a flow rate of 200sccm was turned on below 150'C to protect
the sample surface and switched off at 200*C during the cooling off stage. The
DMZ was switched into the reactor and PH3 flow rate was changed when the
diffusion temperature was reached. After the diffusion time, the DMZ and RFinduction were turned off simultaneously. PH3 overpressure was maintained
throughout the diffusion process.
3.Results and Discussion
Figure I shows diffusion profiles of (a)Zn and (b)hole concentrations at
500"C, a DMZ flow rate of 200sccm and a PH3 flow rate of 200sccm for diffusion
time varying 0.05-2h. _Figure 2 shows plots of diffusion depth, evaluated at a
fixed carrier concentration of 1xlO 1 7 cm-3 vs the square-root of diffusion
time. The dotted lines were calculated by solving the diffusion equation for
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singly ionized Interstitlals.
The diffusion profiles become deeper and the concentrations increase with
increasing the DMZ flow rate as shown in Figs.3 and 4(a). Both the surface Zn
concentration and substitutional concentration are proportional to the DNZ
flow rate while the interstitial concentration rapidly decreases as the DNZ
flow rate decreases. Solid line shows the calculated Interstitial concentration which was fitted to the experimental data.
As the PH3 flow rate increased, the diffusion profiles increased and the
intensity of a new deep donor-related donor-acceptor emission, which we refer
to as BEB in the text, rapidly increased as shown in Figs.5, 6 and 7. BEB is
observed only In the thin surface region of the Zn-diffused InP, and after
this peak disappears, an another broad emission band(AEB) at 1.332eV is observed through the Zn-diffused region where the hole concentration is measured
constantly higher than 1018 cm-3 . Form the measured temperature and excitation
intensity dependence of the PL peak energy, AEB can be Identified with the low
energy emission band(LEB) found in a Zn-doped InP substrate 5 and MOVPE Zndoped InP layers. In this diffusion method, in order to explain the enhanced
Zn diffusion and the increased PL intensity of BEB for Zn diffusion at a high
PH3 flow rate, the incorporation mechanism near the surface region where most
of substitutional Zn acceptors are compensated, must be more fully understood
and different form that In bulk InP.
We have demonstrated GaInAs PIN photodiodes fabricated by selective Zn
diffusion of this diffusion method and LP-MOVPE. The external quantum efficiency was 60-80% In the 0.95-1.5 5 ,u wavelength range. A reverse leakage
current of 3OpA at -2V base was measured and a -3dB cutoff frequency
of
1.4GHz was obtained for 110-um-diam diodes.
4.Conclusion
A new method of Zn diffusion into InP using dimethylzinc as a Zn source
has been developed to fabricate optical devices. This method provides precise
control over both diffusion depth and Zn concentration. The interstitialsubstitutional model can also explain Zn diffusion into bulk InP. However, for
Zn diffusion at a high PH3 flow rate, the enhanced diffusion and a new deep
donor-related donor-acceptor emission band were observed, suggesting that the
different Zn Incorporation mechanism takes place near the surface region. The
measured characteristics of the PIN photodiodes fabricated by this diffusion
method provide evidence that this new method Is suitable for optical device
fabrication.
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OPEN TUBE DOUBLE DIFFUSION FOR THE
FABRICATION OF BIPOLAR TRANSISTOR
WAVEGUIDE OPTICAL SWITCH
D. K. GAUTAM, Y. NAKANO, and K. TADA
Department of Electronic Engineering, University of Tokyo
7-3-1 Hongo, Bunkyo-Ku, Tokyo, 113, Japan
Abstract
Experimental results of a new method for the double diffusion into GaAs in an open
tube have been presented. New techniques developed for the low concentration Zn diffusion at relatively higher values of the temperature and high concentration Sn diffusion
in an open tube system can be convenient for the fabrication of bipolar transistor waveguide optical switches and other self-aligned bipolar devices needed for photonic integrated
circuits.

1

Introduction

the switching speed by several times and will
be a promising component for photonic integrated circuit. The optical modulator illa
DHBT has also been reported [51.
Low temperature Zn diffusion is frequenllv
used as an acceptor impurity in GaAs. As examples p-n junctions are formed using Zn diffused layers in solar cells, lasers and varactor
diodes. But for the fabrication of devices like
bipolar transistors where the second time difflsion concentration profile must be higher tha
the previous diffusion profile, the low temlperature Zn diffusion is not applicable as the high
concentration n-type profile is very difficult to
obtain even at very high temperature values il
GaAs. In this work, we report for the first tinu,
the experimental results of the open tube dloble diffusion techniques at the high valties -I
the temperature to fabricate a waveguide .itical switch in a bipolar transistor structure.

Recently, the high speed optical switches have
received the significant interest because of their
high demands in the systems of optical cornmunication, photonic switching, optical information processing and optical computing.
The need for encoding and transmitting large
amounts of data or processing light with low
switching energy has lead to a search for cornpact optoelectronic devices which could be
used for the monolithic integration. The heterostructure bipolar transistor (HBT) structures have shown their excellent performance
[1] for high speed logic applications. The application of the HBTs is not only limited for
the high speed electronic circuit operation,
but they have also been used as the highly
efficient multifunctional-optical devices such
as the photo transistors [21 and laser transistors(3]. Double heterostructure bipolar transistors (DIIBTs)using heterostructure collectors are also of interest both for electronic and 2
Experimental Method
optoelectronic applications. Tada and Okada
have proposed a waveguide optical switch in a Semi- insulating (S..) GaAs substrates oiDHBT [4]. This device is expected to improve ented in the (100) direction were used for tln,
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diffusion experiments. The diffusion for both
p type impurity (Zn) and n type impurity (Sn)
were carried out in an open tube system at high
temperature values in presence of the flowing
N2 atmosphere. To get the low p-type concentration profile at high temperature, 1% Zn
doped SiO 2 (commercially available) was used
as a diffusion source. A protective layer of
SiO 2 (250A) was deposited on the surface of the
substrate first by plasma-assisted chemical vapor deposition (PCVD) technique. A second
layer of 1% Zn doped SiO 2 (2000A) was then
spin coated and baked at 250"C for 30 min. A
third cap layer of Si0 2 (2000A) was again deposited by PCVD. The wafers completely covered with SiO 2 were loaded into a single zone
furnace. Intensive care was taken in increasing
the substrate temperature at a very slow rate
while loading the wafer into the furnace. Otherwise; the SiO 2 layers would be so hard that it
will be difficult to remove them with the buffer
HF. The diffusion was carried out for a period
of 45 minutes and then the wafers were taken
out and cooled down rapidly by the flowing
N2 . The SiO 2 layers were etched by buffer HF.
The surface of the substrate was found to be
as shiny as it was before and no surface degradation was observed.

layers were then etched by buffer IIF which
causes the simultaneous removal of the slqidwiched Sn layer also. The concentration pi,file of the electrically activated substrates b)
diffusion were analyzed by an electrochemical
profiler.

To convert the p+ type region into n ++ type
region, tin diffusion was carried out at the same
or lower values of the temperature with the following techniques using elemental Sn as a diffusion source. A SiO 2 (250A) layer was deposited
on the surface of the substrates by PCVD. A
second layer of tin (500A) was then deposited
by evaporation. A third cap layer of SiO 2 (5000
A) was again deposited by PCVD. The special
care was taken in growing the Si0 2 cap layer by
PCVD so that the deposited Sn layer could not
be evaporated into the vacuum when the substrate temperature is increased higher than the
melting point of Sn. Wafers were, then, loaded
into the furnace at 1000°C or 950°C in a flowing N2 atmosphere under the same precautions
described above. After 20 minutes diffusion
period, the samples were taken out and cooled
down rapidly by the flowing N 2 gas. The Si0 2

sion was carried out on the Zn diffused alI
S.I. substrates using elemental Sn as a diflsii
source. Fig.2. shows the concentration pirolile
of a S.I. substrate with Sn diffused at 1000"('
The surface concentration on various sampli-.
under the same conditions was measured to, h .
9 x 101 9 c1- 3 and the diffusion coefficient wa,.
found to be 9.18 x 10-' 4 cm-2s'.
Figures 3 and 4 show the coliceltllr i,.
profile of the double difftused saniples. liil
diffusion temperature for these sampleis wUI.
taken 1000°C and 950'C respeclively wvhile
keeping the Zn diffusion temperature Collsallf
(1000'C). In the first case, Fig.3, lhe jicli,,n
depth was measured to be 0.4 pmn wolh Il.
sharp fall of the p type concent ration alter Ille
junction. At 950°C, Fig.4., the junclition
,epi
It
was measured to be at 0.23 pin. In thi (,-,,
the concentration of electrons was mea',mvd lo

3

Results and Discussion

Zinc diffusion was carried out oi several salpies using 1% Zn doped SiO 2 as a difl',.iii
source. It was observed that the source laver
coated directly on the surface of the sIhst rite.
during diffusion process causes many luula'r
of surface stress defects. Hence a protecti e
SiO 2 layer (250 A) was first deposited on, IhIe
surface before coating the diffusion source -xide. The carrier concentration profile o[ ,i
sample with Zn diffused at 1000"C is.alwii
in Fig.l. The concentration profile exhibit,
a steep front and a concave region near the
surface which is necessary for the reprodlicihl,
diffusion and to make a good quality of in junction. The surface concentration ;iid
the diffusion coefficient were measured lo ie
6 x 101Scm - 3 and 3.67 x 10-13 cms - .
High concentration n type impurity dilin-
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be 3 x 101 cm-3 . Due to the shallow diffusion
and the low surface concentration of the n type
impurity at the reduced Sni diffusion temperature, the carrier profile showed a shape different from that in Fig.3. Near the junction the.
profiler does not measure the exact number of
carriers and gives a shape of hill peak. But the
measurements carried at different positions on
the same sample show the junction to be quite
unform.
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Full-Wafer l'chnology for laser Fabrication and lesting
I).J. Webh, M.K. Benedict. GI1. Bona. P. Buchmann, N. ('ahoon. K. I)atwyler,
lIP. )ictrich. A. Moser, ( Sasso. IlK. Scitz. P Vettiger. ) Vocgcli, P'.Wolf
IBM Research Division. Zurich Research Iaboratory., Sacumerstrasse 4,
9903 Rueschlikon. Switzerland
Summary
Full-wafer fabrication of AIGaAs lasers, which have mirrors etched by chemically assisted ion-beam etching
and passivaled by ion-beam sputtered AV),O is described. Full-wafer testing techniques for both laser
parameters (P-I, far-field. spectrum, TO), as well as other test sites for process development and control
(critical dimensions, overlay, etch depths, sheet resistances) have been developed. The lasers have excellent
beam quality, with an rms phase-front distortion (61/A) of less than 0.04. Operation in a single transverse
mode at output powers up to about 50 mW and catastrophic optical damage thresholds of about 120 mW
have been demonstrated. Full-wafer testing of 1400 lasers with a yield of functioning lasers of over 90%,
and with good uniformity of P-I characteristics over a wafer will be shown. These fabrication and testing
techniques are being developed with the aim both of improving the fabrication of discrete lasers, and of
laying the basis for future developments towards optoelectronic integration.
Full-wafer laser fabrication
Full-wafer laser fabrication technology using etched mirrors can be applied to almost any laser structure.
The structure we have used is an MBE-grown single quantum-well GRINSCII structure, in which lateral
optical and current confinement is provided by etched ridges which are typically 3.2 jum wide. For a single
lateral mode, the upper cladding layer is etched to within 400 nm of the graded-index region. The lasers
are typically 720 jim long.
Mirror Etching- The requirements for the etching process are severe. The etched mirror surfaces should
be smooth, and have the correct shape; crystal damage and chemical contamination must also be
minimized. For maximum smoothness, the etch mask must be erosion-resistant and have smooth vertical
sidewalls. Photo-resist baked at 200 °C has been found to be most resistant to edge erosion, and is
patterned using a multi-layer resist technique. The mirrors are etched by chemically assisted ion-beam
etching (CAIBE). A beam of 500 eV argon ions, generated by a Kaufman ion source, is directed at the
substrate, together with a flow of C12 molecules from a ring of small jets. The directionality of the ion
beam ensures the anisotropic etching needed to produce the vertical sidewalls. The dependence of the etch
rate on Ar-ion current density is shown in Fig. I, which also shows that it can be made independent of the
Al concentration in the substrate. This is necessary for smooth sidewalls as the different AIGaAs layers are
etched through. The Cl, provides a chemical component which increases the etch rate by a factor of over
100 compared to the sputter etching from the ion beam alone. This minimizes surface damage. The
physical sputtering component from the 500 eV Ar-ion beam, although small, together with a background
pressure of oxygen or moisture below 10- mbar prevent roughness due to the formation of etch-resistant
oxides on the AIGaAs surface. The residual roughness of the mirrors is of the order of 20 run. It results
mainly from the roughness of the chromium mask used for the photoresist exposure, which is done by
contact printing. In order to ensure that the mirrors are flat a 'flared' ridge waveguide is employed. The
ridge waveguides are up to 1.8 um high. The photoresist for the mirror etch-mask is not uniform over this
large step and this results in a waviness of the edge of the mask and hence of the etched mirror surface.
The last 2 pm of the ridge waveguide is therefore flared out to a width of 24 pm, thus displacing the
p rturhed regions well away from the part of the mirror through which the beam emerges. The structure is
shown in the S7M image in Fig. 2.
lasers with uncoated etched mirrors have been compared directly with lasers with uncoated cleaved
mirrors from the same wafer. 'rhe output power vs. drive current (P-f) curves are practically identical up
to output powers of 40 mW. The reflectivity (R) and seattering losses (S) of the mirrors have been
measured by comparing the differential quantum etficiencies. The etched mirrors of straight waveguides
(without flare) have low R (about 0. 1) and high S values (about 0.25). 'he mirrors of flared waveguides
have almost the same reflectivity (0 3) as cleaved mirrors, the scatter loss (S),.which includes the insertion
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loss of the flared section as well as the loss from the small residual mirror roughness, is very low ( < 0.03).
Finally, the phase variation of the laser far-field radiation pattern was measured after chip parting. The
output beam was collimated using a 0.62 N.A. lens and the phase-front analyzed using a Mach-Zehnder
scanning interferometer having a resolution of - A./100. The total rms phase-front distortion was between
0.03 and 0.04 for four uncoated and one coated laser, each from a different run. It was independent of
power up to 50 mW as is illustrated in Fig. 3. For comparison, values of up to 0.04 are measured for
cleaved uncoated mirrors.
Mirror Coating- The etched laser mirrors are coated to passivate them and to modify their reflectivity.
Aluminum oxide (AI 201), deposited by ion-beam sputter deposition, is used for passivation. Ilere, an
Ar-ion beam sputters material from a solid target onto the substrate. "[he advantage of ion beam, as
compared to other sputtering techniques, is that the deposition is directional, and thus allows the front and
rear mirrors of the lasers to be coated differently as shown in Fig. 4. Sputtering is preferred over e-beam
evaporation, which is also a directional technique, since it produces denser, less porous films, which should
improve reliability. The plasma is contained in the ion source. Bombardment and possible damage of the
substrate by energetic ions is therefore minimized. The Ar-ion beam energy is 1000 eV. Experiments on
cleaved mirrors have shown that at much lower energies, the films are more porous, and that at much
higher energies the pulsed catastrophic optical damage (COD) power of the lasers starts to drop. When
oxides are sputtered, oxygen is bled into the chamber at a rate of 10% of the total gas flow, otherwise the
films are metal-rich. A1203 (n- 1.66), SiO 2 (n = 1.48), and Si (n = 3.8), are sputtered from targets of the
respective material. The deposition system was arranged to optimize the uniformity of deposition on the
sidewalls of the mirror trenches. For A120 3, uniformities of thickness and refractive index of 2.7% and
0.3% (1-f) respectively over a 40 mm diameter have been obtained. For mirrors with lower reflectivity
(2% < R < 30%), the thickness of the A1203 passivation is appropriately adjusted. For mirrors with
high reflectivity (R> 30%), the A1203 passivation is the first low-index layer in a quarter-wave
high-reflectivity stack. The high index material is amorphous silicon (a-Si). The contact pads are coated
along with the mirrors so subsequent low-index layers in this stack arm made of SiO 2, which has a much
higher etch rate in the CF 4-RIE used to etch the necessary contact vias. The output-power vs. drive
current for two lasers with passivated (R - 30%) etched mirrors are shown in Fig. 5. The P-1 curves are
linear up to almost 80 mW and the lasers operate in a single lateral mode up to about 50omW. CW
operation is demonstrated at over 100 mW, and the ramped COD power of such lasers ranges from 105 to
over 120 raW.
Full-Wafer Testing
A processed 2' wafer is shown in Fig. 6, where typical laser chips (inset) are mixed with other test sites.
Full laser testing is done using a specially adapted semiconductor wafer tester. It consists of a stepping
probe station, a switch matrix for addressing the device under test, and units both to apply and measure
voltages and currents. All these items am controlled from a computer. To this is added a larg-ama
photodiode for the measurement of P-i curves, a diode array for measuring vertical and horizontal far
fields, and an optical spectrum analyzer for the measurement of the longitudinal mode spectrum. Laser
characteristics are measured as shown schematically in Fig. 7. The front mirror trenches of the lasers am
made about 200 Aim wide, allowing nearly all the output beam to be picked up both directly and by
reflection from the floor of the mirror trench. Horizontal far fields are not affected by the reflection; vertical
far fields contain interference fringes from the reflection in the mirror trench but this can be compensated
in the data analysis. Fig. 8 shows the measured characteristics of 1457 lasers obtained from on-wafer
testing of a full 2 inch diameter wafer, the lasers on which have etched mirrors. These mirrors are coated
for a front reflectivity of 10% and a rear reflectivity of > 90%. The average threshold currents an 20.3
mA with a std. dev. of 5.1 mA. Differential front facet efficiencies have a mean of 0.81 W/A with a std.
dev. of 0.1 W/A. The distributions are quite narrow and include all sources of variation, from epitaxial
growth, through the processing of the lasers, to etching and coating of the mirrors. FR'iiwafer testing is
very advantageous, since the wafer is loaded on the tester only once as a unit, and the testuig accomplished
in only a few hours with no further handling. Other test sites allow a wide range of process parameters to
be obtained, such as the sheet resistances of various layers, critical dimensions and overlay accuracy. These
test sites have the form of a Wheatstone bridge whenever possible, so that only the parameter of interest
will cause a bridge imbalance. Since they are on the same wafer as the lasers, wafer-to-wafer parameter
variations do not affect the interpretation of the results. These data augment and contribute to the
interpretation of the laser measurements. Wafer maps of the distributions of various quantities aid the
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development and control of the process. Other test sites are available to allow on-wafer measurements of
the facet reflectivity ratio as well as the internal laser parameters such as absorption and internal quantum
efficiency. Back-facet monitor diodes are also integrated onto the laser chips. They can be used for certain
on-wafer measurements, and also packaged together with the lasers as integrated power monitors.
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Fig. 5. 1.ight-current (P-I) curves for lasers with
coated etched mirrors: the mirror reflectivity is
30%. From Ref. 2.
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(inset) and a view of a rear laser mirror showing
integrated monitor diode. From Ref. 1.
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SUMMARY
A sketch of a grating-surface-emitting (GSE) laser is shown in Fig. 1. The gratings
between the gain sections provide feedback for laser oscillation in second order and couple out the
laser radiation perpendicular to the surface in both directions in first order. With proper choice of
grating parameters, a portion of the light is passed completely through each grating section and
serves to injection lock additional gain sections in the longitudinal direction. GSE laser array
technology has experienced steady progress over the last two years [1]. Improvements in material
quality and uniformity have made it possible to coherently couple two dimensional GSE lasers over
distances larger than I cm. Figure 2a shows a peak output of 32 W per surface with differential
quantum efficiencies of 40 % per surface during pulsed operation. The same device provides a
continuous power output of 3.4 W per surface, as shown in Fig. 2b. Variations on the basic GSE
laser concept have resulted in Master Oscillator Power Amplifier (MOPA) GSE arrays [2,3] and
continuous grating (CG)-GSE laser arrays 4, 5]. GSE arrays with 10 elements per ain section
and 20 gain sections have obtained cw threshold current densities of under 140 Acm' with cw
differential quantum efficiencies of 20 to 30% per surface. Linewidths in the 40 to 100 MHz range
have been obtained with output powers of 100 to 250 mW/surface.
An epitsxial structure typically used for GSE arrays (and for the devices reported in this
paper) is a graded index separate confinement heterostructure (GRINSCH) geometry with a single
quantum well. The complete epitaxial structure, corresponding to a cross section along one of the
ridges in a gain section (Fig. 1), shown in Fig. 3a, has 66% AlAs in the cladding layers, and the
top of the graded region has 8% AlAs. On either side of the 100 A thick strained layer quantum
well, which contains 14% In, are 60 A GaAs barrier layers. The total width of the graded regions
is about 0.3 pm. With this general structure, 60 lpm wide broad area lasers have threshold current
densities of about 110 to 130 A/cm 2 for 500 Jim long lasers and as low as 65 A/cm 2 for 1.5 mm
long lasers [6].
To provide index guiding of the array elements in each gain section and to provide the
proper location for the grating, the GaAs cap layer and part of the p-clad layer is etched away.
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Typically, all but about 1400A of the p-clad layer above the graded region is removed. After
fabrication of a - 400 A deep grating, an index difference of about 8x10 - 3 exists between the
regions that are not etched and those that are etched, providing index guiding in the ridges of the
gain sections. The transmission electron micrograph (Fig. 3b) shows the top graded region, p-clad
thickness, and a - 300 A deep grating, which was formed in the 300 Jim long passive regions
between the gain sections. Each of the ten ridges in a gain section are 2 tim wide on 4.6 pVm
centers and the length of each gain section is 300 pn.
Variations in the material compositions and layer thicknesses of the device can prevent
coherent operation of the array. Assuming the layer thickness variation is a tightly controlled +
1%, variations in the graded region thickness result in a calculated wavelength variation (detuning)
of + 1.5 A for single, independent GSE emitters. A variation in the p-clad layer after ion-beam
etching of ± 300 A results in a similar shift of +6 A. The wavelength detuning sensitivity of the
p-clad thickness (after etching to the grating level) can be reduced to about + 3 A by increasing the
thickness of the graded regions from 0.15 pgm to 0.2 pm, although at the expense of increased
detuning due to variations in the thickness of the graded regions. Calculations indicate that for
tightly controlled variations in the material composition (. 0.05%), the resulting detuning is about
0.5 A. If a two-step growth process is used, the p-clad thickness variation is due to growth
thickness variation and not etching variations. In this case, overall detuning can be limited to about
+ 1.5 A for both graded region variations and p-clad thickness variations.
In GSE arrays, adjusting the individual currents to obtain narrow spectral linewidths also
adjusts the phases between the emitting regions. As a result, the individual currents that
correspond to the narrowest linewidth (and highest coherence) may produce a far-field pattern with
less visibility than a far-field with a wider linewidth, but with currents adjusted to provide a farfield pattern with high visibility. One modification to GSE devices to simultaneously achieve a
narrow linewidth and high visibility in the far-field would be the addition of a separate phaseadjusting section between each gain and grating section. Focussed ion beam micromachining has
been used to modify regular GSE gain sections to allow a short (- 50 pm) phase adjusting section
before each grating region.
The basic GSE array shown in Fig. 1 couples light perpendicular to the surface in both
directions. If the substrate is transparent, the device can be mounted junction-down for optimum
cooling. The use of a strained quantum well emitting at - 0.97 .m allowed junction down
mounting and substrate emission for the device whose characteristics are shown in Fig. 2. In

addition to thermal considerations, junction down mounting on a patterned, insulated submount
allows multiple electrodes without exposing numerous, vulnerable bond wires to the external
system. Because of the thermal and other packaging advantages of junction down mounting, highreflect coatings for the grating side and anti-reflect coatings for the substrate side have been

developed to improve power and efficiency. Figure 5a shows the reflectivity of a GaAs substrate
(no epi-layers) with a quarter-wave thickness (-1300 A at 1= 9500) of Si3N4 on both surfaces as a
function of wavelength. For several hundred Angstroms centered around 9500 A, the reflection is
less than 1%. Figure 5b shows the reflectivity of a GaAs wafer with an anti-reflect coating on one
side (the input side) and a high reflect coating on the other side for two cases. The high reflect
coating consists of a quarter wavelength (- 1300 A) of Si3N4 followed by 2000 A of Au. In one
case there is a grating (period- 3000 A) on the surface of the GaAs. The two different
experimental curves for the grating case correspond to two different polarizations of the incident
beam. The other case shown in Fig. Sb is for a GaAs wafer without a grating on the surface. In
this case, as in Fig. 5a, no difference in the reflectivity as a function of polarization is
distinguishable. To test these coatings, devices were first probe tested junction up at the wafer
level and the power and threshold for each array measured. Next, high reflect coatings were

applied to the grating surface and individual arrays were sawn from the wafer. After junction
down mounting, the power and threshold were again measured. Preliminary results of using highreflect and anti-reflect coatings on 10xl0 GSE arrays show that the high reflect coatings resulted in

a power increase of 60 to 63% out the substrate side and a threshold current reduction of 17 to
46%.
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Epitaxial liftoff permits the integration of III-V films and devices onto
arbitrary material substrates. This paper will review Bellcore's work on opto-electronic
integration of III-V optical transmitter and receiver devices onto LiNbO3 , glass, Silicon and
sapphire substrates.
In the field of electronic materials there has been a persistent interest in the
integration of high quality epitaxial thin film semiconductor layers with arbitrary crystalline
or glass substrates. For example, thin film GaAs layers on crystalline Silicon substrates
would allow the combination of the two technologies. This has led to a massive effort on
lattice mis-matched heteroepitaxial growth. Recently, however, a new and more flexible
approach' has been attracting increasing 2 attention.
In this new approach, perfect epitaxial quality AIGaAs thin films arc lifted off
lattice-matched GaAs gi'owth substrates by means of an ultra-thin AlAs release layer.
Advantage is taken of the extremely selective etching (,2 107) of AlAs in dilute Ilydrofluoric
acid, permitting large area (cm 2 ) epitaxial AIGaAs films to become undercut. The (aAs
substrate is left intact and can be re-used if so desired, while the epitaxial thin fihn can be
cemented or "Van der Waals bonded" by surface tcnsion to any arbitrary substrate. In this
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paper we report the implementation of examples of this technology involving the marriage
of a number of different opto-electronic devices and materials.
Among the devices and material systems which have been demonstrated are GaAs
double heterostructure GaAs thin film lasers on glass and Silicon substrates 3, MESFETs
on glass 4, InGaAs strained quantum well HEMT's on Silicon and glass 2, GaAs LED's on
Silicon6 , InGaAs/InP p-i-n photodetectors on sapphire 7, GaAs photodetectors integrated
with LiNbO 3 and glass waveguides8'9 . In addition, the regrowth of quantum wells on GaAs
on Silicon has been shown to be feasible.
Unlike lattice mis-matched heteroepitaxy, there is no compromise in the epitaxial
quality' of the liftoff films. We anticipate that the epitaxial liftoff approach will find use
wherever there is a desire to combine thin film III-V semiconductor crystals with other
materials and substrates.
This work was partially supported by DARPA and ONR under Contract N001490-C-0048.
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Submilliampere-threshold Multi-Quantum-Well AIGaAs Lasers and Their
Integration of More Than 100 Lasers
Shoji Hirata, Hironobu Narui and Yoshifumi Mori
Sony Corporation Research Center, Hodogaya-ku, Yokohama 240, Japan
Extremely low threshold lasers are very much in demand for opt-electronic
integrated circuits (OEICs), such lasers can realize dreams of optical parallel
processing systems and optical computing, because very dense integration of optical
devices requires low heat generation and low electric power consumption. Recently,
submilliampere lasers have been reported from several laboratories [11-[3], but these
lasers require high-reflection facet coating, which prevents high light output power.
The lowest threshold current achieved with an uncoated device had been 1.8mA
under pulsed operation [4] and 2.5mA under continuous wave (CW) operation [5]. We
have developed a new type buried heterostructure (BH) laser using single-step
MOCVD on a nonplanar GaAs substrate (6],[7]. Our laser has the lowest threshold
current value of 0.88mA and the highest energy conversion efficiency of 42% at
1mW/facet at room temperature (RT) under CW conditions without facet coating.
Then we have fabricated 102 laser arrays and realized their uniform operations[8].
Figure 1 shows the structure of our laser. A triangular prism-shaped region
appeared on the ridge is an active region as a laser diode and surrounding layers are
confinment layers of optical wave and injection current. In order to realize the
submilliampere lasers, we injected currents into the active region effectively and
introduced optimized multi-quantum-well (MQW) structure as the active layer.
Figure 2 shows an outline of the fabrication process. The ridged substrate
whose stripe is parallel to the <011> direction was prepared using chemical etching
as shown in Fig.2(a). The width and height of the ridge are both about 4Lm. Then we
use atmospheric pressure MOCVD to grow the laser structure. Trimethyl aluminum,
trimethyl gallium and arsine were used as souces and hydrogen selenide and
dimethyl zinc as dopants. First, the n-type GaAs buffer layer, the n-type AIoGaoAs
cladding layer, the active layer and the p-type Al.,4Gao.As cladding layer were formed
on the nonplanar GaAs substrate. The triangular prism-shaped double
heterostructure (DH) surrounded by (111)B planes was formed on the ridge and
another DH was formed on the rest of the ridge, as in Fig.2(b). Since no layers can be
grown directly along the <111> direction with MOCVD, the active layer on the ridge
is separate from the active layer on the rest of the ridge. The MQW active layer was
composed of the p-type Al 0.2Gao.9As guided layer (1000 A), the n-type Aloff
2GaoAs
guided layer (1000 A), two Alo.2GaoAa barrier layers (80 A) and three GaAs well
layers (60A). Next, the n-type Alo.,Ga ..0 As current blocking layer was formed to
concentrate the injection current in the active layer on the ridge. This current
blocking layer was divided by the triangle prism-shaped region with (111)B planes,
as in Fig.2(c). Finally, the p-type Alo0.Ga.m.As cladding layer and the p-type GaAs
capping layer were formed, as in Fig.2(d). Individual lasers are cleaved to a length of
150 pm and mounted p-side up on a copper heat sink without any facet coating.
Figure 3 shows the light output power / current characteristics. We obtained
threshold current of 0.88mA at room temperature and 0.30mA at 77K in CW
operation. The energy conversion efficiency from input electric power to light output
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power is estimated to be 42% at the light output power of lmW/facet as shown in Fig.
4. The curved line in Fig.4 shows the theoretical upper limit of the energy conversion
efficiency at lmW/facet. To obtain the higher efficiency of more than 50%, we have to
reduce the threshold current of less than lmA. The characteristic temperature was
122K in the temperature range between -201C and 50tC. Figure 5 shows the far field
pattern measured at an output power of 3mW/facet. In this laser we could obtain the
result of 6//> 8, which meant that a perfectly round beam could be obtained by
controlling the laser parameters. The astigmatic difference was negligible. The laser
oscillated at the wavelength of about 845nm in TE mode.
Using the extremely low threshold laser structure, we could get uniform laser
array with 102 beams with a period of 4.5iLm, as shown in Fig.6. To get this
structure, first we prepared periodic-ridge-shaped stripes parallel to the <011>
direction on the GaAs substrate using RIE, then we grew the laser structure using
single-step MOCVD as we shown before in Fig.2. The laser arrays have cavity length
of 200=m and have no facet coating.
All of 102 lasers were operated simultaneously under CW condition at RT.
Figure 7 shows the near-field pattern of the 102 laser array operated at 600mA. Each
laser operated in a stable fundamental mode and at uniform power of about 2.
5mW/facet. The total light output and current characteristics and their temperature
dependences are shown in Fig.8. The total CW threshold current were 180mA and
48mA at 300K and 77K, respectively. The differential quantum efficiency was
estimated to be 87%. The maximum output power obtained at the injection current
level of 2A was 850mW/facet. The characteristic temperature was estimated to be
158K. The laser arrays could operate at temperatures of more than 80C because of
their very low threshold current and good characteristic temperature.
Figure 9 shows the lasing characteristics of five of the lasers in the laser array.
We measured the light output power from each laser using a spacial filter at various
current levels, and we estimated the threshold current. These values were then
divided by 102 and the calculated values were called reduced threshold currents. The
average value of the reduced threshold currents was 1.8mA. Lasing spectra were
obtained at total current level of 600mA. It should be pointed out that the average
lasing wavelength for the 102 laser arrays was 861nm, longer than that of 845nm for
a single laser with the same MQW structure. The QW active layer of any laser of the
102 laser array becomes thicker than the QW active layer of a single laser because of
the strong migration effect during MOCVD growth.
We have realized a submilliampere-threshold laser without facet coating and
its integration of 102 lasers. The lasers can be fabricated using single step MOCVD.
These lasers are expected to be key devices for optical parallel prosessing systems.
1) E.Kapon, S.Simhony, J.P.Harbison, LT.Florez, and P.Worland, Appl. Phys. Lett., 56 ,pp18 2 5, 1990.
2) KYLau, P.L.Derry, and A.Yariv, Appl. Phys. Lett., 52, pp88, 1988
3) E.Marclay, D.J.Arent, C.Harder, H.P.Meier, W.Walter, and D.J.Webb, Electron. Lett.,25, pp892,
1989
4) E.Kapon, C.P.Yun, J.P.Harbison, LT.Florez, and N.G.Stoffel, Electron. LetL, 24, pp98 5, 1988
5) KM.Dzurko, E.P.Menu, C.A.Beyler, J.S.Osinki, and P.D.Dapkus, IEEE J.Q.E.,25, pp1450, 1989
6) H.Narui, S.Hirata, TOhata, and Y.Mori, Digest of intl. meeting on APCT'89, Tokyo, H-3, 1989
7) H.Narui, S.Hirata, and YMori, Digest of 12 intl. semicon. laser conf., Davos, F-1, 1990
8) S.Hirata, H.Narui, and Y.Mori, Appl. Phys. Lett., 58, pp319, 1991
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Fabrication of low-threshold InGaAs/GaAs ridge waveguide lasers by using
in situ monitored reactive ion etching
C.P. Chao, S.Y. Hu, P. Floyd, K-K. Law, J.L. Merz, and A.C. Gossard
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
University of California, Santa Barbara
Santa Barbara, CA 93107
In general, fabrication of ridge waveguide lasers is simpler than that of other structures
such as diffusion and buried heterostructure lasers. Either wet etching or dry etching
processes are generally used for ridge formation. Since the height of the ridge determines
the optical confinement as well as the surface recombination and lateral diffusion of the
injected carriers, it is important to control the ridge formation property to optimize the
device performance. Recently, an in situ laser-monitored dry etching technique has been
widely used in device processing[l-31, and various monitoring techniques have been
developed to accomplish precise etching-depth control such as growing a stop-etch layer
which makes a clear difference in the monitored signal[l]. With the ability of accurate
ridge etching, high performance ridge waveguide lasers are expected. However, the
reported ridge lasers did not have the low threshold current predicted theoretically even
though very good results were obtained for the material threshold current density and for
buried heterostructure lasers[6,8]. This was particularly true for strained-layer
InGaAs/GaAs structures. [4-7]
In this paper we report a low-threshold InGaAs/GaAs strained single quantum well
(SQW) ridge waveguide laser fabricated using single laser-monitored dry etching for ridge
formation. Precision of ridge etching was controlled within 150A. Continuous wave
(CW) threshold current (Ith) as low as 3.6mA was obtained for 3.3pm wide, 240trn long
lasers with cleaved facets. With 96%-70% high reflectivity (HR) coatings on both facets
Ith dropped to 2. lmA.
The laser structure, as shown in Fig. 1, was grown by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE)
on a (100) n+-GaAs substrate. It is a conventional double heterostructure single quantum
well (DHSQW) ridge laser. To make the monitoring process suitable for general use in
other device fabrication there is no extra stop-etch indicating layer. To reduce the threshold
current we stopped the ridge etching at the interface between the doped p-type cladding
layer and the undoped active region (including guiding layers) since the surface
recombination of GaAs is severe[9]. This requires precise etching depth control in the
ridge formation. A He-Ne laser (X = 6328A) was installed for in stiu etch monitoring.
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Shown in Fig. 2b is the etching curve obtained to characterize the etching process. The
active region and the cladding regions are clearly distinguished by their different average
reflectivity. Theoretically the etching curve can be calculated by using a transmission

matrix method[10], and Fig. 2a is the calculated curve which matches the experimental data
quite well. From the theoretical calculation the interface of every layer is clearly identified
on the etching curve, therefore the etching depth can be very precisely decided. Ridge dry
etching was carried out by C12 plasma RIE at a flow rate of 4sccm, lmtorr, 60W and 350V
DC bias. The etching rate is about 1500A / min, and at this rate the etching depth can be
easily controlled within 150A (10 seconds), which is good enough for ridge laser
fabrication. The ridge formation stops at about 1300A above the quantum well. Due to the
rather sparse lithographic pattern of ridge-lines the monitoring laser light was directed onto
the patterned sample instead of using an unpatterned reference sample. The uniformity of
the etched sample shows no obvious difference between the laser monitored region and the

rest of the sample which means that the monitor light did not disturb the etching. Hence the
detected signal provides an accurate in situ information from the as-etched surface. After
dry etching SiO2 was deposited for contact isolation. The dry etching mask was then used
for the self-aligned lift-off process of SiO 2 on top of the ridge. Cr/AuZn/Au and AuGeNi
/Au were evaporated for p-contact and n-contacts separately. The sample was thinned and
cleaved for measuremenL Si / SiNx dielectric films was finally sputtered on the facets as
HR coatings.
The lasing wavelength was measured at about 9880A. At this wavelength the detector
response was calibrated for the light vs current (L-I) measurement. Shown in Fig. 3 is the
room temperature CW L-I curve of a 24gm long, 3.3pn wide, ridge laser.The as-cleaved
Ith=3.6mA and the external quantum efficiency (ild) was about 70%. Also shown in Fig.3
are the L-I curves of the same device using different coating conditions. For 96%-70%
HR-HR coating Ith=2.1mA which is the lowest threshold current obtained on strained
InGaAs/GaAs ridge waveguide lasers. The reduction of threshold current by coating is
less significant than other published results.[7,9] This occurs because the laser bar
(240im) is not as short as those in ref. 6 and 9 (150jn, 198pm, respectively) and the
internal loss (ai = 10cm- 1 obtained by analyzing the different ild from each coated facet) is
relatively high.
In conclusion, in situ laser monitored dry etching was successfully used for precise
ridge formation in fabricating low-threshold strained InGaAs/GaAs ridge waveguide lasers.
The lowest as-cleaved CW threshold current is 3.6 mA on a 240ptm long device, and HRHR coating reduces the Ith to 2. 1mA. The great reduction in threshold current in strained
InGaAs/GaAs ridge lasers further proves the expected advantages of this material system.
These low-threshold lasers are suitable for OEIC applications for which simplified
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processing is preferred. With the availability of improved strained-layer material, lower
threshold current and higher efficiency is expected for InGaAsIGa.As strained-layer
quantum well lasers.
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Fabrication of GaAIAs/GaAs Single Quantum Well Gain-Coupled
Distributed Feedback Lasers
Y. Luo', H. L. Cao, M. Dobashi*, H. Hosornatsu"
Y. Nakano, and K. Tada
Department of Electronic Engineering, University of Tokyo
7-3-1 Hongo, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo, 113, Japan
*Optical Measurement Technology Development Co., Lid.
2-11-13 Naka-cho, Musashino-shi, Tokyo, 180, Japan

1. Introduction
The gain-coupled distributed feedback (DFB) semiconductor laser is regarded as
a promising light source for applications such as optical communication and optical
measurement, because of its unique features such as complete single longitudinal
.node property - , immunity to facet reflection 4 , and resistance to exteinal optical
feedback s .
The introduction of the quantum well structure to the gain-coupled DFB laser is
thought to bring further advantages. We are trying to fabricate gain-coupled DFB
lasers with a single quantum well (SQW) active layer. In this paper, we reporn the
preliminary experiment on the fabrication procedure and the characteristics of the
SQW gain-coupled DFB laser.
2. Device Structure and Fabrication Procedure
Recently, we demonstrated a purely gain-coupled DFB laser, whose active layer was
furnished witn a diffraction grating directly on it but still retained sufficient emission
efficiency. This has been done by utilizing the organo-metallic vapor phase (OMVPE)
technique on patterned substrates" , . In this experiment, the similar technique has
been used. The laser's longitudinal cross sectional structure we propose here is shown
in Fig.l. As can be seen, the quantum well active layer is bent, and its thickness is
changed periodically. The periodic gain modulation is expected due to the difference
in electronic confinement between the thin and thick quantum wells. We adopted a
graded-index (GRIN) separate carrier and optical confinement heterostructure (SCH)
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SQW. The GRIN layers were designed so as to have a parabolic energy band.
The epitaxial layers of the laser were grown in a low pressure, horizontal, RF
heated OMVPE reactor using trimethylgallium (TMG), trimethylaluminum (TMA),
arsine, monosilane for n-type doping, diethylzinc (DEZ) for p-type doping, and Pddiffused hydrogen as a carrier. Total gas flow rate and growth pressure were 10 slm
and 100 Torr. In the first OMVPE step, n+-GaAs (1 X 1018 cm - 3 , 0.5 pm) buffer,
n-Ga0 55Alo.4 5 As (5 X 1017 cm - 3 , 1.2 pm) lower cladding, and undoped Ga0 .75Al 0 ,2As
5
(5 X 1017 cm - 3 , 0.087 pm) pattern-providing layers were grown successively on an
n+-GaAs (100) substrate at 780 'C. Next, a second-order diffraction grating with
a 2 44nm period was formed on the epitaxial wafer in parallel with [01I1 direction
by holographic exposure and wet chemical etching. The groove reached the lower
cladding layer. The etchant, HS04 : H202 : H20 = 9 :
(I1i) planes.

1: 1, disclosed (111) and

During the second OMVPE step, after bringing growth rate down to half of that in
the 1st growth, thin undoped Gao.ssAlo. 4 sAs (0.1 pm) buffer, undoped Gal_.A.As
lower GRIN (z = 0.45 -,- 0.25, 0.15 pm), undoped active (averaged thickness is 80
unm), undoped Gal_.Al. As upper GRIN (z = 0.25 - 0.45, 0.15 pm) layers were grown
at 780 *C. During this growth step, the slower growth on the etched facets provided
a bent active layer. The growth rate was then restored to the original value used in
the 1st OMVPE step for growing p-GaO.ssAlo. 4 ,sAs (5 x 1017 cm - 3 , 1.0 pm) upper
cladding and p+-GaAs (1 x 1019 cm 0C,

3, 0.5 pm) contact layers at 780 0C and 680
respectively. Figure 2 shows an example of the cross-sectional micrograph of the

structure thus fabricated, where we observe an SQW active layer with periodically
changing thickness.
The epitaxial wafer was made into ridge waveguide DFB lasers. The ridge width
and the length of the device were 4 pm and 400 pm, respectively. Both facets were
left as cleaved.
3. Device Characteristics
The DFB lasers were operated under pulsed current (0.4 ps, 2.5 kHz) at room
temperature. Their threshold current were distributed around 40 mA. Figure 3 shows
a typical light output vs. current curve. A threshold current of 38 mA and an external
differential quantum efficiency of 21 % per facet has been obtained. These results
are of preliminary experime~is, and further improvement is expected through the
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optimization of the fabrication process.
Complete single longitudinal mode oscillation has been obtained in all the measured
devices. A typical lasing spectrum at an injection level of 1.6 times the threshold
(output power of 8 mW) is shown in Fig.4. Excellent single longitudinal mode
oscillation, which is of a high side-mode suppression ratio exceeding 35 dB, has been
achieved. In the spectrum near the threshold, it was very difficult to observe side
modes'. From this facts, we judged that these lasers were equipped with sufficient
gain coupling. Thus, we have shown the applicability of the quantum well structure
to our gain-coupled DFB lasers, and we expect the advantages stemming from the
quantum size effects
4. Conclusions
We have reported the first realization of gain-coupled DFB lasers having quantum
well active layers, placing emphasis on the proposal of the structure and its fabrication
method. Room temperature pulsed operation with a threshold current of 38 mA
and a single longitudinal mode oscillation of over 35 dB side-mode suppression has
been demonstrated. The merits of the quantum well lasers, in addition to the unique
features of the gain-coupled structure, are expected.
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Effect of Window Diffusion Stripe Structure
on Reduction of Temperature Rise at Laser Facet
\kihiro Shima. Yoshihiro Kokubo and Masao Aiga
Optoelectronic & licrowave Devices R&D Laboratory
'litsubishi Electric Corporation
4-1. Mlizuhara. Itami Ilyogo, 664 Japan

I .Introduction
Recently, optical data processing systems have increasingly requir(
higher-power and more reliable short wavelength laser diodes. However, t
major problem in high-power and long-term operation of the AIGaAs lasers is tl
degradation of the active layer in the vicinity of the mirror facet. Th
degradation is considered to be caused by heat generation due to the optic
absorption resulting from the surface recombination at the mirror surface. T1
facet temperature rise of loss-guided stripe lasers such as a channeled sul
strate planar (CSP) laser was investigated, using laser Rzirman spectroscopy [12
It was confirmed that the optical absorption in the GaAs substrate outside ti
channel (stripe) region also increased the facet temperature [1.21, and the fac
degradation began from the outside of the channel [11. On the other hand.
window diffusion stripe (WDS) laser [31 has a non-absorbing region near the ml
ror and hardly absorbs the optical flux in the outside of the stripe reglo
This laser proved to emit the maximum output power density of 16MW/cm 2 withol
the facet degradation, which was several times higher than that of the noi
window, loss-guided stripe lasers as mentioned above.
This report describes the effect of the WDS structure on the reduction
the facet temperature rise. The facet temperature measured by an infrared (I
radiometric microscope is compared with that of the loss-guided laser, and
discussed in conjunction with the optical absorption near the facet.
2.Experiment and laser structures
An IR radlometric microscope detects the IR power generated by the tey
perature on a material surface. Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the sy.
tem for the measurement of the temperature at the laser mirror. In this syste
the spatial resolution is 8um while the resolution for the temperature is 0.51
The lasing output power and the IR power which are emitted from the laser mi
ror, are directly collected Into the microscope while the objective lens
focused at the facet. The IR power whose wavelength is longer than 1.Spm.
selectively detected by an lnSb detector through an optical filter. The lasf
is attached on an x-y scanning stage which is able to move at intervals of 2Pm
The T1 (thin-tapared thickness active layer) laser [41 is chosen as a los
guided stripe laser. The structure near the mirror In the each laser is shoi
in Fig. 2. In the T1 laser, the optical flux is absorbed both in the GaAs layf
outside the channel region and at the mirror facet, To reduce the absorpti(
in the active layer at the mirror, the thickness of the active layer Is thinn
near the mirror. The cavity length of the T-' laser is 350um.
On the othf
hand, the W).S
laser has the Zn diffused stripe region except the vicinity
the mirror. The bandgap energy of the Zn diffused stripe region is narrowo
than that of the non-diffused region. Therefore. the optical flux is not a
sorbed both outside the stripe and near the mirror. Nloreover. the inject,
current is blocked near the window region. The cavity length is 400um. inclu,
ing the I5um %indC, regions at the both facets.
The l:isr. are mo(nted in junction down configuration on a silicon su
mount wh ich is bonded on a silver block. The front facet Is coated with 1!
l20,-Si() films of' the reflrtivity
rosulting in 13%. The reflectivlty of' i
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(oated rear facet Is higher than 90%.
The facet temperature is measured unJer
conditions of the various optical output power less than 50mW.
3.Results & Discussions
Temperature rise in the active region I LjT)

is given by the folloiuc

eq uat ions:
* T= Rh.
P
P=(Vov lo-Po-).
where R,
is the thermal resistance. -P is the difference between the ,loctirical input power and the optical output power, V,,, is the operating voltagie. I.,,
is the operating current, and P_.,
is the optical output power.
Figure 3 shows the two-dimensional distribution of the facet tomperatur,
3
rise of the T laser and the WDS laser in the continuous wave (CW) operation of
30mW output power.
The f P In the 30mW operation of the T 3 laser and that of'
the WDS laser are 0.164W and 0.117W. respectively. The position of the peak temperature corresponds to the radiative spot (stripe) in the each laser. The peak
3
temperature of T
laser is higher by !9'C. than that of the WDS.
A small difference of the background temperature rise at the facets of the both lasers is
presumably due to the difference of the electrical Input power.
In the T '
laser, slight Increase of temperature along the active layer Is observed.
This
Increase may be attributed to the Influence of the Injected carrier spreading
over the active layer outside the stripe.
The dependence of the measured temperature rise on the AP is shown in
Flg.4. The closed triangles show the facet temperature rise at the radiative
spot. The closed circles show the temperature rise at a distance of 100um from
the radiative spot. which is marked by the open circle In Fig.3. The theoretical
distribution of the temperature rise of the laser is calculated by a twodimensional finite difference method. The mesh size Is chosen to be 100m for
this method, taking the spatial resolution of the microscope into account. The
calculated values correspond to the average temperature rise along the cavity.
Therefore. the theoretical temperature distribution is considered to represent
the distributioa in the Inner region of the laser. The solid lines show the
theoretical values at the stripe and those at a distance of 100um from the
stripe. The theoretical Rth is 60C/W which agrees well with the experimental
R h obtained by a .1,Vf method. The facet temperature rise at the radiative spot
3
of the T
laser drastically Increases even before the lasing threshold.
Compared to the inner temperature rise in the active region which is determined by
the R~h. it should be noted that the facet temperature at the radiative spot is
protrusively increased.
On the contrary, the facet temperature rise at the
radiative spot of the WDS laser is slightly lower than the inner temperature
rise determined by the R1 h even In high-power operation. The facet temperature
rise at a distance of 100um from the radiative spot agrees well with the
theoretical temperature rise at 100urn position from the stripe. This proves
that the facet temperature rise of the WDS laser is determined by the entire
('hip temperature, and the protrusive increase of the facet temperature rise at
the stripe is suppressed.
In order to investigate the dependence of the local facet temperature rise
at the radiative spot on the optical output power, it is necessary to eliminate
the background temperature rise of the laser chip increased by the electrical
input power from the facet temperature rise.
We define the local facet temperature rise at the radiative spot as the difference between the peak temperature at the radiative spot and the facet temperature at a distance of 100um
from the radiative spot (T-io)
since that at 100um position nearly agrees with
the background temperature of the laser chip, as shown in Fig.3. Figure 5 shows
the
dependence of the T,,.
on the optical output power.
The T
.. of' the
T1 laser
increases up to IVC
as the optical output power is Increased ip to
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30mW. On the contrary, that of the WDS laser Is little Increased in the range
the output power less than 50mW. This reduction of temperature rise of the WI
laser is considered due to the reduction of the optical absorption both ne;
the mirror and outside the stripe. Moreover. the little increase of the te
perature rise for various optical power proves that the optical beam of ti
laser has very little Influence on the measurement of the temperature.
4.Summary
We have evaluated the facet temperature rise of the WDS laser as compar(
with that of T3 laser, using the IR radlometric microscope. As a result, it w
confirmed that the facet temperature rise at the radiative spot of the W1
laser is much lower than that of the conventional loss-guided stripe lase
Moreover, the local facet temperature rise at the radiative spot of the WI
laser is not protrusive even in high-power operation.
Even at the very hih
optical power density of 16MW/cm 2 reported previously [31, the WDS laser can I
operated without the facet degradation as a result of the reduction of tI
facet temperature rise.
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DIFFERENTIAL GAIN AND DAMPING IN HIGH
SPEED 1.55g QUANTUM WELL LASERS
M.C. Tatham, N.C. Fletcher, D.M. Cooper and L.D. Westbrook.
British Telecom Research Laboratories,
Martlesham Heath, Ipswich IP$ 7RE
UNITED KINGDOM.
SUMMARY
The use of multiple quantum wells in the active region of semiconductor lasers has been
predicted to give rise to large improvements in their intrinsic frequency response (1-31. Such
improvements arise from the increased differential gain possible in MQW lasers which has been
shown theoretically to lead to an increase in the resonant frequency and to a reduction in the damping
of the modulation response. A reduction in the damping is important insofar as this determines the
maximum intrinsic bandwidth of the device, given no saturation of output power. There have,
however been few experimental reports of such improvements in MQW structures. In this paper we
present experimental results on a large number of MQW lasers which, firstly, demonstrate the
optimisation in the performance of high speed lasers and, secondly, show qualitative agreement with
the theoretical predictions.
The devices measured were all multimode buried heterostructure lasers with wavelengths in
the region of 1.55g. The active regions were composed of InGaAs quantum wells with 1.3Q
lnGaAsP barriers embedded between 1.3Q lnGaAsP layers forming the separate confinement
structure. The frequency response of the devices was determined by measuring the relative intensity
noise (RN) specrum. The resonant frequency and damping values obtained from these parasitic-free
measurements were found to be in good agreement with those obtained from direct small-signal
modulation response measurements.
The resonant frequency, fo, of a laser increases linearly with the square-root of the facet
power, Pf, with a constant of proportionality D. The parameter D usefully characterises the device
performance. Figure 1 shows the variation of D as a function of the number of quantum wells in the
active region for several different wafers, for devices of lengths 200-300g. Devices with large
numbers of wells clearly give higher resonant frequencies for given output power.
Such a monotonic increase in D coefficient with numbers of wells would be expected simply
through the increase in the total confinement factor for the active regions and the associated increase
in internal losses.However the D coefficient depends also upon the square-root of the differential
gain, dg/dn, and it is possible to obtain an estimate of dg/dn from the value of D, by taking into
account its dependence upon the confinement factor, internal loss and active layer volume. Figure 2
shows the differential gain. ctimated from the D coefficient; of 1.55g MQW lasers (lengths
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number of wells in the active region, as determinedfrom PIN measurements.The symbols indicate
different wafers.
90 - 1000g) as a function of the number of wells.The figure shows a surprisingly large variation in
dg/dn, with a substantial increase in the values for large numbers of wells. Such an effect is of
considerable importance in determining the device performance. As the quantum wells for each wafer
have similar parameters, it is probable that the increase in dg/dn results from a reduction in the
threshold carrier density per well. When comparison is made with lasers with bulk active layers
(1.3g and 1.55g±) it is found that the values of dg/dn for large numbers of wells is substantially
higher than the highest values from the bulk devices (typically 3 - 4 x 10"16cm2), though by a smaller
factor than has been predicted theoretically [3].
The damping of the frequency response is found to be well described by the relation [4]:

r = Kf0 2 + r0
with the limiting intrinsic 3dB bandwidth given by (21N2/K). Theories of spectral holeburning have
predicted that the value of K is inversely proportional to the value of dg/dn, and hence should display
a reduction in quantum well lasers (3,5,61. There has been a remarkable uniformity in the values of
K reported, typically 0.2 - 0.3ns, for a large range of different structures 14,7,81; there has also been
no evidence to substantiate the prediction of reduced damping in quantum wells. In Fig. 3 the K
coefficients for the same devices as in Fig. 2 have been plotted against the estimated values of dg/dn.
Despite the large scatter in the datahere is clearly a trend to lower values of K for increasing dg/dn,
the damping parameter being up to twice as large for devices with low dg/dn. In fact the 2 well
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devices with low dg/dn (2.4 - 2.8 x 10"16cm 2 ) show values of K as large as 1.2 - l.4ns, omitted
from Fig. 3 for clarity. It is important to note that despite the increase in differential gain for the
devices with large numbers of wells, there is no measurable reduction in damping, compared with
bulk devices.
In conclusion, it has been shown that considerable improvements in the frequency response
characteristics of 1.55g± MQW lasers may be obtained by optimisation of the structure. Devices with
larger numbers of wells show a substantially higher D coefficient than those with smaller numbers.
This was shown to arise not only from the increase in confinement factor and the internal losses, but
also from an increase in the differential gain, which, for large numbers of wells, was considerably
higher than in bulk devices. A systematic trend in the damping was also observed, devices with
higher differential gain displaying lower damping. These considerations have led to the fabrication of
a MQW laser with a 3dB bandwidth of 18-19GHz at room temperature.
The authors would like to gratefully acknowledge the many people involved in the growth,
overgrowth and fabriction of devices at BTRL, and Dr. P.W.A. McIlroy for invaluable assistance
with the analysis.
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Fabrication of GaInAs(P)/InP Quantum-Wire Structures for
Lasers and Electro-Optical Devices
Shigehisa ARAI + & Yasuharu SUEMATSU
+Department of Physical Electronics
Tokyo Institute of Technology
2-12-1 O-Okayama, Meguro-ku
Tokyo 152, Japan

Realization of high performance optical devices based on lower dimensional electron
systems in quantum-well structures essentially requires two key technologies, an ultra-fine
lithography including an etching process and a growth of quality crystals on a patterned
substrate, even though there are several methods reported[I]-[3] to obtain those devices.
We reported a lasing action of GaInAs/InP quantum-wire (10nm thick, 30nm wide)
lasers at 77K fabricated by employing an EBX direct writing, a wet chemical etching,
and an OMVPE regrowth[4]. However the threshold current was too high to operate at
room temperature due to poor regrown interface.
In this paper we present effective methods to improve the regrown interface, introduction of a pre-heating process in pure H2 atmosphere and a growth of an InP thin
(,3nm) layer prior to the growth of a GaInAsP optical confinement layer. As the result, a room temperature operation of multiple quantum-well GaInAs/InP lasers with
the active region width of ,,,100nm was obtained for the first time. By using a high
vacuum ECR-RIBE and the OMVPE regrowth, an anisotropic property of field induced
refractive index variation of a GalnAs/InP quantum-wire structure (,30nm wide) was
measured,
Experiments and Results
Figure I shows the outline of the fabrication process used in these experiments. First
a GaInAs/InP multiple quantum-film (MQF) wafer was grown on an n-InP substrate
by a low pressure OMVPE. A thin (3nm) InP layer was grown on the top to protect
the surface and the bandgap wavelength of barrier layers and optical confinement layers
(OCLs) was 1.15-1.18Mm. Then 20nm thick SiO 2 was deposited and a grating pattern
(200-230nm pitch) along < 011 > direction was transferred by a conventional holographic
lithography and a BHF etching so as to form an etching mask. After an etching of the
MQV wafer, it was underwent a regrowth process by the OMVPE again.
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Since we supposed that poor lasing characteristics of GaInAs/InP quantum-wire
(QW) lasers[4] was attributed to remaining of water vapor during the regrowth and the
growth of locally lattice mismatched GaInAsP on the patterned substrate, a pre-heating
process at 200"C for 30minutes under pure H2 atmosphere (76Torr) and a growth of
enough thin (3nm) InP layer just before the growth of the GaInAsP OCL were introduced.
Figure 2 shows a cross sectional SEM view of thus fabricated 5-layered GaInAs/InP
MQF laser. An etching of the active region was carried out by Br-methanol and a slight
etching (3nm) was added to clean the surface just before loading it into the OMVPE
reactor. The active region was completely separated and buried in GaInAsP OCLs with
the width of 70nm on the top and 140nm in the bottom.
Figure 3 shows the cavity length dependence of the threshold current density at room
temperature of 4 different groups of SiO 2 defined stripe lasers; (a)l-step grown MQF
lasers, (b)2-step grown MQF lasers, (c)2-step grown wire-like MQF lasers with a thin
InP cover layer (as same as shown in Fig.3), and (d)2-step grown wire-like MQF lasers
directly buried with a GaInAsP OCL. Even though there still remains little difference
between (a) and (b) groups, the threshold current of group (b) samples was drastically
reduced by introducing the pre-heating and the growth of the InP cover layer. As can be
seen from groups (c) and (d), this improvement was much clearly observed in samples
with wire-like active region.
By applying above mentioned OMVPE regrowth process to quantum-wire structures,
we used a high-vacuum ECR-RIBE dry etching system with Cl2 gas. As the result, an
anisotropic property of field induced refractive index variation as well as a large index
variation was obtained in GaInAs/InP 3-layered quantum-wire structure.
Figure 4 shows a schematic structure and a cross sectional SEM view of a GaInAs/InP
3-layered quantum-wire structure with the width of 25-,,35nm. The etching was done at
the substrate temperature of 350"C with the extraction voltage of 20V so as to reduce
damage induced by ion bombardment. Cl2 gas flow rate was controlled so as to maintain
the pressure of 10-Torr. InP was used for both the barrier layer (4nm) and the OCLs
(40nm each).
Figure 5 shows the PL spectra of MQF and quantum wire structures both fabricated from the same wafer. The PL peak wavelength shift of 20nm was observed in
the quantum-wire structure and the PL intensity normalized by the volume of GanAs
region was almost 70% of original MQF structure.
Figure 6 shows the field induced refractive index variation spectrum for 2 different
incident light conditions, (a)TE-polarized light across the quantum-wire and (b)along
the quantum-wire. The maximum refractive index variation of around 4% (across) and
2% (along) was observed at 1.52pm wavelength whereas that for the wavelength shorter
than 1.48,um could not be measured due to large absorption.

This anisotropic and
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large index variation property can be attributed to the quantum confined Stark effect in
quantum-wire structures.
Conclusion
A room temperature operation of GaInAs/InP multiple quantum-film lasers with the
active region width of ,,100nmwas achieved by introducing a pre-heating process under
H2 atmosphere and a thin InP cover layer growth into the OMVPE regrowth.

Anisotropic field induced refractive index variation property with a large value of
around 4 percent was observed in a GalnAs/InP quantum-wire structure.
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Polarization Controlled Semiconductor Photonic Devices
by Strained-Barrier Superlattice Structures
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structure was calculated using

h,
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method

proposed

by

Asai

and Oe

for

a

system 7

GalnP/GaAs

schematic band diagram to emerge from the calculation
1. As

Fig.

slightly

from

apparent

in

energy

lower

that

exploit

the

strained

light

A

is shown in
has a

hole band

than

layers

barrier

.

the

lattice matched well layers. TM mode DFB

valence band edge in the
lasers

the

figure,

the

)

the

tensile

structure 3

SLS

)

already

have

been reported
3. Crystal Growth and Device Structure
The structure
pressure MOVPE

on

for

n-type

reactor. The pressure
and reactant gas
p-type dopants

this study

in

(100)

the

InP

substrates

grown
in

reactor was controlled

sources were TMIn, TEGa. AsH 3 .

were supplied

spectively. The

was epitaxially

in

the

a

by

low-

vertical

at 50

Torr,

and PH 3 . N- and

form of H 2 Se

and

resulting band diagram structure

DEZn.

is

re-

shown

in

Fig.2. The active region is composed of 50-A-thick Gao. 4 7 1n 0 .5 3 As
well

layers

and

50-A-thick

Ga 0 .7 2 1n 0 .2 8 As

ers. The lattice mismatch value
1.5-um-wide

z

strained-barrier

of the barrier was

lay-

-0.017. A

stripe region was buried with p-InP, and n-InP cur-

rent blocking layers were fabricated by LPE 8
30 um In

length was fabricated on both

films

anti-reflection.

for

0.007%. The

total

length

sectional view of the

Residual

of

. A window structure

sides with Ti0

reflectivity

the device was

traveling wave type

porating the device is shown

)

660

was

um. A

2

/SiO

2

about
cross-

amplifier (TWA) incor-

in Fig. 3.

4. Results and Discussion
A

signal

light

of

1.56

um

wavelength

from

an

external

186
grating

cavity

laser was

coupled

into

the

tensile

SLS TIVA

by a

GRIN rod lens. Polarization of the input power could be alternated between
measured

TE and TM modes by a

signal gain

./2 plate and a polarizer. Tne

characteristics are

flber-to-TWA. coupling loss
than 10-dB fiber-to-fiber

was on

4.

The

of 7 dB/facet.

%lore

shown

the order

in

Fig.

gain was obtained at 1.56 um where the

gain difference between TE and TM mode was kept to

less

than 0.5

dB.
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Fabrication and Characteristics of Tunable
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Lasers

by All NOVPE
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1. Introduction
Wavelength tunable
devices

for

lasers

coherent

are

optical

tuning range of 7nm has been

Nogiwa.

Seiji

and

Ltd.

180 Japan

expected to be

transmission

used as

systems.

the

key

Continuous

reported in tunable twin-guide

(TTG)

laser I ) and we have reported 2.6nm continuous tuning range in TTG
laser fabricated by all MOVPE 2 ) . Here, we report on the tuning
characteristics of the TTG-DFB lasers fabricated by an Improved
process. The TTG-DFB lasers were fixed by 9-fold MOVPE. The
threshold

current

was

l6mA.

and

the

continuous

tuning

range

exceeded 5.3na.
2. Device Structure and Fabrication
The structure
structure
MQW

of

has pnp

active

layer

the TTG-DFB

laser

heterojunctions in
and

the

is

shown

in

Fig.

1. This

the vertical direction.

modulation

layer were

placed

at

The
the

lower and upper pn junctions, respectively. The current blocking
layer was used as the constriction window of the active layer
injection current.
improved

TTG

was

The

wider

upper cladding
than

that

of

layer

mesa width

previous

TTG

2 )

of

the

. When

the

resistance along the current injection pass decreases, the injection current efficiency of the modulation increases in the improved devices. Two types
ding layer mesa

of lasers,

(type W) and narrow

that

cated and compared.
The fabrication process was

as

were

Initially,

carried

out

by

MOVPE.

is

(1.5um)

follows.

broad

All
a

(lO1u)

clad-

(type N) were
epitaxial

p-InP

fabrigrowths

buffer

layer

(1.5unm) was grown on a p-inP substrate. Then, mesa stripe was
formed by a patterned SiO 2 mask and then buried with the current
blocking
second

layer

(n-InP) by selective

p-InP buffer

layer

epitaxial

growth. Next,

(ln), 1.3,u-InGaAsP confining

the

layer
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InGaAs/l.3um-InGaAsP MQW active layer (six wells).
1.3jum-lnGaAsP confining layer (5On), n-InP separation layer
(200nm). 1.4um-lnGaAsP modulation layer (290no), p-lnP separa(8Onm).

layer

and 1.3um-InGaAsP guiding
tion layer (100n)
grown successively. Next. the grating on the
formed by EB lithography 3

)

and wet

etching. After

were

(40nm)

guiding

layer

growing the

was
p-

(200nm) . the lower mesa stripe was formed to maintain
InP layer
a single transversal mode and buried by n-InP layer. After the
p-InP
mesa

layer

cladding
stripe was

grown,

(lum) was

formed and

buried

the

broad

by n-lnP

cladding

layer. The

layer

n*-InGaAs

and p*-InGaAs contact layer were formed by similar selective
epitaxial growth. Finally. Au/Cr for p-contact and AuGeNI for ncontact were patterned by the lift-off method.
3. Experimental Results
The 525Mm
as

ized

long TTG-DFB laser with cleaved facets

follows.

The

threshold

current

was

is character-

16mA,

the

lasing

center wavelength was approximately 1.55um and the maximum output
power was 5mW per facet. The near-field pattern (NFP) and the
far-field pattern
vertical

mode

(FFP) are shown in Fig. 2.

are

fundamental.

The

spectral

Both horizontal
linewidths

and

without

modulation as measured by the delayed self-heterodyne method are
as shown In Fig. 3. The minimum spectral linewidth was 8.5MHz at
the

output

power

of

3.3mW.

The

spectra

variation

versus

the

modulation current at constant laser driving current are as shown
in Fig. 4. The main mode wavelength shifts continuously by 4.9nm.
and the wavelength shifts as a function of the modulation current
are as
W was

shown
5.3nm.

in Fig. 5. The continuous wavelength
and

was

larger

than

that

of

type

N.

shift of type
These

results

show that the modulation efficiency of type W
is superior to
that of type N. Figure 6
shows the output power as a function of
the wavelength shift at a constant laser driving current of 60mA.
A 4.3nm tuning range was recorded with the

side mode suppression

ratio (SMSR) exceeding 20dB.
4. Conclusions
1.5um range TTG-DFB
growth.

Threshold

performance
ess.

of

lasers were fabricated

current

was

5.3nm/4OmA was

l6mA,

obtained

and

a

using

using 9-fold
continuous
the

MOVPE
tuning

improved proc-
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Buried Interconnect Structure for Symmetric SEEDs
L. A. D'Asaro, L. M. F. Chirovsky, R. F. Kopf, and S. J. Pearton
AT&T Bell Laboratories
Murray Hill, New Jersey 07974
Introduction
The mesa structure previously published t for S-SEED arrays has a number of disadvantages
for future integration with electronic circuits on the same chip. These problems arise from the
large (= 1 gm) height of the mesas: (1) the angle on the sides of the mesas takes up valuable real
estate, (2) the metallization of the mesa sidewall for interconnect can introduce a yield problem
because of difficulty in covering, (3) the etching of the sidewall is a critical step which requires
accurate control to expose the buried N-layer for contacting, (4) the lithography resolution is
degraded by the large topography, and (5) the mesa sidewall presents a surface where minority
carriers recombine and thereby reduce the photocurrent collection efficiency.
We have developed a nearly planar structure which overcomes these problems. The new
structure is made by ion implantation for isolating and contacting the active regions. Figure 1
shows the structure, which we call "buried interconnect" because the connection between the
two SEED diodes in series to make an S-SEED is made through a buried layer of P-type
AlGaAs. Contact to the buried P-layer is made by a P-type implant. The layers in this structure
form an NIP diode, in contrast with the previously published PIN SEED diode.
Fabrication
The process steps to produce the buried interconnect structure are: MBE growth, etch, Be
implant and anneal, proton isolation implant and anneal, ohmic metallization and anneal,
interconnect insulation and metallization, and anti-reflection coating. Some details of these steps
are as follows.
The MBE growth is similar to the growth for the previously described mesa design, 1 with

the exception that the top contact layer of heavily doped Al., Ga.ggAs is N-type, while the
bottom contact layer of heavily doped Al.tIGag As is P-type. The layers, from the substrate
up, are: the reflector stack made of undoped AlAs and Al .3oGa.7oAs, the heavily doped P-typ
layer, the undoped multi-quintum-well structure (typically 60 pairs of alternating GaAs 100 A
thick and Al. 30 Ga.70 As 60 A thick), followed by the heavily doped top N-type layer.
The photolithographically defined chemical etch isolates tle top N-type regions for eac
active SEED structure. This etch depth is only a few thousand A, needed to remove the 3000 A
thick top N-layer of A1.11 Ga .g As between the active regions.
The Be implant to contact the buried P-layer is masked with photoresist. Several implant
energies are used to assure a conductinf path from the surface to the buried P-layer. 2 The Be is
annealed by rapid thermal annealing. This P-implant process replaces the previously used
critical etch.
The isolation between SEED active regions is completed by proton isolation implant, 4 again
masked by photoresist. Several implant energies are used to compensate the acceptors in the
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buried P-layer by introducing
traps. The implant is followed by a rapid thermal anneal to
3
optimize the isolation.
Ohmic contacts to the P and N-regions are similar to those previously described.' A
photolighographically defined final metal interconnect is deposited over an insulating film in
order to connect the SEEDs in series and to bring in the bias potentials from bonding pads.
Testing
Despite the advantages of a nearly planar structure, the buried interconnect would be
preferred only if it had equivalent or better performance than the mesa structure. Figure 2 shows
a comparison of the responsivity versus voltage and reflectivity versus voltage curves for two
SEED diodes, of identical size, made with identical MQW and contact regions. The difference is
that one is a buried interconnect NIP diode, while the other is a PIN mesa diode. The data was
taken with 3 pm diameter beams delivering 100 IiW of power at the exciton absorption
wavelength. The buried interconnect diode shows deeper modulation of the reflectivity and,
most importantly, a larger responsivity than the mesa diode in the range from I volt forward bias
to 3 volts reverse bias. The buried interconnect also shows deeper modulation of the
responsivity in the preferred range of operation, which is 0 to 6 volts of reverse bias.
Conclusions
The test results show that S-SEEDs fabricated by the buried interconnect method would be
expected to have better performance due to lower bistability thresholds and higher contrast than
mesa diode S-SEEDs. The results also show that the photocurrent is collected more efficiently
by the buried interconnect structure. These results are consistent with a model in which the
boundaries of the active region, formed by ion implantation, have a lower density of holeelectron recombination sites than the sidewall surface of a mesa diode.5 In addition to the good
operating characteristics, the nearly planar surface avoids the fabrication problems which would
interfere with the integration of S-SEEDs with FETs or other devices to form electronic circuits
on the same chip. This integration is very desiable for improving systems applications of
SEEDs.
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Tailoring of Electron and Hole Energies in Strained GaAsP/AIGaAs
Quantum Wells using Fluorine Impurity Induced Layer Disordering
Utpal Das. Steve Davis. Jia-T. Hsu. and Ramu V. Ramaswamy
University of Florida. Electrical Engineering Department. Gainesville. Florida 32611
Fred A. Stevie
AT&T Bell Laboratories. Allentown. Pennsylvania 18103
Electroabsorption in GaAs/AlGaAs quantum well (QW) waveguides is known to be strongly
polarization dependent 1l1. Electro-optic effects for the polarization perpendicular to the layer (which
shows a strong light-hole (LH} exciton peak) is negligible for the (100) grown QWs. For polarization
parallel to the layers the oscillator strengths of the excitons are smaller due to the presence of both the
LH and the heavy-hole (HH) exciton transitions. This necessitates a modification of the quantum
wells so that stronger oscillator strengths can be obtained for polarization parallel to the layers. This
can be accomplished by introducing a small amount of biaxial tensile strain in coherently grown QWs
121. The influence of blaxial tensile strain in tailoring the hole energies in GaAs 131 and GaAsP 141 QWs
has been reported. When a strained GaAsP is used in a quantum well, due to size quantization, the
valence bands move down.This movement is in the same direction incurred by the HH but opposite to
that incurred by the LH, due to shear strain. Thus for selected values of the strain and well size. it is
possible to restore the degeneracy of the two valence bands at the Brillouin Zone center as shown in
Fig. 1. It is possible to split the degeneracy for a small applied electric field and reduce the absorption
by half. The effects of modulating the degeneracy of the LH and HH transitions on the electro-optic
coefficients in this strained material is promising because of larger changes in the absorption
coefficient with the applied electric field. A practical approach to move the device from the
electroabsorption to the electro- optic regime at a fixed operating wavelength is to tailor the bandgap
Itself, as would be required in optoelectronic integration. A method of achieving this with minimum
processing steps is to use impurity induced layer disordering (IILD) in the QWs 151. Interdtffusion of the
constituent species of the quantum well and the barrier materials in a QW structure reduces the well
width. This In turn modifies the quantized energies in the well and moves the bandgap to higher
energies. Fluorine (F) implantation was used to enhance interdiffusion of GaAs/AIGaAs quantum
wells 16. 71. F is a neutral impurity in III-V semiconductors, therefore waveguide losses (arising from
free carrier scattering) are expected to be much lower than with the use of Si or Zn ILD.
In this work, we present a study of the optical properties of interdiffused
GaAs 0.9 1 P0.09/AI0. 3 Ga0 .7 As single QWs. induced by F implantation. A schematic structure of the
single QWs is shown in Fig. 2. The layers have been grown by atmospheric pressure MOCVD at 7500 C.
The unintentional background doping is measured to be - 5 x 10 15 cm, 3 . F has been implanted at 200
keV with a dose of 1014 cm-2 in the QW structures. Sealed tube annealing under Arsenic overpressure of
implanted and as-grown layers has been used for comparison purposes. Annealing temperature was
7500 C and the annealing time was between 15 minutes to 2 hours. Photoluminescence (PL)
measurements at 13K were used to demrmine the band energies for the control and the implanted and
annealed layers. An Argon-ion laser ()=5145 A) was used for the PL measurements. Fig. 3 shows a
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typical PL plot for a 15 minute annealing time.

The peaks are dominated by the LH and HH

transitions. After annealing, however, the peaks for the 80 A well which are aligned before annealing
loses its degeneracy but for the 1 I0 A well the degeneracy is almost restored. For higher annealing
times (up to 2 hours) the PL measurements only show single peaks for each well. The peak energies are
also found not to increase monotonically with Increasing annealing time. The change in the band
energies is therefore due to the interdiffusion of both the Group II as well as the Group V species. SIMS
measurements were performed on both implanted+annealed and as-grown+annealed layers. They
indicate, that unlike InGaAsP/InP heterostructures there is a strong interdiffusion of As and P. as
shown in Fig. 4. It is also evident from the SIMS results that a depletion of As at the surface is
associated with an out diffusion of P. However the decrease of Al concentration and increase of Ga
concentration at the surface contradicts the plausible explanation that one is tempted to make.
namely, that the layers were annealed at low As overpressure. The explanation may well be associated
with defects generated by F implantation. SIMS measurements of the F concentration shown in Fig. 5
clearly indicate that with only a 15 minute anneal there is an increase of F concentration, by an order
of magnitude, close to the surface. Study of the nterdiffusion in the GaAsP/AIGaAs QWs for various F
implant energies is in progress to explain the dependence of the interdiffusion on the impurity
profile.
In conclusion we have shown for the first time, that Fluorine induced ILD can be used to restore oi
remove the LH-HH degeneracy in a strained GaAsP/AIGaAs QW. This is particularly useful for
integrated opto-electronics where bandgap tailoring is required across the wafer. Restoring tht
degeneracy of LH and HH in a QW is important for potential applications in efficient electro-optk
integrated devices.
1. Strong polarization-sensitve electroabsorption in GaAs/AIGaAs quantum well waveguides"
J.S. Weiner. DAB. Miller, D.S. Chemla. T.C. Damen. CA Burrus. T.H. Wood, A.C. Gossard. and W
Wlegmann. AppL Phys. Led. 47. 1148 (1985).
2.

Theoretical Studies of polarization dependent electro-optical modulation in lattice matched anc
strained multi-quantum well structures". S. Hong and J. Singh, Superlattices and mic'oetructureE

3.645 (1987).
3. 'Enhancement of excitonic absorption due to overlap in heavy-hole and light-hole excitons ir
GaAs/InAlGaAs quantum well structures", G.P. Kothyal. S. Hong. N. Debbar. P.I. Bhattacharya

andJ. Singh. AppL Phys. Lett. 51, 1091 (1987).
4.

-tailoring of hole elgenenergies in strained GaAsP/AIGaAs single quantum wells by atmospherk
pressure Organometallic chemical vapor deposition". D.C. Bertolet. J.X. Hsu. and K.M. Lam. Appl
Phys. Lett. 53, 1501 (1988).

5.

"Monolithic Waveguide Coupled Cavity Lasers and Modulators Fabricated by Impurity Inducer

Disordering. R. L. Thornton, W. J. Mosby. and T. L Paoli, IEEE J Lghtwave Technol. 6.786(1988).
6. "MQW optical waveguides with large absorption edge blue shift produced by Boron and Fluorln

7.

mpurity-induced disordering', M. O'Neill. A. C. Bryce. J.M. Marsh. R.M. DeLaRue. J.S. Roberts
and C. Jeynes. Appl. Phys Lett. 55, 1373(1989).
'Ion-specles dependence of interdiffuslon in Ion-implanted GaAs-AlAs superlattices". Y
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SEMICONDUCTOR WAVEGUIDE SWITCHES AND MODULATORS
KUNIO TADA
DEPARTMENT OFELECTRONIC ENGINEERING, UNIVERSITY OF TOKYO
HONGO 7-3-1, BUNKYO-KU, TOKYO, 113, JAPAN
1. Introduction
Many people think that the electrooptic properties of GaAs and InP are inferior to
those in LiNbO3. This is not the case. It is true that the linear electrooptic coefficient r is
much smaller in these semiconductors than in LiNbO3 However, the refractive index n is
much larger, and the relative permittivity e, is much smaller. As a result, the most
important figure of merit P/Af (modulating power/bandwidth), which is proportional to
e,/nlr2 in waveguide modulators, in GaAs or InP is comparable to that in LiNbO, in the
wavelength region 1-1.6gi . Besides the linear electrooptic (Pockels) effect, a variety of
physical phenomena in these materials resulting in changes of the refractive index and
the absorption coefficient can be utilized to build fast and compact modulators/switches.
These phenomena include the Franz-Keldysh effect (electroabsorption), quantum-confined Stark effect, free carrier plasma effect and band-filling effect. Moreover, because
these compound semiconductors offer the obvious advantage of monolithic integration of
almost all kinds of useful photonic and electronic devices to form integrated optical
circuits (IOC) and optoelectronic integrated circuits(OEIC), waveguide switches and
modulators based on semiconductors seem to be very promising in the long run. This paper
reviews some of the recent works and tries to indicate some future directions.
2. Devices Based on Field-Induced Effects
The length I of electrooptic semiconductor waveguide modulators/switches is typically a few millimeters. If they are lumped-constant devices, the 3dB cutoff frequency
(bandwidth) of modulation 4fis ultimately limited by the light propagation time and is
about [4//(in cm)]GHz. The actual 4f is usually below several GHz and is limited by the
parasitic elements such as depletion layer capacitance, electrode layer resistance, and
bonding wire inductance'. Traveling-wave configuration is employed for a very high 6f,
which is limited by the amount of mismatch between the propagation times of the guided
optical and electromagnetic waves.The switching voltage, which is inversely proportional
to 1, can be much reduced by increasing Iin this configuration. GaAs/AIGaAs travelingwave single-waveguide') and Mach-Zehnder6) modulators were developed. The first GaAs/
AIGaAs traveling-wave directional coupler switch has recently been reported".By employing a semi-insulating GaAs substrate and a thin (2g±m) conductive layer sandwiched
between the substrate and the wiveguide layer, as shown in Fig.1, dielectric loss and
excessive slow-wave properties can be relaxed in the microwave guide structure. Switch-
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ing voltage of 10.4V and L4f of 9.1 GHz have been obtained at 1.06m wavelength.
A monolithic 4x4 optical matrix switch composed of conventional GaAs/AlGaAs
electrooptic directional couplers has been demonstrated7 . However, such devices built on
(100) substrate are operative only for TE-polarized light, and polarization-independen
directional coupler switches are required for photonic switching applications. It has been
depicted that these devices can be built on (11) substrate, and some theoretical analyses
and design examples are shown". Actual devices have been fabricated very recently'.
The Franz-Keldysh effect is a slight decrease of effective bandgap energy in bulk
semiconductor under an applied high electric field. Miniature and high-speed electroabsorption modulators monolithically integrated with DFB laser diodes are widely known.
Multiple-quantum-well (MQW) modulators are based on the quantum-confined
Stark effect (QCSE) in MQWs embedded in a waveguide. This effect is a remarkable decrease in the effective bandgap under an electric field applied perpendicular to the QW
layers. This shift of the absorption edge, being associated with similar shift of sharp
absorption peaks due to excitions, causes large changes in optical constants near the
bandgap. A large number of single-waveguide electroabsorptive modulators and a few of
directional coupler switches as well as intersecting waveguide switches have been
reported so far. Almost all of them employ QWs with rectangular potential profile. Use of
modified potential profiles such as graded, coupled, and parabolic potential profiles will
give us a new horizon in semiconductor modulators/switches. Polarization-independent
waveguide switches based on the QCSE in parabolic QWs have been proposed) and
implemented very recently". Structure of a unit QW with equivalent parabolic potential
profile and a preliminary result are shown in Fig.2. Improvement of this device is under
way.
3. Devices Based on Carrier-Injected Effects
Large changes in the optical constants can also be caused by injecting free carriers
into a waveguide layer. A compact (8mm-long) non-blocking 4x4 matrix switch was developed 12 1,which was composed of 32 Y-shaped total-internal-reflection type switches. A new
device structure for improving the relatively low speed of these forward-biased devices has
been proposed13 1,and demonstrated recently," . A schematic diagram of the simplest type
among the proposed bipolar transistor carrier-injected waveguide modulator/switches is
illustrated in Fig.3. This shows a cross section ofa heterojunction bipolar transistor(HBT)
whose p--GaAs base layer works also as waveguide layer of an absorption modulator.
Carriers are injected and stored only in this layer. In comparison with conventional diodestructured devices where the switching times are most often limited by the lifetime of
injected carriers, the triede-structured devices can be much faster if high speed carrier
injention and removal are performed through the base terminal. The amplification nature
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of transistors also means that large emitter or collector switching currents can be
controlled by small base currents. The actual sample has MBE-grown ten epilayers
including two composition-grading layers which prevent the decrease of current amplification factor. An output on/off ratio of 2.1 and a switching time of 1.6ns has been obtained
with a turn-on base current of 3mA.
Devices based on quantum well electron transfer have been proposed and demonstrated','.
4. Comment
One ofimportant issues in semiconductor waveguide switches and modulators is the
large optical insertion loss mainly caused by a large coupling loss.Reducing the coupling
loss to fiber is the most urgent issue. Because there exists a trade-offbetween the coupling
efficiency and switching voltage or current, new simple structures near the end facet such
as a large optical window should be devised for better coupling efficiency. Monolithic
integration of the device with other components such as laser diode is another way to cope
with this problem. More positive way would be incorporation of traveling-wave optical
amplifiers into switches and modulators. In order to solve all the problems memtioned
above, the role of semiconductor optoelectronic devices fabrication technologies will
become more and more important.
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Properties of Waveguides, Routing Structures and Switches
Fabricated by Impurity Induced Layer Disordering
T. A. DeTemple
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
University of Illinois
Urbana, IL 61801
Since its discovery in 1981, the phenomena of impurity
induced layer disordering (IILD), or intermixing, has received
some attention because of its promise as a planar optically self
aligned fabrication method for buried channel optical waveguide
structures such as PIC or OEIC .

The process is such that the

intermixed region has a higher bandgap and hence lower index of
refraction than the original structure permitting lateral index
of refraction control via masks.

Originally seen in AlGaAs, the

effect is now known to exist in three other laser related alloys,
all of which contain graded Al-Ga layers and which preserve
lattice matching after intermixing

2-4

Since low threshold current, index guided lasers have been
fabricated by IILD5 , the primary questions one may ask regarding
IILD fabrication deal with the quality of the waveguides as
routing structures and what else can be made from the same
heterostructure.

The long range issue focuses on the possible

existence of a universal heterostructure which can be processed
for multiple device applications.
This talk will concentrate first on the non-laser aspects of
single AlGaAs structures fabricated by IILD.

In particular,

fabrication methods will be outlined and data on the optical
properties of simple routing structures, such as s-bends, will be
presented 6 .

Electro-absorption

7

and electro-refraction

8

modulators have been fabricated by IILD and t.,eir properties and
device implications will be discussed.
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Next, the issues associated with the integration of multiple
devices, passive and active, will be discussed.

Of special

importance is device isolation, both electrical and optical, and
5
the means to achieve these by oxygen incorporation via IILD
Integrated band edge devices such as amplifers would require
9
transparent guide sections. Impurity , via IILD, and impurity
free modifications of the band gap via vacancy incorporation
(VILD) have been demonstrated 1 0 and data on the properties of
such structures show that both IILD and VILD can be used for
lateral and axial intermixing applications without compromising
routing ability 11
Selected integrated PIC's (integrated extended cavity lasers
and time slot interchange switches) will be discussed which aid
in formulating unresolved aspects of IILD and VILD.

These also

identify bottleneck issues associated with the presently studied
heterostructures and with the integration of lasers into the
guided structure.
Research supported by the National Science Foundation
sponsored Engineering Research Center for Compound Semiconductor
Microelectronics.
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Room Temperature Stark-ladder Transitions and Electro-optic Bistability
in GaAs/AlAs Superlattices with Different Miniband Widths
K. Kawashima, K. Fujiwara, T. Yamamoto, M. Sigeta, and K. Kobayashi
ATR Optical and Radio Communications Research Laboratories,
Seika-cho, Soraku-gun, Kyoto 619-02, Japan

Recently, there has been an increasing interest in Wannier-Stark localization in
superlattices [1-3] for various advantages to photonic device applications such as
optical modulators or bistable switching devices [4,5]. To achieve a high on/off ratio
bistable operation, which is based on a self-electro-optic-effect device(SEED) [6],
device improvement using a Fabry-Perot resonator and/or a reflective structure has
been reported [7]. However, for application to vertical transmission devices, it is
important to enhance the oscillator strength of optical absorption in superlattice
layers, which is associated with both electric field-induced blue shift of the absorption
edge and additional absorption peak shifts by Stark-ladder transitions [1-3].
In this paper, we report on a systematic study of room temperature Stark-ladder
transitions in GaAs/AlAs superlattices with different miniband widths. We observed
the highest quantum coherence of 11 periods in the wide-miniband superlattice.
Furthermore, we show the dependence of electro-optic bistable properties on the
oscillator strength of the Stark-ladder transitions.
We prepared 6 samples which consist of the same structure except for a superlattice
layer. The growth sequence was as follows: (a) n-GaAs buffer, (b) n-Alo. 4 Gao.6As
cladding, (c) a nominally undoped 100-period of GaAs/AlAs superlattice which was
embedded in undoped Alo. 4Gao.6As cladding, (d) p-Al0.4Gao.6As cladding, and (e) pcapping layers. The barrier thickness of the superlattices in samples # 1,#2,#3, and #4
were 5.7A, 8.6k, 11.4A and 17.3A, respectively. The well thickness of these samples
was the same: 31.3A. Samples #5 and #6 have wells of 26.1A and 39.2k, respectively,
and consisted of the same barrier as sample #2. Conventional lithographic techniques
and wet etching were used to fabricate p-i-n diodes which have a windowed Au
electrode. These sample structure is schematically shown in Fig. 1. Room temperature
photocurrent (PC) spectra were measured at various voltages using monochromatic

light from a halogen lamp. PC-voltage characteristics of the diodes and electro-optic
bistable properties of SEED-type devices were measured using an Ar+ laser pumped
titanium-sapphire laser. Figure 2 represents PC spectra for samples #1,#2,#3 and #4 under a high reverse
bias voltage (Vb= 14V). Top bars in Fig. 2 indicate the calculated miniband widths
(140-17meV) for each sample. Under high electric field regimes the electron
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wavefunction tends to localize in each well. As a result, a heavy-hole(HH) exciton
absorption peak (namely, 0-th Stark ladder transition ) is observed around 730nm in
each sample. In wider-miniband samples, because of large probability of electron
tunneling, an additional peak due to the n=-1 Stark ladder transition is observed
more clearly in the lower energy.
Figure 3 shows a PC-voltage curve of sample #1 which consists of the thinnest
barrier. Stark-ladder transitions down to n =-5 are resolved. Such a high quantum
coherence (8,9] of over 11 periods shows that this thin barrier structure was grown with
high homogeneity. Under lower electric field regimes than that shown in fig. 2,
absorption peaks due to n # 0 Stark-ladder transitions were observed in PC spectra in
every sample except sample #4. In Fig. 4, measured slopes of the field-induced energy
shifts of Stark-ladder transitions were plotted as a function of a period D. The dashed
lines represent the calculated slopes neD [1,2]. This agreement gives clear evidence
that Wannier-Stark localization occurs over a wide range of miniband widths.
We have studied the dependence of SEED characteristics on both the H exciton
absorption line shape and the oscillator strength of n_5-1 Stark-ladder transitions. To
observe the SEED operation, we have connected a load resistor and a constant bias in
series to the each sample. In fig. 5 we present typical PC versus input light power
characteristics of several wavelengths of samples #1,#2,#3, and #4. Fig. 5 shows that
bistabilities clearly depend on the miniband width of superlattice. In sample #1,
because the HH exciton peak is broad ( which was shown in fig. 2 ), and the oscillatoz
strength of higher index Stark-ladder transitions is large, it is difficult to get a clear
bistable hysterisis loop. In sample #2, two bistable loops are observed: one that in the
lower power region arises from the n = -1 Stark ladder transition and the other refers to
the n<-2 Stark-ladders. In sample #3, a large on/off ratio (>2) bistability is
demonstrated at the operation wavelength of 750nm. At wavelengths longer than
755nm, only one hysteresis loop due to the n=-l Stark-ladder is observed. These
features are associated with the sharpness of localized HH exciton peaks, and
weakness of oscillator strength due to the n <-2 Stark ladder transitions. In sample #4,
the localized HH exciton line shape is sharp as shown in Fig. 2. However, its miniband
width is too narrow, and the field-induced blue-shift of the absorption edge is hidden in
the HH exciton peak. Therefore, the operation wavelength to obtain the bistabilities is
restricted within a narrow range.
In conclusion, we have systematically studied room temperature Stark-ladder
transitions in GaAs/AIAs superlattices with different miniband widths. We have
observed the highest quantum coherency of 11 periods in wide-miniband superlattice.
A wide bistable loop was obtained in the superlattice whose miniband width is of the
order of 50meV.
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Very Low-Voltage MBE.grown Asymmetric Fabry-Perot Reflection Modulator based on
Superlattice Wannier-Stark Localization
K-K. Law. J. L Merz, and L A. Coldren
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering,
University of California. Santa Barbara
Santa Barbara, CA 93106
Surface-normal optical modulators based on Ill-V semiconductor quantum wells (QWs) and
superlattices (SLs) are important for potential applications such as two-dimensional arrays for optical
interconnection and optical processing. Asymmetric Fabry-Perot (ASFP) smtctures[1-4] utilizing
elecoahorption effects of either QWs or SLs inside the cavities sandwiched by a pair of asymmetric
mirrors (with bottom miror more reflective) have been implemented with high contrast ratios.
Depending on the active medium and the ASFP configuraton, the ASFP can be either normally-on or
normally-off. The general operating principle of a normally-on multiple-QW ASFP is to red-shift the
heavy hole exciton of the QWs by the quantum confined Stark effect (QCSE) towards the Fabry-Perot
(FP) resonance to balance the initially asymmetric FP cavity. For a normally-off SL ASFP (SL-ASFP).
however, the off level in the low-field case is attained by aligning the FP mode at the appropriate photon
energy relative to the SL absorption edge to match the top and effective bottom mirror reflectivities.
Upon application of fields, such an ASFP will be turned on by reducing the cavity loss at resonace
through the pseudo-blue-shift[5] of the absorption edge caused by Wannier-Stark localization in the S1461.
In contrast to the normally-on ASFP, the normally-off modulator is also particularly suited for the
implementation of high-contrast self-electro-optic effect devices (SEEDs)l] due to the SL-ASFP's
negative differential photoconductivity when illuminated in the spectral range around the FP resonance,
Among other design criteria, one of the most important considerations for a surface-normal
modulator is its operating voltage swing. Low drive voltages are important because of compatibility
with that in the modern electronic circuits and low drive powers for high-speed opetutiona. A highcontrast normally-off SL-ASFP reported previously requires an operating voltage swing of 8V[41. In
order to further reduce the operating voltage, while using the same SL structure, we can decrease the
number of periods of SL in the cavity by appropriately increasing the top mtior reflectivity[2 because the
required critical amount of absorption and active layer thickness product for the zero-reflectivity offstate decreases (Fig. 1). The front mirror reflectivity was increased from -0.32 in the previous SLASFP[4] to -0.6 in the current one, and the number of periods of SL needed could be reduced by -1I/2. In
this paper, we report a MBE-grown monolithic normally-off transverse asymmetric Fabry-Perot
reflection modulator using Wannier-Stark localization in a superlattice with an operating voltage swing
of less than 3V. A contrast ratio of >26:1 at the FP resonance and a reflection change of 33% at a
wavelength -20A away from the FP mode has been achieved. Also the pragmatic limitations that are
imposed on the device performance and integration of such modulators and optical logic switches by the
MBE growth will be discussed.
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The device structure, as shown in Fig. 2, was grown by MBE on a two-in wafer in a modular Varian
Gen II MBE system. The successful operation of the SL-ASFP relies on the meticulous alignment of the
FP resonance at a relevant wavelength relative to the SL absorption edge. The FP mode wavelength is
determined by both the thickness and refractive index of the medium embedded inside the cavity and the
grating mirror thicknesses. Also the SL absorption edge and the magnitude of the absorption change are
quite sensitive to well and barrier widths. Tberefore the growth rate calibration by RHEED oscillations
is crucial to grow device structures close to the design parameters.
undoped SL medium were grown at -570

0

All the layers except the active

C to avoid Ga reevaporation and minimize dopant diffusion.

The mirror layers and the SL medium (618A AIAs535A Alo.3Ga0 . 7 As) were grown with substrate
rotation to control their uniformity across the wafer to -3%.

The SL was grown at -6900C to optimize

its optical properties. The device contains a 20.5-period bottom mirror (Si-doped) and a 3-period top
mirror (Be-doped) stack separated by an undoped SL stuucture (52.5 pairs of 30MAGaAs/30A
AIo. 3 Ga.

7 As)

and a 0.64n Be-doped Alo. 3GaO.7 As layer (Fig. 2).

Fig. 3 shows the narrow-band modulation spectra for one of our device at various biasing voltages.
The positions of the FP modes at different voltages we indicated by the dashed line. Because of the
relatively large built-in field, a slight forward bias of +O.ISV is needed to offset the partial Starklocalization of the carriers ianthe SL to bing the FP mode at X -7670A to its minimom. The PP mode
reflectivity increases monotonically as the electric field across the SL increae

and also the full-width-

half-maximum of the FP mode reduces with increasing field. This is caused by the d

in absorption

in the spectral range around die FP mode due to die Wannier-Stark localization effect. Recovery of the
QW exciton can be readily observed as reflectivity dip at X. - 7540k. as both electron and hole
wavefunctions begin to be strongly localized with biases > -0.5V. In Fig. 4(a) and (b), both the contrast
ratio (=R(-2.75V) / R(+O.I8V)] and the change [AR(V)=R(V) - R(+0.ISV)] in reflectivities of the SLASFP as a function of wavelength ae shown. A contrast ratio of moe than 26 was attained at ). 7670k. The conrast rtio decresses

pd* ftom in peak aund the FP mode. A connmraioof>10can

be attained over a spectiol width of >OA. The AR(-2.75V) is atits peak value of -33% at . - 7690A.
The AR(-275V) at -7670A is -24% (-72% of the peak AR). A change of at least 24% cas be observed
over a larger optical bandwidth of >70k. Because of the complex change of the SL's absorption spectrum

with applied field ad the FP reflectivitrs nonlinear dependence on cavity loss AR is highly nonlinear
with applied voltae. The reflectivity increases rapidly upon changing the him frm +.a lV

to .0.SV, and

as a result. AR per unit drive voltage (from +0.18V to -0.5V) are as high as -32%/V and -28%/V at
-7685A and -7635A respectively. However, the 6R increases more gradually with bias beyond -IV.

Devices within an ameof > l.6cmxO.3mm of the wafer with about the same AR (within -5%) at the FP
mode wavelength with< -0.2% variation from the one shown in Fig. 3 we also attained.
Due to the residual absorption below the high-field absorption edge, the insertion loss at the
wavelength of peak contrast is about 6dB. For such an ASFP structure relying on pseudo-blue-shift
mechanism inside the cavity to achieve normally-off type operation, albeit there is large enough
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absorption at low field in the active region to yield a "zero" off-level, the loss at high field isillU
significant enough to contribute a relatively high insertion lo= even with >99% bottom mirror
reflectivity. Tha can be attributed to the relatively low contrast ratio (<3) of the SL absorption
coefficient. Other more complex quantum wells such as symmetric coupled QWs(8] and asymmetric
mrarigular QWs[9.1O1 that rely on significantly reducing the oscillator strength of the optical absorption
of the zero-field exciton using field by separating the election and hole distributions in the wells can also
be adapted in the nornally-off ASFP structure. In particular, by operating the photon energy at the zerofield ground state heavy hole exciton transition of an asymmetric triangular QW. large absorption
contrast has been theoretically proposed(91 at a relatively small field change. Thence ASFP incorporating
such type of quantum well will potentially provide normally-off operation with high-contrast, low
insertion low and low operating voltage. Such kind of ASFPs also have the potential application as highperfortnaiice SEED with very low or even no bias.
In conclusion, we have utilized the precise layer thickness and composition control offered by ME
to implement a normally-off surface normal superlattice asymmetric Fabry-Perot modulator with a
conta ratio of more than 26:1 at a voltage swing of less tha 3V. The modulation is attained by
reducing the cavity loss at the FP resonance through the SL Waier-Stak localization. Such type of
monolithic modulators with uniform characterstics provided by meticulous control of MBE growth can
be inegrased int two-dimensional arrays for optical iuntonectson and optical computation.
Mhe athors would hike t aowedge C.P.Chao for his technical assistance. We would als
du~nk R. IL YaM for discussioti.
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Room Temperature Excitonic Transitions and Electro-Optical Bistability
in Strained In 1 Ga1.xAs/Alo. 1 5Ga 0 .8 5As Multiple Quantum Wells
K. Kawashima, K. Fujiwara, and K. Kobayashi
ATR Optical and Radio Communications Research Laboratories,
Seika-cho, Soraku-gun, Kyoto 619-02, Japan
and
N. Sano
Department of Physics, School of Science, Kwansei Gakuin University,
Nishinomiya 662, Japan

Recently, there have been a great deal of attention in strained InxGal.xAs
heterostructures grown on the GaAs substrate [1]. This is because the strained systems
can provide additional freedom for the material design and various advantages to optoelectronic device applications. For applications to vertical-beam optical devices which
are very useful for parallel optical beam processing, however, the advantage offered by
the InxGal.xAs material system is crucial (2-61. This is because the exciton resonance
absorption can occur at energy below the bandgap of the GaAs substrate. This means
that there is no need to remove the substrate to transmit the radiation at wavelength of
interest. This is in fact the great advantage of the In.Gal-As material system
especially for an integrated-type device. Although recent advancement of the crystal
growth techniques enables us to prepare high quality strained epitaxial layers, basic
understanding of the band lineup problem is still controversial (7-10]. Investigations of
the psuedomorphic strained heterostructures are therefore important in tailoring the
device characteristics.
In this paper, we report on optical absorption properties of strained InxGal.xAs
/Alo.15Gao.8aAs multiple quantum wells (MQW) with nominal x values of 0.05, 0.10
and 0.15 by photocurrent (PC) spectroscopy. By virtue of the stronger quantum
confinement by Alo. 150ao.s5As barriers, distinct exciton resonances are observed up to
2nd order even at room temperature. A theoretical model analysis is given which
explains all the energies of both parity allowed and forbidden transitions, fully taking
account of the strain-induced energy-shifts due to the conduction and valence band
deformation. Using the merit of the substrate transparency at the exciton resonance, a
novel electro-optic bistable device is proposed and demonstrated without removal of the
GaAs substrate.
The InzGa-zAs/Alo. gGao.s5s MQW structures were grown on n +-type GaAs (100)
substrates by molecular beam epitaxy [5]. Five periods of nominally undoped
InxGal.1 As quantum wells with a width of Lz= 100 A and LB=250 A thick
Al. 15 Gao.sa5As barriers in between were grown at 470"C. They are confined by undoped
500k A10.15 0ao.g 5As and 0.1pn Alo.30ao.TAs layers. These layers are further clad by
n- and p-type Alo.3Gao.7As layers to form p-i-n structures. The p-i-n diode were
processed in about 400pm mesas and gold-ring electrodes as contact on the p-material
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were formed by standard photolithography. Back-side ohmic contact was formed on a
corner part with In-Ga alloy solders. The sample structure is illustrated in Fig. 1. PC
spectra were measured at room temperature in a dc mode using a lamp-monochromator
system as s light source. Optical switching experiments were performed using a
titanium-sapphire laser, pumped by a 6W argon laser, which can cover the wavelength
range between 850 and 1000 nm.
Figure 2 shows room temperature PC spectra of the InxGa1-xAs/Alo.15Gao.ssAs
MQW p-i-n diodes. The spectra were taken under illumination from top of the epitaxial
layers with the bias voltage Vb=O (nearly equivalent to the flat band conditions).
Assignment of the transitions is also indicated in Fig. 2 (discussed later). Here we use
in the following the notation ijH (ijL) for heavy-hole (light-hole) exciton transition
between the i-th electron and j-th heavy-hole (light-hole) subband. Sharp exciton
resonances are clearly seen up to the 2nd order. Linewidth of the I1H transition in Fig.
2 is as low as 14 meV at room temperature. This demonstrates excellent quality of our
strained epitaxial layers and homogeneous layer thickness and In distribution in the
well layers. In Fig. 2, we note that the 11L exciton transition is clearly seen. This
results from the fact that the lowest light-hole subband is certainly bounded in the well
of the IlL
because of the use of Al 0 .1 0ao.s5As barrier. The energy separation, AL..,
and 11H transitions is found to be 27,47, and 72 meV, increasing with the In content in
the well. This gives direct evidence for the strain-induced effect on the valence band
splitting.
In order to quantitatively explain the experimental results, we have calculated
subband structures, fully taking the strain effect into account. For that, we assume
that the lattice-mismach is accommodated by the elastic strain given by the tensor j
(cxx=¢yy=t=(aL-as)aL, c=-2C121CII,€) with the lattice constants aL and as of the
unstrained ternary InxGal-xAs layer and of the substrate, respectively. We further
assume that valence-band offsets between unstrained InxGai.xAs and Alo.j 5 0a 0 .s5As

are calculated by a simple summation of the offset values for the InzGa.,As/GaAs and
GaAs/Al0.j5Gao.asAs heterointerfaces using a linear interpolation scheme (9). For the
latter offset value, we use a widely accepted 64/36 rule. Thus, our present model is
naturally connected to the model by Gershoni et al [9). (the limit of y=0 in the
InxGal.xAs/AlyGai-yAs system). Our calculation shows that the transition energy
changes from that of bulk unstrained InGa1 .jAs by two effects of strain and quantum
confinement. We find that the tAELH is mostly determined by the valence-band axial
deformation potential and indirectly through the hole confinement energy variations
by the hydrostatic deformation potential. This is because the hydrostatic strain
component moves the valence band edges by the same amount. Therefore, the
measured AELH allows us to determine the x value in the well accurately and selfconsistently, as indicated in Fig. 2. We should point out that the precise determination
of the x value is particularly important because of its sensitivity to the transition
energy. In Fig. 2, the calculated results are also indicated by vertical bars, assuming a
exciton binding energy of 7 meV [7]. Excellent agreement between theory and
experiment is obtained.
When the reverse bias voltage was increased, both parity allowed and forbidden
exciton transitions are observed. Variations of the transition energies are plotted in
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Fig. 3 for the sample with x = 0.143. Agreement with the theory is again obtained for
the parity forbidden transitions under the flat-band conditions. When we increase the
reverse bias voltage, the IIH resonance peak is red-shifted and the oscillator-strength
decreases, accompanied by a linewidth broadening. Parity forbidden transitions (12H
and 21H) increase their intensity with increasing reverse bias. These feature are
attributed to the quantum confined Stark effect [11]. As shown in the inset of Fig. 3,
negative differential PC regions are observed at the energy below the bandgap of the
GaAs substrate. Therefore, we obtain a bistable self-electro-optic effect device (SEED)
by connecting a load resistor (R) and a constant bias (V0 ) in series to the sample [5].It
should be stressed that the bistable operation is achievable without removing the
substrate at the wavelength where the substrate is transparent. As demonstrated in
Fig. 4, all optical bistability is also obtained by connecting a LED in series. That is,
optical switching and hysterisis loop of the optical output power versus the input power
are demonstrated at two different wavelengths Al and A2. This result suggests
important implication for a vertically integrated-type asymmetric SEED device that
uses two wavelengths and one pixel instead of using one wavelength and two pixels
like a symmetric SEED [12]. This type of integration is possible when at least one of
the wavelengths is transparent to the substrate with the use of strained In.Gal.As

system.
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Ultrafast Measurements of Tunneling Dynamics
in a GaAs/A1GaAs MQW Pin Optical Modulator

C. B. Park, A. Miller, D. C. Hutchings, P. LiKamWa
Center for Research in Electro-Optics and Lasers,
University of Central Florida,
Orlando, FL 32826
Tel: (407) 658 6800
It has attracted much attention to investigate the mechanisms responsible for the vertical
transport of photogenerated carriers

in semiconductor

multiple

quantum wells

since

all

photoconductive devices depend on it for their properties. The photoconductive rise time which is
directly related to the carrier sweep-out time gives important characteristics such as switching time
and risetime to SEED (Self Electro-optic Effect Device) - type logic devices and photodetectors. The
ultrafast response depends on the detailed nature of the cross well carrier transport mechanisms.
Previous measurements have employed the excite-probe technique with electrically biased MQWs to
monitor thermionic emission and tunneling via transmission changes caused by the relaxation of the
"
quantum confined Stark effect as carriers leaving the wells' .

In the present work, we have

extended these measurements to longer time delays and investigated the effects of higher carrier
densities appropriate to nonlinear optical switching devices. In this case, the response is significantly
altered because of the space-charge field dynamically changing the absorption coefficient and
tunneling rates. Measurements have been carried out as a function of laser intensity over a range
of applied fields including conditions of resonant tunneling. The results are being numerically
modeled to determine the effects of local field changes.

We have employed I psec ,ulses from
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a cavity dumped and synchronously mode-locked Styryl 9 dye laser,

The MQW device was grown

by MOVPE 4 and has 60 GaAs wells of width 87A and Al.Ga -,As (x=0.3) 60A thick barriers.
Excite-probe measurements at photon energies just below the exciton resonance determined the
photoconductive risetime via changes in transmission caused by a blue shift of the exciton peak
resulting from screening of the field by the carriers leaving the wells and moving towards the
contacts. The signal consisted of a rise due to charge separation screening the field and a subsequent
fall due to transverse diffusion of the carriers in the doped regions S. At low excitation levels, the
field dependent risetime varied from over 300 psec to IOpsec as a function of applied voltage. These
process occur on timescales faster than the external bias circuitry can respond. A minimum of 20ps
risetime was measured at 5V corresponding to conditions of resonant tunneling between the n- I level
in one well and the n-2 level in the adjacent well. The temporal response at higher excitation levels
is shown in figure 1. The measurements shown were made under initial conditions of resonant
tunneling.

As the carrier density is increased, the response time lengthens.

The transmission

response will depend on the form of the absorption feature, the locally induced space charge fields
and the way the functional form of these parameters vary with applied electric field. We ascribe the
observed temporal response to a slowing of carrier tunneling from the wells due to the larger space
charge fields (and therefore lower net field) induced at higher carrier densities.
We have modeled the temporal response of the pin modulator numerically.

This self-

consistent model computes the spatial distribution of electrons within each well as a function of time
after carrier generation by the excitation pulse. The evolution of the local field within each well is
used to derive inter-well scattering rates, tunneling rates from the confined states within the wells
to the continuum, and transit rates across the device. We also allow for the transverse diffusion of
electrons in the contact region.
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Figure 1:

Low power probe pulse transmission of a biased GaAS/AIGaAS pin structure as a
function of delay after excitation by pump pulses at four different average powers.
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